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INTRODUCTION

The transit indistiy has been in a state of financial crisis for
sereral years and there is still no relief in sight, tecreasitig sources
of financial support, increasing costs, shifting govemnental roles, and
chaiTgitTg regulatory requironents are creating pressires on transit mana-
ganent to reassess existing assunptions and sedc internal econcraics.

Above all, this canplex ensn.ronnent creates the critical need for sound
financial mnggement principles. Although financial management is fre-
quently confused with accounting, it is far more than a means for
tracking money flow. At its heart lies the allocation and management
of an organization's financial, hunan, and physical resources: it thus
creates a basic framewoiic for managerial decision making. Ultimately
eveiy decision a transit raangger makes has financial implications.

In response to this problem, the Institute for Urban
Transportatior/Center for Transit Research and t^nagement Develqxnent at
Indiana University (lUT) developed a ten day training course called
"Financisil Nhnggeraent for Transit," Since 1982, this course has been
offered twice each year to financial managers fron transit systems from
all over the United States. Instructors for the cajrse ha/e been
selected fron experts in the transit indastiy and fron faculty members
of the Indiana University School of Business who ha/e borrowed the proven
techniques fron private industry and adapted then for use in the piblic
s ector.

This handbodc developed as a logical outgrowth of the "Financial
Management for Transit!' training course. lUT staff members used the
training course notebodics as a base, along with other available studies
and doojments. Ft on this material ve developed a handbodc which
addresses mary of the fundamental financial mnggement issuas that the
transit industry faces. Each of the ten chapters addresses a separate
financial topic and can be used by itself for a specific use, or the
chapters can be used in conjunction to provide a comprehensive approach
towards financial management. Despite the variety of topics, this hand-
bock is not intended to encompass all of the financial management issues
of the transit industry; nor can it completely cover aiy of the topics
that are included. This handbodic is merely intended to be a primer for
transit managers that hsf/e not had the opportunity for a formal finan-
cial education, either through college classes, professional development
programs, or through extensive on-the-job experience. Vfe hope that some
of the ideas presented in this handbook will be beneficial even to those
f inancifid managers vdio have had formal trainirg and experience.
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CHAPTER ONE

FEN^NCIAL PLANNING TECHNIQUES FOR TRANSIT

Introduction

financial plannirg in transit has always been important. Ft an the
very earliest private enterprise days of the industry to the pre-
sent days of piblic ownership, there has been an ob^ous need to gaige
carefully the resources needed for carryirig out operations and to mke
the necessary capital irR^estments to the transit property.

Financial plannir^g is even more important in times when mon^ is
scarce. Nknagement effort is always directed toward the scarce
resource; when labor is short, the nangganent of personnel fmetion

becanes an important factor. VB.th mountirig concern over fiscal problems
in transit, management attention should be increasingly directed toward
financial planning. What should be and what actually is are often two

very different things; the financial planning that prudence and good
marifigement demand is often raissirg in transit, replaced by fiddling with
bud^ts and cost-cutting prograns that are simple reactions rather than
carefully crafted events.

Financial planning is more difficult and more necessary at present
because of the nary financial uncertainties facing transit. Vhile
uncertainty is no strarger to the transit industry, it has taken on a
new dimension. Fton a financial viewpoint, the federal aid progran,
begun in 1961, had continually expanded the number of programs and the
f ^eral fuids available; for nary years the trend was steadily upward.
Since 1981 the level of federal support has actually diminished and
the nassive federal deficit SLggssts that this decline may contirue into
the future.

Local and state support of transit is another uncertainty. Ih

recent decades, there have been sibstantial increases in state ard local
supprt for transit operations, capital, planning, and other prograns--
usinlly matching a federal grant- -but this support tends to fluctuate
with the condition of the econony. In bad econordc times, when transit
ridership and fare receipts usually fall, it is difficult for state and
local govemnent to provide additional fmds for transit. Aid local
political conflicts betwaen city and siburb, risirg costs of labor and
supplies, and citizen tax re/^olt, and the financial situation in transit
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is often a most trying one, all of v?hidi mkes financial plannir^ more
inportant than ever.

The Beginning of the Financial Planning Process

Financial planning identifies needs, develops managerial strate-
gies, helps mke the best use of limited resources, helps redice uncer-
tainty, and rrary even help educate both piblic officials and the general
public. A good financial plan nust meet the needs of the present;
however, it should also be prepared with an eye to the future and should
be molded by the lorig-run plans for the transit property. With lorig-run

as well as short-run considerations in mind, the strat^ic plan is the
ideal startir^ point for the development of the financial planning pro-
cess.

Most transit properties ha/e no strategic planning process; indeed,
th^ are typically innocent of a real financial planning process. Wiat
is presented here is an ideal situation, a nom to which, under the best
of ciroums tances, transit properties should aim. Vhat follows may
appear too neat and too precise, but it is not wise to dianiss a concept
or an idea that nay be helpful merely because it is now uncommon in a
given indjstry.

The long-rarge plannirg process for a transit property is most
effectively carried out through the development of a strategic plan.

Strat^ic plans normally arise from the wisl^s of a transit policy board
to lock beyond the imrEdiate future. The need for long-range capital
investment is often the spir to suzh plannirg. Bquipnent and raachineiy

wear out and there is a need to maintain buildings and other fixed faci-
lities. Eiq)eriencad policymakers will begin to raise qiBStions about
heavy maintenance or capital rq)lenishnent needs, or new capital purdia-
ses, over the next two to five years, or even longer. But a strategic
plan is much more than a capital irvestnent plan; it integrates long-
run and short-run irvestment decisions with operational and hunan
resource decisions. A strategic plan mry be animated initially ty
capital irvestment considerations, but it goes beyond planning.

The strategic plannirg canraLttee that rajst be established by the
policy-makir^ board should work closely with the budget ccmmLttee of the
board and with the nan^ement tean of the transit property. The budget
camraittee should strive contiruously to update the bud^t to confoim to

reality; likewise, the strategic planning committee should regularfy
survey the strategic plan and upiate it as needed to conform with better
infonnation and more knowledge of real-vrorld conditions. Again, it is
only honest to note that strategic plannirg canmL t tees- -and strategic
plannirg- -are rare in the transit industry. It should also be noted
that that lade of strategic planning is often unconscious decision to

lock a transit property into the present, perhaps crisis-ridden, manage-
ment pattern. The strat^ic plan, to the contrary, attanpts to lay out
the future over a period of between one and ten years, aril to move the
property forward to what it should be doing in the future, based on the
best available infonnation and a vision of how transit may best serve
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the cannunity which is its home. Figure 1.1 is a diagran of the strate-

gic planniiTg process.

The strategic planning process b^ins with an analysis of the
einvironnent in which the transit property exists. This should include
an assessment of the threats and opportunities that nay lie partially
hidden in both the near and more distant future. For instance, there
would be a threat if either the federal, a state, or local govemnent
diminishes its support for transit. Cti the other hand, a strong local
cannitraent to downtown redevelopment may be a good lorig-run opportunity
for transit, fenewal is the sort of lopg-run venture with which transit
can be closely identified and in which transit nay play an important
role.

Another major factor in the strategic plan is consideration of the
basic assunptions to be used. This would include su:ih assunptions as
the contimation of certain levels of fiscal support, growth patterns in
the city as it will affect the transit operations, geographic expansion,
a move toward a rail syston, the development of reserved frea/ay lanes
for buses, or a redaction of service because of an expected sharp
decline in population.

An assessnent of the current situation of the property should be
made. This is a measure of the tiaterial and hunan resources that are
available to cariy out whatever tasks are needed. The assessnent should
include current needs and also possible future needs and directions.
While the future- -or arythirg beyond one or two years- -is difficult to
assess, some thirds are rather clear: the need to replace buses or
other rollirig stock on a regular pattern is relatively easy to determine
based on the economic life of equipnent. Other aspects of a properly
that can be examined at this st^e are employee turnover rates, retire-
ment age and trainirg of employees, the availability of information fron
whata^er nanggement information syston is in place, and the image of the
property as reflected ty the local media.

Another st^ is an analysis of the naiket potential for the transit
property. This includes an estimate of future tra/el demand and other
cannunity needs that nay affect transit. These should be projected as
solidly as possible and as far as possible into the future. In this
category vrould cone su:.h thirds as cannunity development and redevelop-
ment efforts in which transit may or nust play a role. This step is
essential in eventually calculating fare raremes.

Fran the foregoing effort canes the development of goals and objec-
tives, a process which should take account of all groups and jurisdic-
tions that will be affected. The goals of the transit agency should not
be bannered out in a vacuun. In formulating goals and priorities, irput
is necessary from the cannunity and cannunity leaders as well as fran
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Assessment of Environment
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Assessment of Needs to
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i
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FIGUEIE 1.1 The strategic planning process.
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transit nanagement. The goals will be affected by the values of the
cannunity and the priority for various activities which are important to

that cannunity, in which transit nay play a role. Vithin the transit
organization, all levels of employees should hare some input into the

process, particularly the estatolishnent of objectives. Broad par-

ticipation is essential in evolvitig vroricable, practical objectives for
each part of a transit or^nization and realistic timetables for the
acconplishnent of those objectives.

Po Kcyraake rs should use the lor^-rar^e nature of the strat^ic plan
to establish long-rarge goals and action priorities. The shorter-range
needs assessment, which is a part of aiy lorg-rar^e strategic plan, is
used to develop the shorter-rar^e goals and priorities. The goals of a
transit property establish ideal conditions and lor^g-run ains. No goal
in transit can probably be achieved quickly or hy the acconplishnent of
ary one of the objectives that flow from the goal, objective, action,
arid process. Objectives are nuch more specific and shorter run in
nature and flow fran the goals. The seqience of effort to achie/e
various objectives is the strategy; it is obviously related to the
priorities established by the policymakers in conjunction with outside
information sources and upper levels of transit nanageraent.

Next cones the step of developir^ a naiketirg plan. This will include
thoughts about the segnents of the ma dee t to be pursued. A key decision
has to be nade as to whether or not the transit property will sedc to
serve only captive riders or will sedc to serve a nuch more general
pii)lic. The types of service, the structure of the system, and the
kinds of management activities will vaiy accordiiig to these different
goals. The type of transit prodict (that is, the nature of the service)
should be considered here, alor^ with the pricir^ schanes and premo-
tional plans that will be used to madcet different types of transit ser-
vice to the various s^nents of the urban tra/el naifket that will be
pursued.

The next st^ is to determine the facilities, equipnent, organiza-
tional resources- -and, perhaps, the political or legislative
requiranents- -needed to achieve the objectives and serve the target
maricets. The selection of what is to be done and the seqiEnce of the
actions is the strategic plan.

T?uming Strategy into a Financial Plan

Turning a strategy into a financial plan is the next step. (See
Figure 1.2) There are raary questions that have to be raised, su^h as
what are the lopg-rarge financial implications of the plan, what has to
be done to implement the plan that may require additional resources, and
finally, the determination of whether or not there is a need for
l^islation, referenda, additional plannirg, or other measures. In

movirig fron the strategic plan to the financial plan, the planners need
to focus on the financial impact of the programs that will be under-
taken. Ai obvious step here is a ran.ew of the ongoirg programs,
including the present operations and the cost of those operations pro-

/
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Financial Plan

FIC3UEIE 1.2 Financial planning.
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jected into the future for the next year or two. Ttoutine capital repla-
cement costs are also part of the financial plannirg process. The
horizon time span is no set term of years. It is as far out into the
future as one nay expect a transit property or the comnunity it serves
to stay generally the sane, with no transit capital undertakirgs of
large mgnitule or cataclysmic chai^ges in the urban place itself.

Consideririg no^ prpgrans in keepirg with the overall strategy, the
f inancial planners nov decide what needs to done. The new prograns
would, of course, be based on the short teira goals and priorities for
the next few fiscal years of the property, and should be based most
closely on the objectives establishai for the new undertakiiigs. ^ one
moves fran the strategic plan to the financial plan, the financial plan-
ners nust determine v^ether or not funding levels are realistic, based
on the best estimate of what may be available. The opgoirig and new
prpgran elanaents of the financial plan should be coordinated by a fonnal
prpgranraiiTg system in v^ich the various tasks to be achieved, and their
costs and budgets are laid out carefully alorg with a timetable for the
e)qpenditures.

Operatirig, maintenance, and capital cost estinates are the next
step. Estimating costs is never easy; for example, financial planners
will ha/e to forecast labor costs. This is usmlly done ty the use of
trends, inclidirig the agreanents in the labor contract that nust be
honored throughout the life of the contract. Cfertain assunptions about
prodictivity of labor ha/e to be mde at this point. In making this
judgnent, financial planners need to know the status of pay and work
conditions in the transit industry generally and the impact that the
industry conditions elsewhere may have on local rates of pay and con-
ditions of future contracts.

The organization of the transit property and its personnel should
be considered along with plans for ary necessaiy charges in the nunber
or type of personnel and the way the property is organized. For
example, if the strat^ic plan foresees the construction of several
additional storage and naintenance facilities to service different divi-
sions of an expanding transit service, personnel costs will charge
because planners, construction er^ineers, and other personnel will be
needed.

Forecasting maintenance cost is usually accoiplished by trend ana-
lysis. Some transit properties have done an excellent job of costing
out maintenance; others have very limited information available. The
more information that is available, the better job financial planners
can do. Consideration should be given to new maintenance procedures,
new equipnent, or nev facilities coming on line that my increase the
prodictivity in maintenance, or decrease it in the case of new, more
complicated equipnent. If good information is available, it may be
possible to make certain assunptions about prodictivity in the nain-
tenance realm; for example, improved maintenance nanagement practices
may lead to an increase in prodictivity. Also useful are standard costs
for certain kinds of routine naintenance jobs- -such as changir^ bus
brake linings.
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Energy costs now are a major element of the cost of transit
operations, whether electricity or petroleim-based fuels are used for
power. Diesel fusl cost estimates are usially based on past trends and
the state of the world econony as it affects crude oil prices. Because
oil prices are related to the world political and econordc situation,
world affairs need to be monitored. Electrically powered systans mst
assess the possible trend of rates with the local power conpary and the
potential impact that careful negotiation might hat/e on rate trends.

Estimatirig capital cost reflects two elements. The first is the
need to modernize and sustain the existirg plant and equipment based on
a routine capital replacanent plan. This should be relatively straight-
forward and not difficult to estimate. The need to improve and expand
the level of service, however, invol\es a decision that has to be based
upn the timing and the extent of irvestments. Needed input here is the
projected demand for transit over the period of the strategic plan and
the capacity of the existirg system to meet that demand. Rron this
information, the strat^ic plan vrould lay out certain activities and
efforts of a capital nature and the financial planners would need to
knov and understand the impact on capital expenditures and the timirig of
those ejqjendi tures.

In estimatipg revenues, there is a need to forecast the number of

passerigers. The averse fare paid is also a necessary part of the
information. With the cooperation of the service plannirg department
(if there is one), an estimate of the nimber of passergers in the
current year and years in the future has to be mde. Aljastnents also
ha^^e to be tiade for the patterns of demand related to charges and fares.
Perhaps more difficult is forecasting the si±>s idles flowirig to transit
o\er a protracted period of time. The federal sibs idles are based on
appropriations as well as authorizations for the different prograns.
The progran to be supprted and the anount of mon^ therefore is

somethirig which does not have a known life; the siijsequsnt authoriza-
tions, or lack thereof, and budget appropriations, or lack thereof, are
a natter of conjecture.

Nonfederal govemnent si±>s idles can be forecasted usirg a number of

approaches includirig: trend analysis, economic modelirg, accounting
identifiers, expert judgement, and tra thema tical routines. Nbst transit
properties hire consultants to forecast these revenues because this
requires a veiy specific type of expertise. The qinlity of the fore-

casting is strictly dependent upn the mnggement information syston
developed by the transit property. The always difficult, but essential
decision relative to a nan^Qnent information system is to consider what
information to collect, and not to collect too rajch or too little.

EqiHlly important is the desire and will to use the infoimation
collected.

The financial planning process also requires some formal iterative
procedure of regularly matchirg revenues and costs. As ndght be
e>pected, this is a tricky, speculative undertakir^, especially when
projecting far into the future. The best suggestion is the use of see-
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nario planning with each scenario based on different assumptions about
such key factors as ridership, federal sT4)port, new taxes, fare changes,
labor costs, inflation rates, and so on. A convenient way to handle
this is with a spread sheet co a microcoiDputer so that varioios com-
binations of factors can be tried and examples carried oat much faster
than could be done by hand. Such planning is vital because it provides
a variety of options fDr t±ie policy board to consider and to compare and
assess the iapact of a variety of factors over the next five to ten
years, or viiatever tiie appropriate time horizon may be. The -various

scenarios should, or course, be reasonable; windfalls and total
disasters, or any extreme speculations should be avoided. The board
must choose the scenario it feels is most likely or preferable; from
this choice there is a resulting set of financial assumptions, implica-
tions, and decisions to be made.

Budgeting

The budget process turns the ideas and desires of the financial
plan into a iDore concrete annual plan. Budgeting for a transit
property—or any enterprise—is annualized, detailed planning of the
implementation of key decisions that are laid out in the financial
plan. The purposes of the budget are rather clear cut. First of all,
the budget is an aid in naking and coordinating short-range plans. It
is also a succinct device for conmunicating plans to the managers of
specific activity centers and acts as a potent, quantitative means of
motivating managers to achieve established budget targets . A budget is

also a benchmark for controlling ongoing activities and the basis for
monitoring centers of financial responsibility and their managers for

performance and achievement of objectives. Pferhaps the budget can best
be seen as a means of educating nmnagers to the process of managing
because it helps weave together the fiscal aspects of a property's acti-
vities .

There are several budget components. The operating budget reveals
the planning operations for the coming year and it includes the expected
revenues and expenses. One way of doing this chore is throijgh use of a
program budget. A program budget shows the estimated revenues and costs
of the major programs of the transit property, arranged by department or
service with the revenues and costs of each spelled out. Another means
of preparing an operating budget is by use of a responsibility center
budget; in these the plans are set out in terms of the responsibility
centers. Responsibility center budgets are most often used in construc-
tion and are usually broken into cost elements such as labor, materials,
fuel, etc.

In preparing the operating budget, a budget committee is useful.
This ccmmittee, separate from the policy board budget conmittee men-
tioned earlier, is usually guided by a budget director and is a top
management group that reconmends the budget guidelines that tiie organi-
zation is to follow for the budget period. The budget committee also
coordinates the separate budgets prepared by the various organizational
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inits, helps to resolve any differences tiiat may exist between the
units, and, finally ST±»iiiits the final budget to top management for its
perusal, and, perhaps after some modifications, for its approval.

The budget staff m^ do most of the budget wDrk in any organiza-
tion. Nevertheless, the most crucial budgeting is really done by the
various segments of the line organization; they should play a key role
in helping to establish objectives fDr the transit property and also in
deciding what financial resources will be needed in order to achieve
those objectives. Bottom-up budgeting is the jargon often used to
describe the procedure, and the process wisely lets those closest to the
action set their budgets. This procedure is quite useful in setting not
only the total amount in the budget, but the pace of the expenditure.

There are many tricky questions concerning the relationship and
interaction between the budget committee, the finance director, the
general nanager, the finance committee of the board of directors, and
the board as a v^ole. Whatever differences and problems there are

should be solved as quickly as possible and as early as possible so that
the budgeting process, as well as ths v-iiole financial planning and stra-
tegic planning process, can move along smoothly.

In terms of timetable, the budget is usually developed on an annual
basis. In some cases, monthly information is provided. What this means
is that the annual budget is broken down into monthly periods in order
to provide benchmarks ; the budgeting process is not carried out separa-
tely for each month. Another conmon practice is to prepare quarterly
budgets for a year, with regular ipdates. This latter procedure is par-
ticularly appropriate vhere the situation is volatile or vhere close
control is desired.

In an uncertain world, it is probably a wise idea to do r^ular
rebudgeting within the fiscal year framework in order to take account of
any unexpected changes that may occur. This process is becoming
somewhat easier because thB use of electronic data processing has made
information available on a more timely basis today than was possible in

the past. In the best situation, adherence to tiie overall budget should
be monitored on a monthly basis as well as on a departmental or other
organizational unit level.

In addition to an operating budget, a revenue or sales budget may
also be prepared. This is a statistical fDrecast based on a mathemati-

cal analysis of general conditions in t±ie economy, the market conditions
locally, tax draw downs fDr the transit property, and receipts of grants
from federal, state and local gpvemment. It is also a concoction that

includes judgtnental estimates as a cure &>r the problem of uncertainty,
and reflects negotiation between top management and underlying manage-
ment on j\jst what the revenues will be.

Mother type of budget is the cash budget, vhich shows revenues and

expenses and cash inflows and outflows. The latter is the main concern
in the timing of certain expenditures. The cash budget begins as a
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budgeted balance sheet and inccme statement; it is adjusted to reflect
the planned sources and uses of cash over the relevant time period. It
is very iiq»rtant to use diis in analyzing plans having cash flow impli-
cations in order to estimate each of the sources and uses of cash. No
transit property or other enterprise vants to be embarrased, or perhaps
cast into serious fiscal difficulties, by not having sufficient cash at
hand when it is needed. Grant reimbursement procedures from -various

levels of government may be bound in red tape or just plain delay,
often leading to cash flow problems for a property.

The capital expenditures budget is usually prepared separately from
the operating budget. The capital budget lists the expenditures for
capital to be made in a given time period. Generally, t±ie wisest course
is to segregate out capital replenishment projects or replacements of
equipment—such as new buses for old—frcan the budgets for completely
new capital investments.

Problems and Pitfalls

There are a number of problems and pitfalls having to do with the
financial world of transit that should be included in any discussion of
financial planning: expansion of the service area, inflation-sensitive
financing, predicting fares and elasticity of demand, and ability to
control costs.

Many transit properties in recent years have been involved with
expanding the tax base by expanding the service area; that is, transit
properties have moved from serving principally a major civil city juris-
diction to providing service on a county wide or nultiple-county basis;
the allure is not only the sense of serving the vhole of a metropolitan
area, but a larger tax base. Such territorial expansions have been
popular notions for years and have been especially tempting in these
times vhen federal aid is ixicertain. The problem is that service may
have to be so greatly expanded to touch the vhole of the jurisdiction of
the subventions, that the increased tax and ferebox revenues from the
expansion of service will be far outrun by the expanded costs. In such
a circumstance, expanding the service and tax base becomes self-
defeating from a financial viewpoint. It is hard to predict, but
experience shows that the transit properties should be wary about
si±>stantial increases in the service and tax area. little good is

achieved if a larger number of dollars is being spread more tiiinly than
before

.

With the need to depend upon state and local fiscal sources on an
increasing basis, there is a natural desire to find some source that
keeps up with inflation. Looking at the spectrum of assistance
possible, property tax is not only sluggish, but it is also highly unpo-
pular. It may be the single largest tax means of supporting transit,
but property tax has some real problems. It may not rise fsist oiough to
be usefril in times of inflation or rising costs and increasing the rate
of taxes may require a referendum. It also requires tiiat assessment
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values be reassessed on a frequent basis to stay up with dianging pro-
perty values. Reassessment is not popular and in many places it is rot
done with sufficient frequency.

A sales tax is more reflective of the state of the economy and
inflation and is attractive because as prices go up, the sales tax reve-
nues go \jp. However, it is usually considered to be highly regressive
toward low income persons. Even so, a sales tax may be justified on t±ie

degree of relative benefit various groups receive. If the poor benefit
more frcm transit, there may be nothing wrong with their pajrLng a larger
proportion of their inccme for transit support. To reduce conflict over
the regressive nature of sales taxes, such basic items as food and medi-
cine may be exempted from the sales tax; or a piggyback on a local sales
tax for transit—an extra half cent, perhaps—may not include such
things as food or medicine.

The income tax is attractive because it reflects t±ie ability of
persons to pay. This raises some difficult questions, however. Shoiild

all residents or all workers in the transit authority area pay the
inccme tax? Moreover, those vho pay the most incone tax for transit may
use transit tiie least and they may, with some justification, question
that equity. Also, one most be aware that the inccme tax is highly
linked to the general condition of the econony and the level of
employment. This is probably not a good source of tax revenue for down-
side situations.

Of course, no tax is safe and sure and since no one tax source is

safe from ups and downs, probably a spectmn of local taxes is best.
With a variety of taxes, the likelihood of instability of financial
resources is apt to be diminished. It should be noted, however, that
any effort that requires a referendum in order to get passed imposes yet
another level of difficulty on management. It also forces nanagement
into the political arena becaijse there is no way to avoid politics in
trying to develop a positive referendum situation for transit.

Another problem arises with predicting fare receipts. Many transit
properties have poor information available, and one nust find out
whether or not there is good detailed passenger data available. Does
transit management know vho rides and who pays and what they pay? How
many classes of fare are there to dilute the base fare and exactly vhat
is the average fare? The average fare calculation should be made on a
regular basis because it is hi^ly important in trying to predict the

yield from various ciianges in passenger demand. Sampling should be per-
formed regularly to determine as accurately as possible vhat the average
fare that is being paid really is.

Che of the harder things to estimate is the elasticity of demand in

regard to fare changes. In some cases, a rise in feres has rather
clearly cut patronage; in other cases, it has had no observable impact.

Probably the worst situation is to raise fares and cut service at the

same time, which is sure to alienate many present and potential riders.

Another question to ask and answer is \iiether or not there are riders
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viho will pay a high fare because the service is gDod, such as fiar

express service. These are passengers to covet because of their poten-
tial contribution to revenues. Is sufficient promotional effort aimed
at t±jese people in order to encourage their participation and payment?
Another question is vhat promotional effort is being used to boost
patronage and is there any information on the impact of tiie promotional
effort? Is the transit agency capable of contracting to provide special
services in order to boost its revenues? All of these factors come to
bear and make predicting fare receipts very difficult, especially over
an extended time horizon.

There are serious questions about the transit property being able
to control its costs successfully, either because of uncertain cost
estimates or a lack of cost information. On the other hand, do the
costs control it? Is the concern about costs the major driving fiDrce on
the system or are t±iere broader, more cogent concerns? While costs and
control of costs is important, it is not the sole reason transit service
exists nor the singular justification of the presence of a management
team. The amount and degree of detail in t±ie cost information is impor-
tant in any effort to nanage the transit property. Are the costs broken
down sufficiently so that management can take intelligent action? In
labor costs, for example, are pull-out, pull-in, overtime, relief time,
and report time calculated separately or are they all lumped together
just as labor costs? Are there cost calculations per route; does anyone
really know vhat it costs to operate a given route or a given trip on a
given route? If only average costs are available, management is in
trouble because it is difficult to manage on the basis of average costs.
In many cases, a dangerous situation exists vhere costs are merely pro-
jected up and down vdthout adjustments being made fiDr inflation or the
ability to control certain cost elements.

In the naintenance area, costs are often not carefully or accura-
tely estimated nor is detailed information kept. For example y are there
vehicle histories with detailed costs so that the naintenance manager
can understand the weaknesses and the strengths of given types of equip-
ment or parts and therefore know vhat to order to do a job in the

future? Are there standard costs per job? Many transit properties have
no idea vhat a job should cost and t±ierefore have no guideline fiDr the

effort. Another difficulty is the importance and percentage of automa-
tically escalating costs, such as the cost-of-living allowances and
health insurance premiums. These are najor cost elements in transit in
recent years and therefore warrant strict attention.

Summary

It should be noted cxice more that the orderly financial planning
process discussed here is rarely used in the transit industry. Most
transit properties have no strategic plan, no gpals or objectives, and
therefore have no idea vhat it is they are tr)dng to do ever more than
the very shortest run situation. Lack of interest on the part of the
policymaking board is one reason that little or nothing may be done in
either strategic or financial planning. This may be due to amateurism
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on the part of thB board (a notorious malady of piiblic boards) , or tte
kind of short-run thinking tihat permeates the political atmosphere, and
transit, as a public enterprise, is inescapably in the political arena.
Management nay lack the professionalism to give thought to the processes
of strategic or financial planning. Moreover, the transit industry has
no tradition of the kind of long-run thinking that is needed &>r the
efforts discussed in these pages. Even vhere policymakers and nanage-
ment wish to do long-range strategic and financial planning, a lack of
staff (and most transit properties are understaffed) and a shortage of
good information, may doom the effort from the start.

Whatever the reason, most transit properties have reduced financial
planning to nothing more than the annual budget preparation. Moreover,
for many transit agencies, the lack of careful planning and poor Infor-
mation has made supplemental budgets necessary each year. Lamentably,
transit properties without any kind of strategic planning or financial
planning have foregone the opportiunity to t:ake advantage of the process
of giving careful thought to the future and helping to shape that
future. Most transit properties are, in essence, merely bystanders to
the oncoming facts of the fijture and, inescapably, cast in the role of
victims and reactors to viiat lies ahead.

In summary, the financial plan is derived from the strategic plan
and the strategic plan is long-run in nature. Therefore, financial
planning is not just for the immediate future but also for the longer-
run future. From the strategic plan, goals, priorities, and objectives
are derived and agreed uqxDn by the policymaking board and top levels of
management. The financial plan, then, is based on the establishment
goals, objectives, and the established priorities.

Fran the financial plan, the budget is prepared. The budget is a
detailed annual financial plan. All of the elements—^which include the
strategic plan, the goals, the priorities, and the objectives—should be
reviewed on a regular basis. Likewise, the financial plan and the

budget should be regularly reviewed.



CHAPTER TWO

ACCDUNTING FUNEAMENTALS

Introduction

A basijc unders tandir^g of the acccuntirig system is essential for
makipg good financial decisions. An acccuntipg syston provides a means
of collectiiTg data on the financial acti/ities of a fim and for orga-
niziiig that data in sirh a vay as to provide useful information. This
information can be used for internal plannir^g sxjch as caloulatirg the
financial impact to a transit systen of planned service charges.
Infoimation obtained throjgh the acccunting process is also made
available to interested parties outside the transit system, sirh as
govemnental agencies that require certain infonnation as part of
various assistance prograns.

Accounting Process

An accountipg systan is intended to record the financial transac-
tions of an organization. A transaction represents an exchar\ge (or some

other chaiTge) pertainirig to the financial activities of an organization.
These transactions are initially recorded in a journal. A journal is a
chronological record of the business transactions of an or^nization.
In order to provide useful information the journal entries need to be
classified and sunnarized. Ttansactions of a similar nature are grouped
into an account. For example, there may be one account for cash,

another for wages payable, etc. The number and type of accounts depend
upon the information requirements of the transit system. Section 15
accountipg and reporting requiranents establish standard codes for all
rweme and e:q)ense transactions in a transit systan. All of an
organization's accounts are collectively called the general ledger.

Data from the various accounts are sunnarized and presented in financial
statanents. These financial statenants are the focus of financial
planning.

The Accounting Equation

The account irig equation which is the basis of all accounting prac-
tice is: .

Assets = Liabilities + Equities
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Acccunts can be grouped into several types, ^set accamts repre-
sent econanic resources that can be used to provide future benefits to
the organization. liabilities are the financial obligations of the
organization which are owed to its creditors. Equities are the claims
of the owner of the fim to the assets, after the creditors' claims ha/e
been satisfied. A rareme account represents the proceeds from the sale
of a good or the provision of a service. k\ expense account rqjresents
the consunption of a resource to prodice that good or prwide the ser-
vice.

The Double Entry System

Financial transactions are recorded in the accountir\g records using
a double entry systen in which each transaction affects at least two

accounts. At least one account is debited and at least one other account is
credited in eveiy transaction. A debit is used to record:

Increases In

Asset accounts

Expense accounts

Decreases In

liability accounts

Equity accounts

Eevenue accounts

A credit is used to record:

Increases In

Liability accounts

Equity accounts

Revenue accounts

Decreases In

As set accounts

Expense accounts

Regardless of the number of accounts itvol\ed in aty transaction,

the total dollar amount of the debits nust always equal the total dollar
amount of the credits. Nonnally asset and expense accounts will ha/e
debit balances. Qredit balances are the normal status for liability,

equity, and reve rue acccunts. Another important eqintion for all
accountirig practice is:

Debits = Credits

T-Accounts

A helpful way of viewing this doL±)le entry process is through the
use of a "T-Ac count." Eh tries made on the left-hand side are the
debits, vAiile entries made on the right-hand side of the "T" are the
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credits. It should be noted that acccLint forms used in actual practice
do not lock like a T-Account. The follcwirg example consistirig of two

transactions will help illustrate the use of a journal and T-accounts.

Metropolitan Transit Corporation (^f^C) currently has $1,000 in
cash, a $600 purchase on account for parts fron Acme Bus SuppLy listed
under accounts payable, and a $100 account receivable fron the Nfetro

Independent School District for services rendered earlier in the month.

The T-accounts and balances are shown below.

Dr. Gc.

Cash (Asset)

Bal $1000

Dr. Cc.

Accounts Payable
(Liability)

Bal $600

Dr. Cr.

Accounts Recei/able
(Asset)

&1 $100

MTC makes the follcwirig transactions:

a. MTC pays Acme the due cost of $600 cash.
b. A few days later, the bfetro Independent School District pays

MTC $100 for services provided.

The journal entries for the two transactions are:

Dr.
1 Cr.

a. Accounts payable 600
Cash 600

b. C^sh 100
Accounts receivable 100

The transactions vrould be entered into the T-accounts as follows:

Dr. Or.

Cash

1000

a. 600

b.lOO

Dr. Or.

600

a. 6 00

Dr. Q:.

Accounts Receivable

100

b.lOO

Bal $500 &1 0 &1 0

In the first transaction (labeled "a") $600 in cash is goirg out (a

credit to the cash account) to pay what is owed to Acme. By making this
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p^raent, the correspondir^ debit to accounts payable reduces that
acccunt balance to zero. In the second transaction (labeled "b") . MTC
receives the $100 owed to it by the Metro Independent School District.
The debit to the cash acccunt is &>t the incanirg cash vhile the credit
to the accounts receivable account reduces the balance to zera The
balance of the cash account is new $500.

Financial Statements

The accountirg process peunits the collection and classification of
data pertainirg to the financial transactions of the organization. The
various financial stateooents are prodjced from this data.

There are tvro nain types of financial statanents: those vihich

repeal the financial status of an organi2:ation at a particular point in
time, and those vhich sunmarize the organization's financial activities
over some period of time. A financial statement of the first type is
the balance sheet. The income statanent is of the second type. ^ most
transit systems are piJblicfy owned not-for-profit organizations, the
title "St atone nt of Reveiue, Ejq)ense, and Assistance may be used in
place of "Income Statonentf'. Figure 2.1 represents the relationships
between the balance sheet and the income statement. (See Chapter Seven
for more discussion of Balance Sheets and Income Statanents.)

The Balance Sheet

As stated previously the balance sheet provides the financial sta-

tus of the organization at a particular point in time. Figure 2.2 shows
a balance sheet. The main cat^ories of itans on the balance sheet are
assets, liabilities, and equities. (Recall the accountirg equation:
Assets = Liabilities + Equities.)

Assets. Assets are economic resources that can provide potential
future benefits to an organization. Assets are broadty divided into
c\jrrent assets and property, plant, and equipment. Qirrent assets
represent such resources as cash, receivables and supplies; these are
itans vhich are expected to be consuned or concerted to cash within one
year. The property, plant, and equipment cat^oiy refers to relatively
loiTg-lived assets vtiich are used in the prodiction of a good or the per-
formance of a service, such as the transit vehicles owned by a transit
system.

A distinction is some tines made to specifically identify those
current assets whose use is limited to certain pirposes (sirh as for
aoquisition of fixed assets vhich are on order) . The use of a
restricted assets section on the balance sheet voxild accomplish this

notification objective.

Liabilities. Liabilities are financial obligations of the organi-
zation that win resiit in the probable future sacrifice of economic
benefits. Lidjilities can also be classified as either current or lotg
tem. Qirrent liabilities are obligations vhich will come due (require
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FISCAL PERIOD

BALANCE SHEET
(Beginning)

INCOME STATEMENT BALANCE SHEET
(Ending)

Assets
(items of value
held by the enterprise)

Revenues from
various sources

Assets

equal less equal

Uabilities Operating
expenses *

Liabilities

and
equal

Equity
(residual claims
against enterprise
assets)

Operating profit
or loss

and

plus or minus

Non-operating
adjustments to

revenues or
expenses

equal

Net income or
Net loss

* Operating expenses may be attributable to the generation of specific
revenue items that are recognized, may be inallocated period costs,
or may reflect depreciation diarges gainst long-lived assets.

FIGIKE 2.1 Relationship between the balance st^et and income
statement

.
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Metropolitan Transit Corporation
Balance Sheet

As of January 1, 1985

Assets Liabilities

Cash Accounts/notes payable

Marketable securities Taxes payable

Advances
Accounts/notes receivable

Accrued expenses

inventory MDrtgages

Prepaid expenses Bonds

Land Capital lease obligations

Building Rjnd Equity

Equipment Capital grants

Accumulated depreciation Retained earnings

Leaseholds

FIGUEIE 2.2 Balance sheet.
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payment) within one year. Examples of current liabilities include
accounts payable ( for monies owed to suppliers) and accrued wages ( for
monies owed to employees) . Long-term liabilities are those obligations
vMch are due at some latter point in time, such as general obligation
bonds vhich must be retired in five years.

Equities . Equities represent the other claims on an organization's
assets once the claims by creditors ( in the form of liabilities) have
been met. In privately cwned firms this is the owner's or stockholder's
equity. Examples of stockholders' equity accounts are preferred stock,
ccramon stock, and retained earnings. As most transit ^stems are
piijlicly owned, there are no stockholders. The term fund eqxiity is

generally used rather than owner's equity for publicly owned, not-for-
profit organizations. Rind equity accounts describe the source of capi-
tal grants ( federal , state , or local)

.

The Income Statement

The Income Statement ( or Statement of Revenue , Expense , and
Assistance) summarizes the financial activity of an organization over
seme period of time (e.g., one month, one quarter, or one year). An
example of a Statement of Revenue, Expense, and Assistance is presented
in Figure 2.3. This financial statement is concerned with revenues and
expenses. Revenues are inflows to t±ie organization received in exchange
for the services it renders. Passenger fares are an example of reve-
nue. Expenses represent the outflow or costs incurred to provide the
services. Examples of expenses include employee wages and tire rental
payments. The financial assistance that is received by a transit pro-
perty is also shown this financial statement.

Statement of Changes in Financial Position

A third financial statement that is of use to a financial nmnager
is the Statement of Changes in Financial Position (or the Sources and
Uses of Rmds Statement) . This statement is esential becaijse it shows
the principal sources and uses of capital flowing through the organiza-
tion at a particular time, or in other words it aids in assessing the
changes in a organization's liquidity, and structures of the
organization's assets and equities. liquidity is viewed as an indicator
of how easily and quickly a noncash asset can be converted into cash.

Sources of Funds

Decrease in an asset category:

- Reduced cash, accounts receivable,
or inventory

- Sale of physical capacity

Uses of Funds

Increase in an asset category:

- Expanded cash, accounts receivable,
or inventory

- Addition to physical capacity
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Sources of Funds ( cont
.

)

Uses of Funds (Cont.)

Increase in a liability category: Decrease in a liability category:

- Expanded accounts payable - Repayment of accounts payable
or debt obligations

- Increase in short or long-
term borrowings

Increase in equity category: Decrease in equity category:

Capital grants Results of unprofitable operations

Results of profitable operations

Total Sources Total Uses

Vbrking Capital

Related to the notion of sources and uses of funds is the Idea of
working capital. Net working capital, usually called working capital,
is t±ie difference between current assets and current liabilities.
Working capital gives the financial manager a picture of the excess of
current assets over the claims to those assets. This is important
because as business activities increase in a firm due to expansion,
there is an increased need far vrorking capital (for inventory, accounts
receivable etc.). Hence eventually both sources and uses of funds oust
be identified in advance so that financial managers will know how much
additional capital will be needed to contimie normal operations, and can
subsequently plan for obtaining the needed capital.

The accounting system provides the necessary information to be used
for financial planning. Such planning or analysis also requires an
understanding of different cost behaviors. Within a given length of
time certain costs are said to be fixed while others are considered to
be variable. Fixed costs are those vhich will be incurred in the short
run r^ardless of the -vrolume of output. Over a longer period of time it

is possible to change a fixed cost ( increase/decrease capacity). It is

the behavior of the different types of costs during the short run t±iat

we are concerned with. For a given level of capacity ( fixed cost), we
are concerned with how different levels of output affect the amount of

the variable costs vhich are incurred and the size of the operating
surplus or deficit vhich results. (See Figure 2.4.)

Variable Costs

Costs that change in direct proportion to changes in the level of
activity or output are called variable costs. Exaiq)les of these costs
are the wages for \«hicle operators and the fuel involved in the opera-
tion of the transit system.

Cost Analysis
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Metropolitan Transit Corporation
Statement of Revenue, Expense and Assistance

R)r year ending
Efeceinber 31, 1985

Revenues:

Passenger fares
Qiarter service
AJvertising
Interest

Tbtal revenue

less expenses:

Transportation
Maintenance of equipwoent

Administrative and general
Payroll taxes

Tbtal expenses

Loss before local and federal assistance

Local and federal assistance

Net loss

FIGURE 2.3 Statement of revenue, expense, and assistance '( or income
statement)

.
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Variable Mixed

$

Output Output

Step Variable
(or Step Fixed)

Fixed

$

Output Output

FIGURE 2.4 Cost Behaviors
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Fixed Costs

Fixed costs are those costs that remain constant in the short run
regardless of the level of output or activity; they are often called
unavoidable costs. Examples of fixed costs are rent, property taxes,

and salaries of managerial and administrative personnel.

Mixed Costs

Other types of costs represent conbinations of the variable cost
and fixed cost behaviors. A mixed cost is one vhich has a minimum fixed
cost (usually associated with the passage of time) and a variable cost
associated with its use. An exan^le of a mixed cost would involve a
transit vehicle in the reserve fleet. A certain amount of maintenance
is required to keep the bus in operating ccodition, even if it is not
used during that period of time. This is the fixed cost component of
the mixed cost. If the whicle is placed into active service then the
usual variable costs (fuel, tires, etc.) will be incurred for the opera-
tion of that vehicle.

Step Variable Costs

A step variable cost ( or step fixed cost) is one in vhich the cost
remains constant within a certain range of output. This cost behavior
can be best visualized in terms of a set of stairs. An exanqjle of a
step variable cost might be the use of street supervisors. One super-
visor may be able to monitor isp to six vehicles. If additional -vehicles

are being q>erated another street supervisor is required. Thus in gping
from six whicles to seven vehicles the supervisory cost would "junp up"
as a second supervisor would be required. Once you have added a second
siqjervisor this cost would not change if there vere eigjit or nine or
even 12 buses to monitor. At 13 vehicles, the supervisory cost would
again "jump up" because a third supervisor would be needed.

Break-even Analysis

The break-even point is that level of output or activity vhere
total revenue received equals the total costs. At this point, the orga-
nization has neither made nor lost money, but all costs for the period
will be covered. Revenue above the break-even point will generate an
operating surplus vhile revenue below this point will result in an
operating loss. Even tiiougji transit systems don't cover all of tiieir

expenses through passenger feres ( and therefore feil to break even or
make a profit) , break-even analysis is still a valuable tool . Operating
assistance from federal, st:ate, and local governments can be ccnsidered
as revenue and therefore the systems should still use breaking even as a
goal. Break-even analysis can also be used to conopare and examine the
performance of individual routes within a system, some of which can

actually make a profit.
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Figure 2.5 shows a graphical representation of the break-even con-
cept. It should be noted that a given break-even chart is relevent only
within the range in which its fixed costs do not change.

A break-even analysis can also be performed nathematically. As
stated previously, the break-even point occurs at the volume vhere:

Revenue = Fixed Cost + Variable Cost

Number X Fare = Fixed + Number X Variable
of per cost of cost per
Passengers Passengers Passengers Passenger

The terms can be rearranged algebraically to provide the equation:

Break-even = Fixed cost
number Fare per passenger - Variable cost per"
of passenger
passengers

Break-even analysis has a number of uses as planning tool. It
illustrates the relationship of varying levels of output and operating
surplus or loss. It allows a transit manager to calculate vhat level of
service a route will require to break-even. Break-even analysis will
also allow a manager to determine the level of assistance that a service
will require if less than the break-even number of passengers are
attracted

.

An example of each method will help to demonstrate the t3echniques. Ihe
data for both examples is:

F = Fixed costs = $500

V = Variable cost per passenger = 25^

P = Fare per passenger = 75^

X = Volume of output = ?

The equation F + V^X) = P(X) can be used to find the break-even
point. Using simple algebra this equaticxi can be rearranged as:

X = F
V

= $500
75^ - 25^

= 1,000 passengers

The graphic display of this process can be seen in Figure 2.5. The
area above the cost line, below the revenue line, and to the rigjit of
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the break even point represents surplus revenue if ridership on that
route can be increased beyond the break-even point.

Cash and Accrual Basis of Accounting

Differences

There are two basic methods of accounting: cash and accrual. Ihder
the cash basis of accounting, revenues and expenses are not recorded
until cash is received or paid out . Thus , a sale made on account is

recognized and recorded only vtien the payment is received from the
custaoer. Similarly, if si-pplies are purchased can credit with payment
due in 30 days, the expense wDuld be recognized and recorded upon
payment to the si:5)plier.

The accrual basis of accounting recognizes revenues as occuring
when a sale is made ( or a service rendered)

,
regardless of whether or

not cash was received at that time. Expenses are recognized when
incurred, even though cash nay not be paid out then. Accrual
accounting attempts to natch revenues and their associated expenses.

A key distinction between tiie two methods is revealed in the finan-

cial statements produced under each method. Assume t±iat a sale is nade
on account on December 31, 1985. Cash is collected from the custcaner on
January 30, 1986. Ihder the accrual basis the revenues would be attri-
buted to the year ending December 31, 1985, because this was the period
during which the sale was made. The cash basis of accounting would show
the revenues as attributable to the year 1986 since tiiat is \tien the
cash vas received. In a similar fashion, assume that an expense was
incurred in the year 1985 and paid in year 1986. The cash basis of
accounting would show the expense in the 1986 financial statements. The
accrual basis would attribute the expense to 1985 and show the expense
accordingly in that yearns financial statements.

Cash basis accounting systems tend to be simpler to operate than

accrual basis accounting systems. The latter are more complex, as a
variety of transactions, not just those involving cash, must be
recognized and recorded. Thus, there are more transactions to keep
track of and more data to collect and naintain. It is generally felt

that the accrual basis of accounting presents a more accurate financial
picture of an organization.

The cash basis of accounting is considered generally acceptable
only v^en the results that it produces are similar to those vvhich wuld
have been obtained under the accrual basis. This might be the case fiDr

firms vhich cperate largely on a cash-for-sales basis. Public transpor-

tation has been considered such an industry due to its historical
reliance on the farebox ( coin) to generate the bulk of its revenues

.

Thus the cash basis of accounting siiited the needs of private transit

operators fairly well . As the transit industry moved toward public
ownership, other sources of revenue replaced tiie farebox 's dcminant
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position. These other sources tend to be in the fiarm of periodic
payments frcxn -various governmental units. Normally t±iere is a delay
between performing the service ( incurring the expense) and receiving
non-farebox revenues for performing that service ( an operating grant)

.

Secticffi 15 ( Iftiiform System of Accounts and Records and Reporting
System) requires that all reports prepared to meet its requirouents use
the accrual basis of accounting. Transit properties not using the
accrual basis may continue to use their existing accounting system, but
must adjust their data to meet the accrual accounting system reporting
requirement

.

Cash Versus Accrual Accounting Example

An example will illustrate the difference between cash and accrual
accounting systems. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the amounts
in the left side column are debits vhile the amounts in the right colunn
are credits.

On January 7, 1986 Towline Transit operated a special charter
shuttle for a convention held downtown. The convention organizers had
purchased ride tickets in advance, paying cash for them on December 21,
1985. This initial transaction would be recorded under each method as

follows

:

Dr. Cr.

Cash Basis

12-21-85 Cash 100
Charter revenue 100

Accrual Basis

12-21-85 Cash 100
Iheamed charter fares 100

Ihder the cash basis, the purchase of the tickets would be considered
revenue. However, no service was performed to earn this revenue. Hius
under accrual accounting, the tickets purchased in advance are considered
a liability.

On December 28, 1985, a special purchase of fuel on credit is made
to operate the diarter service. Since this transaction did not involve
cash, no entry is made under the cash basis accounting method. The
accrual method recognizes that a liability has been created.
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Dr. Cr.

Gash Basis

12-28-85 No entry

Accrual Basis

On the day of the convention, the tickets are used. The entries
vould be as follows:

Dr. Cr.

Cash Basis

1-7-86 No entry

Accrual Basis

1-7-86 Unredeemed charter fares 100
Charter revenue 100

Once again, since this transaction did not involve cash, no entry
is made inder the cash basis of accounting method. Ihder the accrual
basis, the performance of the service means that the money collected in
advance can now be recognized as revenue.

Similarly the -vehicle operator will eventually have to be paid for
his/her time. At Towline Transit, all employees are paid on the first
of the month for work performed during the preceeding month.

Dr. Cr.

Cash Basis

1-7-86 No entry

Accrual Basis

1-7-86 Operator wages 60
Wages payable 60

Ihder cash accounting, there would be no aitry since the operator
is not actually paid until the start of the next month. The accrual
method would record the incurrance of the wages expense and recognize
the creation of a liability.
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At the end of the pay period when the operator is paid, the entry
wDuld be:

Dr. Cr.

Cash Basis

2-1-86 Operator wages 60
Gash 60

Accrual Basis

2-1-86 Wages payable 60
C^sh 60

At this point in time, the expense for the operator's vages would
be recognized even t±iough it had actually been incurred previously.
Uhder the accrual method the liability for the q)erator's vages would be
eliminated

.

Depreciation

Efepreciation accounting is t±ie process of allocating the acquisi-
tion costs of a capital asset over the period of its estimated useful
life. Another definition describes depreciation as an estimate of the
amount of service potential of a capital asset that has expired in a
given period. Vehicles, equipment, and buildings all have a finite
lifespan. Depreciation accounting attempts to match the depreciable
cost of such an asset to the revenues generated by the use of that
asset. A transit bus may be expected to operate for 12 years. Good
accounting practices require that some means be used to allocate the
acquisition cost of that bus to each of the 12 years of revenue service
that it provides.

Depreciation is commonly associated with use by the for-profit sec-
tor of private industry for income tax purposes. As most transit ser-

vice is provided by not-for-profit organizations, the income tax
implications of depreciation accounting are not relevant. However,
depreciation expense should be recognized as part of the cost of pro-
viding transit service. If depreciation is not considered, then the
transit property is inderstating its costs. Recognition is given to the
operation and maintenance costs, but not to the capital costs of
vehicles and buildings. Allocating the fiill acquisition cost of a capi-
tal asset in its year of purchase is not a solution, because it may
result in wide flioctuations of expenses from year to year ( unless an
equal value of capital purchases are nfide each year)

.

It should be noted that mder fund accounting systems, depreciation
is not used. There are legitimate arguments that the use of depre-
ciation accounting is not appropriate for piiblicly-owned transit
systems. The replacement of vehicles and facilities is funded throu^
capital grants vhich are mrelated to the operational expenses of the
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transit property so there is no need to depreciate a capital asset for
inccxne statement purposes. Rjrther, it is not necessary to associate
the expenditure of capital funds with tiie provision of specific services
(matching the revenue generated by the asset).

There are two main causes of depreciation: (1) physical deteriora-
tion due to wear and tear , and ( 2) obsolescence due to technological
advances. In the first case, the use of the asset contributes to its
decline. A transit bus has a limited life in terms of time or miles
operated. For t±ie latter case, the introduction of a more fuel effi-
cient vehicle my mean that an older ( less-efficient) vehicle is now
obsolete. A limitation on t±ie usefulness of an asset by either of these
causes will determine the useful life of the capital asset.

Estimating Depreciation

The process of developing a depreciation estimate normally involves
three factors:

1. Cost.

2. Estimated useful life.

3. Estimated salvage value.

The cost of the asset is its acquisition cost. This is gpnerally known
with certainty. The other two factors are estimates. The estimated
useful life is some measure of the period during which the asset will be
of use to the transit property. The estimate of usefulness can be a
function of time, volume of usage, or some other basis. A transit
passenger shelter may be expected to last for some number of years
before it has to be replaced and a service truck can be expected to last

a different number of years. As it is difficult to know in advance how
long an asset will be useful, an estimate must be made.

The other estimate that needs to be mde involves the salvage value
of a retired asset. This is the amount of value that will remain \^en
the asset has reached the end of its useful life. It is also known as
the residual value or the resale value. The salvage value is the amount
of money that a transit property wuld receive if it sold a retired
vehicle at the end of its useful life. It is also possible that this

residual value may be negative. For example, the cost of dismantling
and disposing of a fuel storage tank may exceed the salvage value of the
metal from the tank.

Straight-line Depreciation

This has been t±ie most cocunonly used depreciation method. It is

calculated by taking the cost of the asset, less t±ie salvage value, and
then dividing by the estimated useful life of t±ie asset.

Cost - Salvage value
Estimated life in years
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For an example, we will assume an asset acquired for $3, (XX) has an
estimated useful life of three years with no salvage value. Using the
straight-line depreciation method the annual depreciation charge would
be:

$3,000 - $0 = $1,000 per year
3

This method is based upon the assumption that the depreciation of an
asset is a function of the miform passage of time. Thus, if a par-
ticular transit passenger shelter has an estimated useful life of five
years, in each year of its useful life, 1/5 of the acquisition (or
construction) cost of that shelter would be shown as depreciation. Due
to its simplicity, the straight-line method is widely xjsed. It would be
difficult to estimate the number of passengers vho will use the shelter
each year, so basing depreciation on level of use would be difficult.

There are several objections to the strai^t-line method. First of
all, it assumes that maintenance expense will be the same in each
period. Normally, as an asset (such as a bus) ages, more maintenance
will be required in its later years than was necessary during t±ie

earlier years of its operation. These higher maintenance ciiarges may be
an indication tiiat more of the usefulness of the \«hicle was used \jp in
its earlier years. Therefore, the true cost of operating the bus has
seen understated by the depreciation charges in dbose earlier years.

Straight-line depreciation also assumes that an asset contributes
the same economic usefulness ( revenue generation) in each year of its
prcxiuctive life. As vehicles become older they may become part of the
peaik pool or reserve pool. They are, therefore, used less frequently in
their later years than vtien the vehicles v<ere new.

Production or Use Depreciation

Ihder this method, the ciepreciation of an asset is assumed to be a
function of use rather tiian of the passage of time. The useful life of
a vehicle may be described in terms of tiie number of miles of c^ration
that it can be expected to provide. The ciepreciation charge for a given
period then will be based upon the actual number of miles the vehicle
was used in that period.

Efepreciation is allocated on a per init beisis by means of the

following formula:

Cost - Estimateci salvage yalije

Total use/use during period

which is the same thing as:

(Cost - Estimated salvage value) (Use ciuring period/Total use)

Note that the numerator of this fomnjla is identical to that of the
straight-line depreciation formula. The difference between the two for-
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aulas involves the denominator. The estimated nmber of units of output
is used as the basis for allocation in this fiDmiula rather than a
measure of time as fDund in t±ie straight-line formula.

For an example will we assxjme an asset has an acqusition <x)st of
$3,000 and no salvage value. Rirther, we assume that tiie asset has a
useful life of 36,000 miles. Usage over a three-year period is 20,000;
10,000, and 6,000 miles per year, respectively.

($3,000-$0) (20,000/36,000) = $1666.67

($3,000-$0) (10,000/36,000) = $ 833.33

•($3,000-$0) ( 6,000/36,000) = $ 500.00

Different patterns of actual usage would result in different
arrangements of depreciation expense in a given year.

Accelerated Depreciation

There are two types of depreciation which are referred to as

"accelerated" depreciation methods. These methods produce depreciation
charges vhich are larger In the early years of a capital asset's life
than in the later years. These methods are based on the assumption
that an asset's earning power declines over time. The depreciation
method dioosen should recognize this fact in its allocation of depre-
ciation expense.

Double-declining-balance . This method of depreciation is calculated
by the straight-line depreciation charges &>r the net book value of the

asset. The net book value is the acqusition cost less the accianulated

depreciation from prior periods. The estimated salvage value is ignored
in this method.

Ihder the straight-line method, the annual depreciation rate for an
asset with an estimated life of three years would be 1/3. (Each year an
equal amount vjould be written-off, thus 1/3 each year fDr 3 years.) The
double-declining-balance method would double this rate to 2/3. The
double-declining-balance rate is then applied to the remaining book
value ( acquisition cost - accumulated depreciation)

.

Once again we shall assume an asset with an acquisition cost of

$3,000 and an estimated three year life. Salvage value is ignored. (It
is $0 in this exan^le anj^way.)
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TABLE 2.1 Doi±)le-Declining-Balance Depreciation Example

Acquisition Accumulated Remaining Depreciation
Year Cost Depreciation Book Value Factor Charge

1 $3,000 $ 0 $3,000 2/3 $ 2,000

2 3,000 2,000 1,000 2/3 667

3 3,000 2,667 333 2/3 222

In our straight-line example the annual depreciation charge was
$1,000. Under double-declining-balance ve double this amount to $2,000
for the first year's depreciation charge. The same result is obtained
by developing a fraction of two over the rmnber of years of estimated
life fiDr the asset. Thus the factor 2/3 is calculated fiDr the three-
year life span. (See Table 2.1.)

The depreciation charge is subtracted from the remaining book value
to give a new remaining book value: $3,000 - $2,000 = $1,000. In year
two, the factor would be ^plied to the remaining book value to provide
a depreciation charge of $667.

Ihder t±je double-declining-balance method there will always be a
residual amount remaining at the end of the asset's useful life. This
amount can be used as the salvage value, or the final year's depre-
ciation charge can be adjusted to include all of the residual amount to
bring the remaining book value figure to $0. In the example above a
depreciation charge of $333 in the final year vrould be required to bring
the remaining book value amount to $0.

Sum-of-the-year-digits . This formula also allocates more depre-
ciation to the earlier part of an asset's life than to t±ie later part.

The years of estimated useful life of the asset are added together and
used as the denominator of the fraction. The mniber of years of life
remaining at the beginning of each particular year is the rumerator

.

Thus an asset with a three year estimated useful life would have a deno-
minator of six (3 + 2 + 1) . For an asset with an estimated useful life
of four years , the denominator would be ten ( 4 + 3 + 2 + 1)

.

A $3,000 asset with no salvage value is to be depreciated over a
three year period. In the first year 3/6 of the $3,000 acquisition
cost, or $1,500, would be allocated as the depreciation charge. In the
second year, the charge wuld be $1,000, vhile in the third year, it
would be $500. (See Table 2.2.)
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TABLE 2.2 Sm-of-the-Year-Digits Depreciation Example

Year
Acquisition

Cost
Remaining
Life Fraction

Depreciation
Charge

1 $3,000 3 3/6 * $3,000 $1,500

2 3,000 2 2/6 * 3,000 1,000

3 3,000 1 1/6 * 3,000 500

Simnary

Table 2.3 demonstrates the depreciation diarges for each of the
three years under each of the methods that we have examined. As can
be seen from this table, both the double-declining-balance and the sum-
of-the-years-digits methods produce higher depreciation diarges in the
earlier years of an asset's life than in the later years. The activity
method is based on the actual usage of the asset in each year and it is

the only method that directly considers actual usage of the asset in
determining the depreciation ciiarge for a given year.

The use of an accelerated depreciation method can result in
favorable tax consequences far an organization. As non-profit transit
firms are not subject to income tax considerations, management may
choose to use the depreciation method which best suits the nature of the
depreciation experience at the transit property.

TABLE 2.3 Summary Of Depreciation Methods

Production Doi±>le- Sum-of-
or declining- the-years '

-

Year Straight-line Use balance digits

1 $1,000 $1666.67 $2,000 $1,500
2 1,000 833.33 667 1,000
3 1,000 500.00 333 500

Total $3,000 $3000.00 $3,000 $3,000



CHAPTER ™EE

BUDGETING

Plirpose of the Budget

Definition

The budget is probably the nost inportant document prepared by a
transit operating agency. It serves as a touchstone for management
throughout the year, and provides a mechanism for comocunicating with
outside agencies and individuals. Strictly speaking, a budget can be
defined as follows:

"A budget is a plan fiDr the accomplishment
of programs related to objectives and gDals
within a definite time period, including an
estimate of resources required, together
with an estimate of the resources
available, usually compared with one or
nore past periods and showing future
requirements." (Thomas D. Lynch, Public
Budgeting in Auaerica , Prentice Hall Inc.,
fiiglewood Cliffs, NJ, 1979, p. 5.)

Plirposes

The budget, and variants of it, serve several purposes. The infor-

mation in t±ie budget is a concise, but limited, image of tUne organi-
zation's activities and objectives. This information serves a number
of purposes to different people at various times.

Planning . Rmdamentally the budgeting process is an extension of
the agency ' s planning process. The projected activities of the agency,

such as amount and type of service offered
,
special programs , etc

. , must
have been determined in advance. TTie budget presents tliese forecasts of
activities for the budget year in dollar terms. The budget may provide
data to ccmpare and evaluate alternative projects or strategies. The
budgeting process is a unique annual opportunity to consider each aspect
of the agency's activities and how it should be dianged, if at all,
during the caning year.

The converse of this is that the budget can be used to explore the
effect of resource constraints on the service offered. Budget prepara-
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tion clarifies t±ie relationships between service offered and operating
costs. It also identifies t±je acoount of funds needed to accomplish cer-
tain tasks. These two characteristics can be used to identify differen-
ces between the resources available and those required, and to either
adjust the planned tasks to fit the resources available, or identify the
additional funds that must be located.

Management . As a management tool, the budget is used to establish
organizational priorities and policy. Top management uses the budget
process to coordinate the managers ' expectations and programs , thus
setting the operational direction far the agency for t±ie budget year.
The board and funding agencies can use the budgeting process as a means
to establish organizational direction.

Control . The third purpose of the budget is as a tool fDr ongoing
management control . Each responsible manager in the ^ency should have
responsibility for certain budgeted elements, and should be involved in
setting the budget fDr these areas. Ihe agreed upon budget then provides
a guideline for the manager's activities and a specific measure of his
or her performance.

Concepts in Budgeting

Curing the past 20 years, various models for the ideal budgeting
procedure have gone in and out of favor. In their pure fDrm, each of
the models is inrealistic to use in tiie real world of organizations,
infonoation, and politics. Each one, however, has certain -valuable

approaches to the problem of resource planning and allocation, v^ch can
contribute to effective preparation of an agency budget.

Incremental Budget

The simplest fDrm of budget is based on the previous gear's expen-
ses, adjusted for anticipated inflation, price increases, and service
changes . The advantage of this approach is that it is quick and easy to

develop. On the other l:^d, it does not provide any way to check the

efficiency of the previous year's budget, or to represent the link between
the budget and the level of the agency's activities. The past year's
performance is taken as given, without critical evaluation.

Planning-programming-budgeting

Ihis approach to budget development was introduced in order to

provide some systematic way of allocating resources between alternative
activities. According to this model, budgeting is t±ie logical outgrowth
of a process of identifying t±»e organization's objectives, developing
programs to meet the objectives, and budgeting for each program.
Programs may span organizational boundaries

,
resulting in a budget fDrm

that does not necessarily correspond to nfinagers' responsibilities, but
that may better reflect the actual objectives of t±ie organization.
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Management by Objectives

The management by objectives (MBO) model is designed to decentra-
lize the budgeting process and integrate it in the control structure of
the organization. Each responsible manager is required to n^otiate
with his or her si:pervisor and set objectives to accomplish vrLthin the
budget period. These objectives are translated into resource require-
ments that provide a basis &>r management ccsitrol and staff evaluation
throughout the budget period.

MBO uses the budget process as a tool for management. Its effec-
tiveness depends on top management's overall style and effectiveness,
including its ability to set goals and objectives and to negotiate aaibi-

tious yet achievable objectives with individual managers. One of the
effects of an MBO process is that it decentralizes the budgeting process
by requiring each actor within the organization to take responsibility
for his or her area of activity. This brings planning and projection
closer to t±e individuals vho will actually be involved, and who theore-
tically have a more canplete and accurate knowledge of the activities.

Zero-based Budgeting

The concept of zero-based budgeting was introduced to provide a
mechanism for reviewing programs from past years and cutting out the
ineffective and wasteful activities. In theory, the agency activities
are broken into comparable "decision units," with each init being the
responsibility of a single manager. (One nanager nay have several deci-
sion units.) For each unit a "decision package" is prepareed including
the budget for the activity and uniform measures and descriptions useful
for comparing decision inits. The activities can then be ranked by cost
effectiveness, or some other criterion, and the most productive ones are
then selected for funding.

This procedure can result in enormous amounts of paperwork as each
element of a program continuing from previous years must be evaluated
from scratch. Annual repetition of the exercise is a heavy and perhaps
unnecessary burden. The key concept it introduces to budgeting is that
of questioning past assumptions and trends. All activities should be
reviewed periodically to see vhether they continue to be useful, and
vtether the same objectives could be achieved more effectively or effi-
ciently using another strategy.

Key Concepts

Without adopting any of these models in its pure form, principles
can be drawn concerning desirable characteristics of a budgeting
process

:

1. It draws on data from the past year's experience.

2. It should be built on a carefully thought out program of activities,
based on t±e agency's objectives.
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3. It should be developed in a decentralized process, emphasizing
conmiunication with mnagers.

4. It should examine activities of questionable cost effectiveness
and avoid taking past escperience as unchangeable.

Preparing the Budget

Preparation of the operating budget is a time consuming and
detailed undertaking that brings together resources from all parts of
the agency. It is normally the responsibility of the Executive Director
(or General Manager) or a close assistant, six:h as the Director of
Finance. This person most be able to vrork closely with agency manage-
ment to assemble all the data required fiDr the budget.

Requirements for Budget Preparation

Because of the importance of the budget both within and outside the

agency, and because of the complexity of budget preparation, the manage-
ment support structures are very important. The budget cannot be
created and implemented in a vacuum, but is closely tied to many agency
operating procedures. Data far budget preparation nust be drawn frcm
agency records, projections must be based on agency objectives and
plans, and budget adherence mist be monitored through the ^ency's
accounting system.

Ongoing management information system (MIS) . Routine collection
and reporting of key operating measures through an effective MIS has
three functions related to the budget.

1. Data provided by the MIS may identify operating deficiencies
requiring special attention, such as excessive road calls or
passenger complaints. Any special resources needed to address
these problems should be accommodated in the budget.

2. Data provided about the operation, such as hours and miles of
service , hours of wages paid

,
ridership , revenues , etc

.
, is

essential to understanding and forecasting operating costs.

3. During the budget year, MLS reports allow management to track
agency performance with respect to the projections in tlie budget,
and to explain deviations as they occur.

Adequate accounting system . The usefulness of the budget for

internal control purposes depends on having an accounting system that

can provide timely reports in a form that can be coopared with the

operating budget. Accounting records are also a source of important data

for budget development.
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Information on service provided . In order to justify the financial
requifSients of the agency, an inventory of agency products and activi-
ties is required. Detailed data on the amount and types of transit ser-
vice offered during the current and past years is required to project
service offerings during the budget year. In addition, agency activi-
ties such as piiblic information, ridersharing mtching, marketing cam-
paigns, special studies, and other less quantifiable activities should be
inventoried and listed for the budget year.

Procedure for budget submission and approval . Because of the
number of participants in tba budget process, and the length of it, it
is important to have in advance a structure for this process. This
structure should include the information and forecasts required, staff
responsibilities for budget preparation, and the timetable for budget
development. The form of each report required by external reviewing
agencies and the schedule and form of external review should be
predefined

.

Normally the structure will ciiange little from one year to the
next. Once established, past years' procedures can provide a model for
current preparation.

The Process

The budgeting process can be divided into three overall phases.

The first phase is internal preparation. This is the most time consuming
and detailed portion of the process . The structure of the budget mast
be determined. Detailed information and forecasts on costs and
operating statistics must be collected from throughout the organization.
This information must be transformed and synthesi2:ed into a comprehen-
sive and coherent document.

The second phase, external review and negotiation, draws on the
manager's political and ccranunication skills. This phase is a test of
the agency's network of coninunity and political support, built up
throughout the year, or years.

The final phase, implementation of the budget, provides a guideline
throughout the year to the performance of the agency and of individual
managers. Deviations from the expected performance are an indication
that the assumptions used in developing the budget are not consistent
with the actual trends.

Internal Preparation

The steps of internal budget preparation include: structure defini-
tion, revenue assessment, data collection, cost forecasting, documen-
tation, and internal review. The process often involves various
iterations of these steps , as additional data requirenaents are iden-
tified, forecast costs are not met by revenue supply, and additional
requirements are imposed by external reviewers.
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Structure

Because of the various functions of the budget ciocument, the struc-
ture of the budget must be carefully thougiht out in order to accon^jlish

each function nost effectively. Three types of organization nust be
considered in establishing a budget structure: time periods, accounting
categories, and the organization of respcnsibility.

Ting periods . There are two levels of time structure to be con-
sidered when defining the time periods for budgeting: the fiscal year
and the periodic reporting or accounting periods. Time periods used for
budgeting and accounting purposes should be selected to be as well coor-
dinated as possible with each other and with other tinB periods used.
If these factors are not taken into consideration, time consuming
adjustments to accounting reports are likely to be required to make them
comparable to budgeted figures, or to put them into the fiDrmat required
by the external agencies. The fiscal year is often selected to coincide
with the fiscal year used by the state or municipal funding agency.
This simplifies budgeting and annual reporting.

The bjdget used for review by the board and outside agencies
usually presents costs for an annual period, or possibly for four quar-
ters. FLirther detail nakes the budget confusing and nay conplicate
discussions with outside agencies. For internal purposes the budget
naist be subdivided into reporting periods ranging in length from four
weeks to three months (a quarter) . A primary consideration in deter-
mining the length of the accounting period used is external reporting
requirements. If you are required to bill t±ie state monthly for reim-
bursement of operating expenses, it makes sense to use months as tbe
accounting period. The c^sadvantage of using months is that they vary

Accounting system . The line items or expense categories used for

budgeting and accounting should coincide for two reasons. First, once
the budget has been approved by the necessary outside agencies, its main
purpose becomes internal control. Frequent comparisons are required
between the expected expense figures, as included in the budget, and the

actual expenses during the year, as reported by the accounting system.

The more closely the budget and accounting structure resemble each
other, the easier this comparison is. Second, the primary source of
data in preparing each year's budget is the accounting records from the

previous year. If expense records coincide with budgeted line items,

the task of extracting relevant information is made nuch easier. In

order to nake these comparisons the divisions of t±ie expenses in the

budget and accounting reports should coincide.

Nfeiny external constraints may apply to the account categories used.

Federal reporting requirements, as defined by Section 15, apply to all

agencies receiving assistance from Section 9. In addition, state or

local requironents may apply.

Organization of responsibility . In an ^ency where budget respon-
sibility is shared by several nanagers, this should be reflected in the
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structure of the budget. Not only will each manager's input to (±e

budgeting process be identifiable, but the line items that fell under
their authority will be well defined. For exanple, a separate line item
for materials and supplies may be required for the office manager, the
maintenance manager, the operations manager, and the marketing and

planning manager. Alternatively, all these people could be required to

purchase their supplies tlirough the office manager, vho would then be

responsible for the only line item for materials and supplies. Ihe Sec-
tion 15 reporting requirements have included some divisions by respon-
sibility by breaking out some expense categories by function.

Revenue Assessment

The najority of transit operations' budgets are constrained by the

amount of revenue and financial assistance available to t±iem. In order
to determine a target size of the budget, it is helpful to estimate the
amount of revenue that will be available. Contacts at funding agencies
(state, municipal, and federal agencies) should be sounded out to iden-
tify vhat scale of change, if any, they anticipate. If dedicated tax
revenues are used for funding the operation the amount of revenue
expected from this source should be estimated. Fare revenues should be
projected. If a fare increase is anticipated, the effect of the
increase on ridership and total revenue should be estimated. (A tech-
nique for estimating tiie effect of a fare increase is described below.)

Data Collection

Data should be collected from each mnager concerning their antici-
pated operating expenses fDr the coming year. This will include three
types of information: activity plans and estimates, background data for
estimation of variable costs, and direct estimates of fixed or indirect
expenses

.

Activity plans and estimates . Each nanager should describe vhat
activities md projects they anticipate carrying out during the budget
year. This wDuld include estimates of t±»e anount of service provided,
changes in scheduling that might affect costs (such as introduction of
part-time operators), special programs (such as an intensive marketing
or a maintenance campaign)

,
hiring expectations , and any other fectors

that wDuld contribute to the cost of their program.

Background data . Background cost information is required to esti-
mate the variable costs related to providing service. Projected cost
per gallon of fuel, cost of tire contracts, projected feel consumption,
pay hours per service hour, and effective qperator wage (including
contract or cost of living allowance increases and progression effects)
are needed.

Direct estimates . Each nanager should also provide direct estima-
tes of fixed costs within their jurisdiction. These will include
building utilities, office equipment, janitorial services, n^eting fees,
travel, contracted services, insurance, and other expenses that do not
vary with the amount of service offered.
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The collection of data provides an opportuiity for responsible
individuals throughait the ggency to become actively iIvol^ed in the
budget develcpment process. Staff in^ol-veraent acconplishes three
thirgs:

1. It allows the manners' plans to be reconciled with each other
and vd-th reality. Cross-departmental prograns can be planned and
coordinated.

2. It taps the detailed information on day-to-day costs and qjera-
tions that is faniliar to manners.

3. It provides a mechanian for n^otiatirg goals and budgpt levels
that will be used far control purposes durirg the bid^t year. This
can be used to implement the concepts of MBO.

Cost Forecasting

Based on the amount of service to be offered, the unit costs pro-
jected, and the direct estimates of other costs, the projected expenses
by line itan can be caloilated. Each cost item in the budget is one of
three kinds:

1. Fixed costs do not depend on the amount of the service beirg
offered.

2. Variable costs are directly related to the amount of service
offered. Variable costs may be related to one of several service
measures, sxrh as hours of service, or pe^ vehicles. Pliel, for
example, depends on the miles of service driven, vhile vages depend
on the hours of service offered. Each of these can be measired in
several v»ys, sirh as vehicle hours, revenie hours, platform hours,
etc. It does not matter for budgptirg purposes vhich one is used,
as loqg as it is used consistently throjghout all calailations.

3. Semivariable costs fall between these two types. Th^ vary with
the amount of service, but the relationship is not direct. For
example, a small increase in hours of service will not necessarily
require an increase in maintenance vages, but a large increase may
require hiriqg an additional mechanic and a result irg wage increase.

Semivariable costs are harder to estinate since the relationships
between them and the service operated are not clearly defined.
Usually a reasonable estimate can be made based on expertence.

Table 3.1 indicates one classification of costs as fixed, variable, or
semivariable, and the measire of service to vhich they can be related.
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TABLE 3.1 Costs By Type

Measures of Service Cost Type

Expense Bus Bus Peak
Hours Miles Buses

Variable Semi
Variable

Fixed

Operator Vag^s X X

Vehicle
Servicing X X

Rjel X X

Tires X X

Insurance X X

Road
Supervisors • X X

Maintenance
SLq>ervisors X X

Vehicle
Maintenance X X

Maintenance
Expenses X X

Tickets X X

Public
Information X X

Licenses X X

Vehicle
Leasing X X

Administrative
Staff Costs X X

Rent X X

Building
Maintenance X X

Building
Utilities X X

Staff Cars X X

bource: liooz. Alien h hamiicon, inc.
Bus Route Costing Procedures A Review, Technology Sharing Program

»

U.S. Department of Transportation, Me^ 1981.
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Dbcumentatlon

The many detailed pieces of information tiiat make \jp the budget
niist be summarized and concisely docijmented. For internal use, this
should include any assumptions that were used so that the budget may
be revised by another staff member if necessary, and so that it may be
used as a basis fsr the fDllowing year's budget.

It is help&il to include e5q)ense figures from previous jears in tlie

summary documentation. Ccxnparing the projected budget with current year
budgets and actual expenses provides a guideline for identifying errors
and changes. This gives an opportunity to either make corrections or
prepare an explanation of major deviations from past performance.

Internal Review

The budget should be reviewed carefully within the agency before it

is passed to external gpjups &yr review. This internal examination
should be used to check for errors, inconsistencies, and issues that are
likely to be raised by other reviewers. This review should involve
internal staff and managers vho are likely to spot any problems.

A quick measure of the reasonableness of a budget, and one that is

sure to be used by reviewing agencies, is to compare the proposed budget
with performance during the current and past years. The percentage
change of each line item should be calculated, as well as the percentage
change in quantity of service offered (See Table 3.2.) Overall, each
change should be close to the percentage change in service, plus the

expected rate of inflation. Any line items that increase at a rate
significantly different from this should be examined, and the reason for

the unexpected diange identified. For example, introducing new main-
tenance procedures might result in a higher parts cost in order to

reduce the number of road calls: this might cause maintenance materials
and supplies to increase nuch faster than inflation.

Performance measures that are routinely monitored in operation
should be calculated for the projected and budgeted figures. These can
be checked for reasonableness against current agency performance. The

reason for significant changes should be identified. Reviewing agencies
are also likely to use tiiese neasures to compare your agency's projected
performance and forecasts against those used by other operations of your
type.

If a major discrepancy exists between the costs forecast for the

planned level of service and the amount of resources available, adjust-

ments to the initial budget way be required. Specific projects or even

the amount of service offered may be cut back. This probably will
require returning to the cost forecasting step in budget preparation and

trying various service levels until an appropriate one is identified.
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Table 3.2 Budget Coiparison with Past Years

Expenditures Budget Estimated Proposed 1 Change I Change

1983 1984 1984 1985 1983-1984 1984-1985

SOI Mages

50:

Ooerators 146832 162013 182552 254292 24.33 39.30

Nechanics 41269 54663 51163 33602 23.97 63.40

Adiinistrative 134357 165951 97032 146442 -27.78 50.92

SUBTOTAL 322458 33262? 330747 484336 2.57 46.44

2 Benefits

PICA 24184 28697 24806 36325 2.57 46.44

Health Insurance 9652 13384 10017 12406 3.78 23.85

Life Insurance 4244 5598 3956 5606 -6.79 41.71

llnPAfil nvAsnt Ov 265 15113 5000JvvV ?3fl98 S9 OO* 1

L

Uorkers Coip. 6978 13807 6889 19502 -1.28 183.09

Sick Leave 22419 13517 13517 9083 -39.71 -32.80

Vacation 22391 17255 17255 10602 -22.94 "38. 56

Other pd. absence 164 462 0 500 -100.00

SUBTOTAL 90095 92985 91553 99024 1.62 8.16

> Services

ProAO Services 587 610 606 683 3.24 12.71

Pro-f. Services 12510 14165 13319 15500 6.47 16.38

Contract Haint. 22777 15080 8000 -33.40 -64.88

Security t CTCn 16888 16888 16885 -33.40 -46.95

SUBTOTAL 51091 54440 45893 41068 -10.17 -10.51

1 Haterials/Suppli 565 700 661 653 16.99 -1.21

Fuel, Lubricants 78407 94826 91931 113500 17.25 19.69

Tires 9657 13880 14529 16430 50.45 18.37

TOTAL 728428 846853 849570 1233223 16.65 45.16

SERVICE HOURS 33508 41700 43315 41252 29.27 -4.76

FARE REVENUE 178464 237783 178908 236530 0.25 32.21
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External Review

For agencies relying on outside discretionary assistance, such as
an appropriation from inunicipal general fijnds, the external review and
negotiating process can be as important as the analysis that gaes into
preparing the budget. Quality analysis is rarely sufficient to ensure
budget approval, because t±je process is usually quite political. There
are measures that can be taken to increase the likelihood of approval of
an acceptable budget.

External review begins with board ^proval, since a copy of the
budget is likely to be made available to t±ie media at any board meeting
where it is discussed. Once t±ie media have received and reported on the

proposed budget, your flexibility to make revisions internally is
reduced.

Preparation

Although these interagency negotiations reach a climax during the

budget process, the outcome of extended review is likely to depend on
the groundwork of interpersonal and interagency relationships that has
been established duriag the past.

One of the most important sources of support fiDr yjur activities is

the base of clients and users of your services. The better defined,
more visible, and more active your constituency is, the greater the
level of political support for yDur activities is likely to be. It is,

therefore, important to you to identify vho uses your services, ensure
that they are as satisfied as possible, and, in some sitiiations, to
establish fDmal coninunications links with them or their represen-
tatives. Nei^borhood associations, organizations representing busi-
nesses that benefit from your service, or constituency groups such as
the handicapped or aging, may provide valuable direct or indirect si^)-

port for your agency s activities. Often, the mere existence of a
visible constituency is effective without requiring any specific action
on their part.

Good relations with the reviewing agency, and particularly the
individuals involved, may significantly speed the budget review process.
These relations must be developed over an extended period of time, and
not just as budget time approaches. Municipal or state staff, nego-
tiators for contracting comnunities , and influential council or asseirbly

representatives may all be cultivated as supporters in the review and
approval process

.

Supporting Documentation

A package of materials for outside review by the news media and

other agencies is required. This package should emphasize the product
that will be delivered for the projected budget, particularly any
planned projects that will improve it. It should anticipate and answer
obvious questic«is about the budget, including major changes firom pre-
vious years and significant assumptions.
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Hearings

Budgets frequently nust be presented orally before a radew ccranit-

tee. Pcq)aration for the hearit^ shauld include mterials such, as
charts and handouts necessary to clarify aiy major points you wish to

make. A dry run of the presentation in front of agency staff can be
very helpfii, both to smooth the rough edges of the presentation, and to
anticipate difficult qiEstions and objections that might arise.

Negotiations

Maiy agencies nust negotiate for financial assistance. It is help-
ful to prepare a rar^e of scenarios indicatirig what the effect of
various levels of contribution would be on your agency and particularly
on the service you offer. A clearly prepared budgpt, in which the rela-
tionship between the amount of service offered and agency costs and
rsreoies is clearly laid out, can be a very helpfuL tool in assessii^g

the impact of various levels of fmdiiTg.

The bud^t itself may be formulated as a negotiating tooL The
more explicitly the relationships be tore en variable costs and service
levels are defined, the more easily various scenarios representirg dif-
ferent levels of service nay be developed. It is helpfii to be able to
calculate the effect of budget cuts on service offered, so that the
inpact of deviations frcm the prqposed bud^t can be assessed.

Implementation

The usefulness of the budget as a management tool depends on hew it
is used throughout the year. Vhile circumstances nay charge from the
forecasts made for the budget, the budget still provides a baseline from
which deviations can be observed and analyi^d.

Operating Budget

Once the bud^t has been ranLewed and approved, it must be put into
a WDikipg fom for day-to-day use. This requires dividing each ej^ense
category into portions for each accountirig period. In raary cases the
iton can be divided eqinlly between the periods, particularly in the
case of an accrued expense. Other expense itans are likely to vary con-
siderably between periods. Vkges, for example are likely to be lower
durirg the period inclidirig the Christmas and New Years holidays than
during other periods; school holidays nay influence wage expenses if
additional school service is provided.

The budget will need to be revised if unforeseen charges take
place, so that it can rana in a realistic guideline to spending levels.
If a funding agency changes the level of assistance it provides, adjust-
ments nust be nade to agree with the new level of resources available,
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includipg possibly adjustipg the amount of service offered. If the
amount of service offered does not natch the amount budgeted. If the
amount of service offered does not natch the amount budgeted, the
ejqpense itans affected by the amount of service should be adjusted
accordirigly.

Periodic Reports

Performance dariiTg the year is measured in periodic reports that
compare the actual e)q)enses with those projected by the budget. Tkble
3.3 shows an example fonnat for sxrh a rq»rt. The budgeted and actual
ejpenses are used to assess perfoimance for the period. Year to date
bud^ted and actual figures complement the period information by
smoothirg out fluctuations that nay occur fron one period to the next.

Variance Tracking

When actual expense data fron each accamtirg period is available,
it should be compared carefully, line iton by line iten, with the
budgeted amounts. Differences from the budget should be calculated,
both in dollar amounts, and as a percentage of the budgeted amount.

Wherever a significant deviation fron the budget ocoirs, an expla-
nation should be sought. Variances between budgeted and actual e?qpenses

may occur because the amount of service offered is different from the
amount planned and budgeted. In other cases expenses nay be budgeted
for an eqinl amount in each period of the year, while th^ nay actually
occur unevenly between periods. Ch the other hand, variances nay indi-
cate a spendirig trend that needs to be corrected or adjusted through
managerial action. In critical situations, su:.h as an increase in fuel
prices above the budgeted level, the budget nay need to be radsed by
reduciiTg the budget for a less essential line item in order to provide
sufficient fmds for essential expenses.

Analysis Techniques

A lumber of analysis techniques are valuable in prepariiig the

budget.

Linear Average Annual Growth Rate

For lack of a better method, future trends can be extrapolated from
past experience. The simplest method for this, as shown in Table 3.4,
is to calculate the percent^e increase in costs experienced dirir^ past
years, and use an average rate of increase to estimate the increase
durir\g the budget year. The problem with this technique is that it does
not respond to trends in the rate of charge: for example, if there has
been an overall decrease in the rate of inflation over the years exa-

mined, this will not be reflected in the forecast.
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Table 3.3 Budget Report: Hay 1984

Total This Honth Percent 1 Year to Date P^rrpntI CI kCIIV

Budget Budget Actual Variance 1 Budget Actual Variance

Casualty k Liability Costs

S0601,Phys Damage Ins 42900 3575 3502 -2.0Z I 17875 17756 -0.7Z

50603, Liability Ins 110808 9234 9363 i.n ! 46170 47038 1.9X

50606, Deductbl Payout 816 . 68 157 130. 9X 340 364 7.U
50608, Other Insur. 2856 5.51

1 11 OA 1 1 CT
1153 -3.11

506 Total Cas/Liab 157380 1 13115 13273 1.21 65575 66311 I.IZ

Taxes

507 Total Veh License 120
4 A
10 10 O.OZ

1 CA
1 50 SO O.OZ

niscellaneous Expense

50901, Oues/SBSCR 3240 1 270 258 -4.4Z 1350 1295 -4.1Z

50902, Travel 4152 I 129.81
1 1 1TA

1730
1 /.07
1683 -2.7Z

50908, Advertising Hed 18480 1 1540 1573 2. 11 7700 8264 7.3Z

50999, Other 5820 i 485
1 ^A
470 -3.1Z 2425 2397 -1.21

509 Total Mis Exp 31692 ! 2641 3096 n.2i 13205 13639 3.3Z

Interest ti Expenses

511 Total Interest 44411 ! 3701 2964 -19.9Z 18505 16836 -9.0Z

Leases ti Rentals

51210, Coaputer Lease 2076 I 173 173 O.OZ 865 856 -l.OZ

51213,0ffice Equip RN 15600 ! 1300 1285 -I.2Z 6500 6485 -0.2Z

512 Total Leases/Rntl 17676 1 1473 1458 -l.OZ . 7365 7341 -0.3Z

Suisary

Total Exp 4582671 1 384956 362289 -5.9Z 1884434 1765085 -6.3Z

Total Revs 2133648 ! 180770 168686 -6.7Z 1 886105 798648 -9.9Z

Oper Deficit 2449022 ! 204185 193603 -5.21 998329 966437 -3.2Z

Perforiance Measures

Exp/Veh Hr $29.71 ! $29.48 $30.13

Exp/Veh Hi $2.63 ! $2.61 $2.67

Rev/Veh Hi $1.22 ! $1.23 $1.24

Oper Ratio 0.47 ! 0.47 0.47

Pax 4200095 1 355847 334753

Pax /Veh Hr 27.2 1 27.2 27.8
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Table 3.3 Budget Report: Hay 1984 (cont'd)

Total This Honth Percent year to Date Percent

Budget . Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance

Assuiptions

Vehicle Hours 154272 13059 12023 65331 59979

l/phi rip Hi 1 PC 174Tz74 147567 135863 738240 677757

dnoriifnr R:ifB Pffor¥Upci alUi ndLtfyLTTcLL R 94 8.94 8.98

Nechanic Rate, Effect 8.78 8.89 8.89

Fuel Unit Price 0.99 $0.99 $0.97

Oil Unit Price 0.78 $0.76 $0.70

Revenue Per Veh Hr

============z======r==2=:=r:

13.72

=========

13.74 14.03

Line Iteis

================= =================== =========

^;i];iripc And y^npcwfliai ICS aiiu vioijca

50101, 010, Operators 1572083 133092 122536 -7.9Z 645687 592801 -8.22

50102, 010, Supervisors 140288 11691 10957 -6.3Z ! 58453 57946 -0.92

50102,041, nechanics 373153 31471 32066 1.9Z 147159 148042 0.62

50102, 042, Forenen 38489 7374 7311 -0.92 ! 36871 36974 0.3J

50102, 160, Administration 228810 19067 19326 1.4% 95337 95882 0.62

501 Total Labor 2402823 202695 192196 -5.2X 1 983506 931645 -5.31

Fringe Benefits
1

1

50201, Soc. Security 175762 14826 14057 -5.22 71947 68096 -5.42

50202, Pension 183632 15490 14687 -5.22 1 75169 71145 -5.42

50203, Hosp/ned Ins 210600 17100 18652 9.12 85500 88604 3.62

50204, Dental Ins 12810 1035 1392 34.52 I 5175 6294 21.62

50205, Life/fiDlD Ins 8460 705 712 1.02 3525 3557 0.92

50206, Disability 16500 1375 1372 -0.22 ! 6875 6857 -0.32

50207, Uneiiployient 24924 2077 2085 0.42 10385A VWWW 10413 0.32

70800 5900 5869 -0 52 ! 29500 29780 0.92

50209, Sick Leave 21053 1774 1813 8631 8331 -3.52

50210, Holidays 85242 i 7185 7086 -1.42 ! 34934 33189 -5.02

'\(\?\\ UarafinnUv^ 1 i , vaua L i Uil 9032 9354 3 62 43863 40967 -6.62

50212,ath Paid Absence 7666 646 615 -4.92 1 3141 2983 -5.12

50213, Uniforns 9792 816 822 0.72 4080 3954 -3.12

502 Total Fringes 934348 1 77961 78515 0.72 ! 382725 374169 -2.22

Services

503 Total Services 80280 6690 6924 3.52 33450 36902 10.32

MsTa^i 31 e I Viinni i aenaicrldib « OUppilea

50401, Fuel/Lubricants 666439 1 55884 44577 -20.22 ! 276096 220912 -20.02

50402, Tires 72000 6000 5486 -8.62 30000 27482 -8.42

50499, Transfers, Etc 11076 1 923 956 3.62 1 4615 4527 -1.92

50499,Parts 122029 10330 9510 -7.92 51677 47443 -B.22

50499, Other Materials 19056 1588 1429 -10.02 7940 8046 1.32

504 Total Htls/Supplies 890600 1 74725 61958 -17.12 ! 370328 308410 -16.72

Utilities
1

1

505 Total Utils 23340 1945 1894 -2.62 9725 9782 0.6Z
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Table 3.4 Trend Forecasting Techniques

Average Average

I cai uai ciiufli Rai/aniiflnc vciiuc Porpflnt Rpnr Crnyf

h

Or UliLM

Nuiber Year Increase Point (Linear) (Coapound)

1 1975 874196 819417 874196

2 1976 879255 0.58X 832159 889267
•7

>> 1977 858592 -2.35X 844901 904598

4 1978 807482 -5.95X 857643 920193

5 1979 825743 2.2bX 870385 936058

b 19B0 816433 -1.13: 883127 952195

7 19B1 837092 2.53X 895869 968611

B 1982 891013 6.44X 908611 985310

9 1983 958147 7.53Z 921353 1002297

10 1984 1019584 6.41Z 934095 1019576

11 1985 946837 1038082 1037154

Total 16.33X

Average Annual Growth Rate (Linear)=16.33/9 =0.018142

Year 11 Revenue = 1019584* (1+. 018142)= 1038082

Average Annual GroNth Rate (Coip.) = ( 1019584/874196) ««( 1/9) -1= 0.01724

Year 11 Revenue = 1019584* 01724)= 1037154

Linear Regression: Revenue^ At B * Year Nuiber

= 806675 + 12742 » Year Nunber

Year 11 Revenue = 806675 + 12742 * 11 = 946837
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Compounded Average Annual Growth Rate

Another method of creatirig an average rate of growth is based upon
detenninipg a percentage increase which if carpounded anmally, starting
with the value of the first data point, will equal the value of the data
point for the final year of the period. This line which connects all of
the conpounded points can be extended into the future as a projectioa
This method provides a similar, but slightly different, result frcra the
simple averaging of aniual changes. The results are slightly different
because this method relies only on the beginning and endit^ values and
ignores the fluctuations of the intennediate data points. He temdning
the compounded averate rate of growth is demonstrated in the following
example:

Average rate of growth* /Ending value \ V(n-1) " ^

V Beginning V&hie)

where:

n = period of years = 10

Ehdit^ value = 1,1019,584

Beginning value = 874,196

Averse rate of grcwth = q, 019, 584 \ V(10 - D . i

= 1.1663105 1/9 - 1

= 1.01724 - 1

= .01724 or 1.72^0

Linear Regression Analysis

In some cases more sophisticated tools may be used to represent the
factors that affect the itan being forecasted. The expected accuracy of
the forecast generated this way depends on various statistical factors.

The conpleteness with v^ich the model represents the various causes of

charge is one of these. Ai equation that predicts ridership withxit
taking account of unonplcyment may work fine until the year a recession
occurs, but may badly misrepresent ridership that year. Another problem
can be caused by a model that requires data that is not available with
sufficient accuracy.
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Multiple r^ression, similar to linear regression described above,
can include a number of variables that nay help to predict the desired
information. For example, ridership my depend on econaidc conditions,
uneraplcyment levels, fares, anount of service, and other factors. If

historic information on these factors is available for a number of
years, they can be included in a multiple regression, prodicing an
equation that can be used to predict ridership, given estimates of
unemployment, fares, etc. Various statistical programs are available
for raicroccraputers and larger computer systons to perform the
regression.

Sophisticated models ha/e been develq>ed to help estimate certain
cost elements in the budget, and to project than for several years into
the future. These are available as caiputer prograns for various types
of computers. Several examples are discussed in Chapter Ten.

All three of these methods are sunraarized in Tkble 3.4 and are
graphically displayed in Figure 3.1. All are valid techniques, but each
provides different results. The best strategy to use when making pro-
jections is not to rely on ary siqgle technique, no matter how
impressive or sophisticated it may appear to be. Bcamine a variety of
options and lode for similar resvits. In mry cases, the simpler proce-
dures are as valid or better than other methods.

Cost Allocation

As discussed previously, raary variable costs included in the budget
depend on the amount of service that will be offered during the budget
year. Cperator wages, fiel, tires, and spare parts are all itans

directly connected with the number of hours or miles of service
operatai. Other expenses smh as fririge benefits and mechanic wages, are
indirectly connected to the amount of service. The bud^t can be most
effective as an plannirg tool for the organization if these rela-
tionships are incorporated in the budget.

The most direct way to estimate these costs is to review each
expense line item in the budget, and identify those that are directly or
irriirectly associated with the amount of service. For example, fuel,

spare parts, and tire expenses are all directly related to the miles of
service operated. Haurs wo deed, and thus wages paid, plus those bene-
fits directly tied to wages paid (pension, and FICA, for example) are
related to hours of service operated. The exact relationship can be
found by analyzing costs from past years.

In order to project variable costs, a cost of the item per unit
(hour, mile, or other raeasire) of service must be deteimined. In mary
situations this can be done by determining avergge costs for the per-
vious year. Rjr example, the cost of parts is related to the miles of

service operated, and the average cost can be determined by dividing the
pradous year's parts cost by the number of miles operated. This
average is based on the previous year's experience and my not be valid
for the budget year if charges occur, smh as a significant portion of
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the fleet ccmirig out of warranty or the average fleet age changirig. If

no sich charges are expected, the averse rate obtained this vay can be
adjusted to include effects of inflation, and used to forecast parts
costs for the budgjst year. If charges will be ocourirg, an estimate of
their effect on the average tiust be included before it can be used for
cost projection. Similar methods of calculating other variable costs
are shown in Table 3.5. (This technique is not accurate for predicting
the cost of additional service, or service segnents, su::^h as a route or
time of day. Ihit costs for su^h small portions of service may vaiy
significantly frcra the aversge cost found in this vay.)

The dominant cost in most transit operatirg budgets is wages.
Operator wage costs are a variable cost, closely related to the amount of
service offered. They can be calculated directly frcm the hours of ser^
vice planned if the average hourly operator wage and the nunber of pay
hours per platfiDrm hour are known, usirg a foraula su::h as that shown in
Table 3.5. Cbists of paid absences by operators (sick lea/e, vacation)
must be calculated fran the average number of days taken frcm each type
of absence by operators in a 3^ar. The combination of wages for time

woiiced and wages for paid absences cover the cost of all operators for
the year.

Mechanic salaries are semi variable and can be treated as a fixed
cost unrelated to the amount of service offered unless a significant
charge in the amount of service is planned, which vrould require hirirg
or layiiTg of f a mechanic, or a charge in traintenance practices will
require a charge to the mechanic force.

Fuel costs can also be estimated directly frcm the amount of ser-
vice to be offered. The key to correctly estimating the fuel price is
forecasting the price of fiEl accurately.

Some discretion nust be used in adopting prenLous years' statistics
for future forecasts. Qiarges in operatirg conditions or major charges
in the amount of service provided could make past experience an inac-
curate indicator of future needs. For example, a major increase in the
amount of service offered could result in hirirg junior qjerators, and
therefore lowering the effective wage rate. Qiarges in wodc rules and
contract increases will charge the amount of time paid per hour of ser-
vice and the effective wage rate.

Revenue Projection

A special forecastirg techniqiE applies to fare reverue. Very
often fare increases are required in order to generate additional fare
rare rue. Fkre increases are a double-edgpd svrord: vhile they increase
the amount contributed by each passerge r, th^ usually result in the
loss of some passengers. ^ a result the increase in fares received is
not as great as if all existing passergers sinply paid more.

A frequently used rule of thunb, known as the Simpson - Qirtin
rule, is that eveiy 3% fare increase results in losing 1% of passengers.
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This rule is a vast generalization: the actual ridership loss depends
on the characteristics of particular riders, what alternative transpor-
tation they hare, why they are mking the trip, what their financial
resources are, etc. The sensitiirLty of ridership to fare changes is
known as elasticity. Elasticity is the percentage change in ridership
prodiced by a 1% charge in fare: the 3% rule of thunb corresponds to an
elasticity of 1/3 or .33. A higher elasticity indicates greater sen-
sitivity to fare charges. Uhless you are able to calculate elasticities
of your ridership by identifjdtg exactly what percentage of your
ridership in each fare categoiy was lost solely as a result of past fare
increases, this tool is most useful for estinatirig the rarge of revenue
increase that can be realistically expected fran the fare increase.
Table 3.6 illustrates an example of fare revenue projection.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CASH CONTROL

Introduction

Cash control includes all the procedures managers take in order to

ensure the safe and orderly movement of cash from the time that it

leaves the possession of the customer until it is deposited at the bank.
Sound cash control procedures are important for many reasons. Any busi-
ness vhich handles large quantities of cash mist protect itself from
theft or face the possibility of high insurance premiums and the poten-
tial for severe injuries to employees. In addition, firms which main-
tain strict cash control measures will find that these policies foster a
belief among employees and the public at large that the oonpany is

accountable for, and protects, the public's investment.

EmbezzleiDent , or employee theft, is a growing problem for many
businesses. The American Management Association (AMA) has reported that
about $4 billion in cash is lost to employee dishonesty each year. It

is a fact of human nature that employee theft will occur, and it is the
duty of a ^neral mnager to create an aivironment that will minimize
the effect of this tendency. More generally, sound cash control
reflects upon the management of a coin)any as a whole. Furthermore,
since most urban transit properties are in the public sector, they can
ill -afford the harsh pi±>lic criticism which will almost inevitably
follow large cash losses caused by inadequate control oEasures.

The need for effective security systems is usually recognized as

something of particular concern to large companies handling large
amounts of cash. However, according to the American Management
Association small companies suffer losses from crime which are propor-
tionately over three times greater than those of larger businesses.
Managers of smaller firms are frequently poorly informed about how best
to protect their revenues and assets, and the potential for employee
theft is not recognized as a great problem.

Coordination is a key to proper cash control in any business, yet
it may be a special challenge in a transit system due to the fact that
this function will frequently cross departmental lines. Cash control
begins in the transportation department, as passengers board t±ie bus and
deposit their fares into the ferebox. When the bus reaches the end of
its run, it is pulled into a maintenance facility, viiere the emptying of
the farebox is only one of a host of activities vhich the maintenance
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department accomplishes. Later, the cash must be accounted for and
deposited by the finance department. Thus, vtiile the cash crosses
several departmental lines, it is clear that ve need to view t±ie control
function as a continuous process. The chain of cash control can only be
as strong as its weakest link. This chapter examines those links and
offers suggestions as to how they can be strengthened.

The Operator

The bus operator typically supervises the first stage of fare
collection, and is therefore involved in the cash control process. This
takes place viien the passenger parts vath his or her fare, or presents
an appropriate pass, transfer, or ticket. There are two very basic
rules vhich operators must be trained to follow. First, unless a
passenger is physically incapacitated, operators nust not deposit money
for passengers under any circumstance. If the farebox breaks down, the
correct procedure is either to take the bus out of service, or allow the
passengers to ride for free. The aim of this rule is simply to ensure
that passengers never get used to handing noney to the operator.

The second basic rule vMch the operator must SdIIow is to inspect
each fare, in order to ensure that the correct amount has been depo-
sited. The operator also enforces the other fare rules of the transit
system by making sure that any transfers or tickets presented by
passengers are valid. Often, operators can become lax in this respon-
sibility, perhaps in the not altogether \jnreasonable belief that most
patrons are honest. It is infortunate, but it is a basic fact of life
that an increasing number of passengers will try to cheat the system if
they know that tiiere is a good chance that they will get away with it.

Keeping dishonest behavior mder control is inportant, not only because
of lost revenue. Honest, fare paying passengers can become very dissa-
tisfied if t±iey observe other passengers abusing the system with no
apparent control.

In order to perform their functions effectively, transit operators
need to have their cash responsibilities clearly defined. The proper
procedure for collecting and inspecting each fare must be documented,
and dismissal should fiDllow any overt instance of mishandling. The
threat of discharge is one of the methods vMch can be used to control
undesirable behavior among transit operators. In order to give the
threat credibility, the manager most increase the odds of such behavior
being detected at some point. For tills purpose, a surveillance program
is often helpful. Rather than sporadic "crackdowns", it is always pre-
ferable to have continuous spot-checks of operators taking place. In

the interest of a healthy labor-management relationship, unions should
be advised that such monitoring is occuring. Besides, by letting opera-

tors know that tiiey may be watched from time to time, the chances are
better that they will obey the rules consistently.

Surveillance need not be overly expensive. Essentially, a spot-
check operation will involve monitors vho check operator performance
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against a system-provided checklist. If deviations from prescribed
operator conduct occur, then it is best to have several observations
by different monitors prior to the initiation of disciplinary action.

This helps ensure that subsequent grievances or arbitration cases have
the greatest chances of success.

The Farebox

The farebox is an important component of t±ie fsire collection
system. It has two, and sometimes three basic purposes. First, it
receives the passenger fare, and then displays t±iem for inspection by
the operator. Second, it holds the cash securely as the bus conpletes
its run. Finally, it nHy have a data-processing function—either by
counting the fare paid ty each passenger and determining whether it is

sufficient, or by keeping a running count of t±ie fares paid by all the

passengers. Sometimes, it nmy do both.

Farebox security is important—^both on and off the bus. On board,
the farebox must be properly bolted to the floor of the vehicle.
Regular maintenance of the farebox is critical to successful operation,
since fareboxes qjerate in an environment vhich is both rugged and
dirty.

Physical inventories of the fereboxes must be kept, since theft of
one farebox, or of some spare parts could easily undermine the security
of the entire system. In order to maintain a high level of security
around the fareboxes, access to the keys vhich open them must be pro-
perly controlled by means of v^^:itten sign-out logs. If a sealing tool
is used, access to it must be similarly monitored. Personnel who are
responsible for farebox repairs should always work with a witness pre-
sent. These people have indirect access to the cash, especially if
fareboxes are equipped with registers.

Many transit properties have purchased new electronic fareboxes in

an attempt to improve cash control. A recent study suggested that
although perceived security has improved with this purchase, most of the
transit systems that have them have not observed revenue increases.
Data on reliability of the new fareboxes is not readily available, but
it is clear that the design can be substantially improved. Therefore,
managers may wish to defer purchase of new fareboxes of this type until
reliability improvements are made. One such potential improvement is

equipping the coin mechanism with a device to reject debris. Another is

design of a tougher, more abiase-resistant keyboard. The keyboard is

used to identify fare types (e.g., elderly, school children, regular,
transfer, etc.).

The Vault

The vault is the box within the chassis of the farebox which stores
the cash itself. At the end of a bus run, vaults have to be pulled
from the fareboxes so that they can be emptied and returned to the bus.
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Vaults should always be pulled at t±ie first q)portunity vghen die
bus comes into the depot from a run. The removal of the vault should
always be formally witnessed, whether this be by the driver, a
hostler (bus service personnel) or closed-circuit television. Several
other steps should be taken to prevent cash losses at this point.
Careful record keeping is a must. Since vaults are interchangeable,
records of which vault is in vhich farebox need to be kept. Vault
pullers should also be trained to vse the "ranarks" section of their
recording forms whenever t±iey notice problems with vaults or fareboxes,
especially anything resembling tampering. With proper training, vault
pullers can also be valuable watchdogs for preventive maintenance,
which is needed for both vaults and fareboxes.

If the farebox has a register, the readings from it should be noted
at the time the vault is removed from the bus. A witness (such as a
driver or hostler) should always be present for t±iis. Another alter-
native is for t±ie driver to record a reading at the end of his or her
run and the vault piiller to also record the reading while servicing the
bus.

Monitoring the physical inventory of vaults is critical for proper
security. Care should be taken to ensure that worn or broken-down
equipment is handled in such a way so as to prevent it from being acci-
dentally or intentionally reinstalled. Vault keys mist be issued and
stored with great care. Clearly, it is of little value to invest money
in expensive locking mechanisms if unauthorized persons have easy access
to keys. Finally, as in the case of fareboxes, if a vault breaks down,

it should be repaired in a shop with a witness present.

The Receiving Vault/Ancillary Equipment

Vaults are sometimes manually emptied into a larger receiving
vault, or they may be vacuumed with a probing device. Transit manage-
ment should dieck periodically to ensure that this equipment is func-
tioning properly, and is repaired if necessary in a secure environment.
Receiver vaults almost always have seals in order to prevent irinoticed

tampering; managers or supervisors should familiarize themselves with
the proper appearance of these seals and inspect them from time to time.

In other transit properties, vaults may be loaded cxito specially
designed carts after being pulled from the buses. These carts are then
rolled into the money-counting facility. If this is the case, the cart
should be checked for safety and security. The cart should be equipped
with brakes to prevent accidental rolling. The vaults should be safely

loaded cnto the cart and be able to be locked there securely. It should

be possible to tell easily whether or not the cart is properly loaded.
Care should be taken to maintain it at ^propriate intervals, and keep
it in good repair.
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Vault Handling and Riysical Facilities

Eooployees \ho work in the vault pulling area should be subject to

a thorough background check. It nay be desirable to issue them with
special pocketless coverall uniforms to wear v^le on duty. The farebox
key should always be attached to t±»e en5)loyee's clothing, and t±iis key
should always be turned in to the supervisor whenever the employee is

temporarily absent from the work area. Vault pullers should be care-

fully trained in t±ie performance of their duties, including the opera-
tion of ancillary equipment in accordance with standard operating
procedures. Substitute employees vho may temporarily be assigned to
vault pulling should be familiarized with tiieir duties carefully.

The vault pulling area itself, ideally, should be situated in a
specifically designated location. No unauthorized persons (relatives,
off-duty drivers, etc.) should be permitted in the area. Good lifting
is important. The vault pulling area should be situated well away from
any parking areas (including employee parking.) In order to build a
security conscious attitude among enployees, it may be helpful to post
wall signs prominently that draw attention to the need to protect public
funds when have been entrusted to the transit system. Other signs my
list some important rules or procedures for employees to SdIIow. This
is especially helpful if vault removal is sometimes performed by persons
on temporary assignment (for exanqjle, performing vacation-relief
duties)

.

It is usually not necessary to vse security guards in the vault

pulling area. Periodic mnagement checks should be sufficient.
However, if t±ie vault -pulling is done in an area vhich is easily
accessible from nearby streets, it may be desirable to hire a guard to
protect t±ie employees. Installing proper fencing around the pro-
perty is a better long-run solution.

Money Counting

After the vaults are pulled and emptied, t±ie money must be
counted. This is possibly the riskiest part of the cash handling opera-
tion, since the cash is now concentrated in one location, and hence,
highly tempting as a target for tiieft.

The room in Uiich t±ie money is counted should be specifically
designated for t±iat purpose alone. It should have no concealed storage
areas of any kind and should contain nothing v^ch is not required by
the money counting operation. The money room should be entirely visible
from outside, by means of windows or surveillance cameras. This is an
obvious deterrent to internal theft, particularly if other employees
pass by outside on occasion. Holdups are discouraged by this arrange-
ment for exactly the same reason.

The entrance to t±ie money room should be secured with high quality
locks. The keys for the money room should be kept under strict control.
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At the very least, the money room should be equipped with a silent
alarm, and preferably one that vrorks in the event of a power failure.
Larger properties require more extensive security arrangements.
Typically, these properties will have the entrance to t±je money room
manned by a security guard, viiose only job is to control access to the
room and observe money counting procedures.

Some of the more conmon fsatures of well equipped money rooms
include: bulletproof glazing, a direct telephone line to the manager
(or local police) , mirrors to allow better si4)ervision of areas inside
and outside the mDney room, and a conmunication system with vhich to
check employees or chrivers attempting to enter the area. Most transit
systems use some form of log book to record incidents, and some equip
their guardhouses with shotguns or handguns.

If it is decided to use surveillance in die money counting area,
the room itself should be designed with tiiis in mind. Specifically,
there should be as few comers as possible, in order that a small number
of cameras may observe the entire room. Cameras should always be
mounted so that it is necessary for one or more enployees to con-
tinuously look in t±ie direction of the camera, even if they are not
looking directly at it. For additional surveillance, cameras might be
disguised as fire extinguishers or placed inconspicuously in a suitable
office nearby. Whatever measures are taken, signs should be posted
advising employees tiiat "because of the need to protect public funds,
transit management my use surveillance in t±iis area." The primary use
of surveillance is as a deterrent. The possibility of being caugjit is

enough to prevent nany employees from stealing.

Regardless of whether surveillance is used in the money counting
area or not, some very specific recommendations can be made with regard
to money room personnel. In general, it should be noted that money room
personnel are a very important part of the transit property's revenue
accounting system. In a period of hi^ labor costs, management may be
tempted to save money by using low paid enqjloyees. This should never be
done at tlie expense of security or efficiency. Thorough initial credit
and background <±iecks prior to employee assignment to the money-counting
area are most appropriate.

Bonding of employees is a good idea, but insurance companies will
pay only when a loss has been proven, and tiie task of establishing such
proof may well be difficult and costly. Hence, bonding should never be
considered at as a substitute for other sound cash control procedures.

Money Room Operations

The money room operations typically involve emptying t±ie vaults

(if this has not already been done), and recording their contents. The
currency must then be sorted, counted, and wrapped. It is then bagged
in preparation for delivery to the bank. Tokens, transfers, and tickets
are either recycled or destroyed.
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Three fundamental safety rules can be stressed at this point.

First, in designing the sequence of the noney counting operations and
determining the responsibilities of the en5)loyees, one aim should be for

the "separation of powers." In other wDrds, the recording and the

handling of cash should always be viewed at as two separate functions.
Such an outlook ensures that any fraud will require the collusion of two

or more persons in order to escape detection.

Second, money room procedures should be subject to periodic spot-

checks by management. Occasional review by outsiders (internal auditors
or independent public accountants) may help in finding areas for impro-
vement.

Finally, eir5)loyee responsibility in the money room should be
traceable. Employees must be required to initial the documents vAiich

they produce, in order that management may know viio is responsible for

them. Indeed, by requiring enployees to explain any deviations from
prescribed conduct, the efficiency and effectiveness of the money room
is likely to improve. For this reason, as well as to naintain a highly
secure working area in the money room, no inauthorized or off-dut:y per-
sonnel should be permitted on the premises.

%jo strategies &>t management checks can prove especially useful.
One is to keep careful records of all vaults vhich, when pulled, have
notiiing (or less than $1.00) inside. If the enspty vault cannot be
explained by some obvious reason (e.g., early road call, traditionally
empty run) , then nanagement should investigate immediately . A second
potentially useful strategy is to have randomly selected vaults stored
securely after being counted. The vaults can then be slipped back into
the system and recounted the next day to see if the results are iden-
tical. Even if employees become aware that this occurs occsasionally,
it is an effective deterrent.

Recently, the advent of higher transit fares has brought an
increase in the number of dollar bills received in the farebox. These
are much more attractive (and easier) theft targets than coins. The
newer fareboxes vhich separate coins and bills have improved the
security environment of the bills during subsequent handling. However,
managers of properties without these boxes may need to take a special
look at how paper money is handled at their counting facilities and take
appropriate internal security measures. One transit property fiaund that
effective cash control of dollar bills required constant video sur-
veillance of the area in which they were counted.

One relatively simple technique to improve security is to provide
pocketless coveralls to money counting enployees and require them to be
worn at the office. Personnel should never be allowed to work alone.
The WDrk area should be arranged so tiiat personnel face each other when-
ever possible. It 15 also essential to require money handling employees
to take their annual vacations. This allows you to monitor any mexpl-
ained differences vhich could be due to employee theft.
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Funds Transfer

Blinds transfer involves the movement of funds from the money
counting area on the transit property to t±ie bank, vhere they are depo-
sited. Occasionally, transit systems let the banks do the job of
counting the money. More conmonly, however, the funds are sorted,
counted, and wrapped prior to their transfer to t±ie bank.

Regardless of vhich method is used, managers need to ensure tiiat

the transfer to the bank is accomplished securely. The potential for
dishonesty is always present, especially in the case of uncounted
funds . Armored car employees may easily find ways of changing a mani-
fest and absconding with some cash. But even if funds have been
co\jnted, the sheer volume of the money can cause errors and give disho-
nest armored car personnel an opportunity to steal. The possibility of
holdups is always present.

Some elementary precautions can be taken in order to facilitate
secure movecoent of funds. Armored cars should be used if possible.
Moving large sums in unsecured \^hicles presents a serious threat to

employees, and should be avoided. Other precautions vhich may be taken
include locking and sealing the door of the armored car at the point of
departure, to be insealed only viien it arrives at its destination. The
route the car takes may be varied to prevent holdups, or a security
vehicle may escort the car to t±ie bank. Alternatively, automatic
vehicle monitoring equipment nay be installed. These security issues
are the business of the armored car service, and may be be37ond your
control. However, you should consider tiiem, and even use them as nego-
tiating issues before contracting with a security service.

In a situation where funds are counted for the first time at the

bank, the help of bank management should be ailisted in periodic audits
of the counting. They might be requested, for example, to let transit
system representatives view the bank money counting operation , or moni-
tor the bank's hiring and security practices in this area. Occasionally,
it may be advisable to count all funds during the night at the transit
property, and then verify that the bank's count mtches this. For the

benefit of good relations between the bank and the transit property,
the bank should always be advised that t±iis may be taking place from
time to time.

Other Loss Areas

While farebox revenues are clearly the greatest concern to mana-

gers of transit properties, care should be taken that other potentially
significant loss areas are not neglected.

Money Received by Operators

Vhile operators should never handle passengers' money, there are
sane cases (particularly in the case of smaller rural transit
properties) v^ere the handling of fares by the operator is inavoidable.
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In such instances, operators must be required to issue a receipt far

each cash transaction. This imist be strictly enforced if it is to

be effective.

Electronic Data Processing

Computers have entered the realm of business decision making in

almost all industries, including transit. Vtiile the computer can be a
great management tool , it has also been used unscrupulously as a tool for

theft or other dishonest activity. Transit nanagers vho have computers
should carefully monitor who has access to the system, and t±ie output
from it. Discarded output mast not be allowed to fell into improper
hands! Access to the computer system should always be governed by a
password system, which identifies each user to the computer. Special
software will also help ensure that users only have access to the infor-
mation vhich they are authorized to examine.

Inccxning Mail

Sometimes, amounts of money are lost to employees vho steal money
received in the mail. In order to prevent this from occurring, manage-
ment may institute a log system, in vMch each piece of mail containing
checks or other negotiable items is recorded. Each item should be
entered (and initialed) by two employees.

Tickets, Tokens, and Transfers

Careful security and inventory control of these items is a mist to
avoid their misuse. Used tickets or transfers mast be destroyed in a
secure environment, while tokens should be handled with t±ie same care as

cash. Transfers present special difficulties, since these are rarely
sequentially numbered, and hence, inventories are hard to control. At
the very minimum, however, they should be stored in a secure location,

and operators should be required to return inused transfers at the end
of their runs . They should also be required to invalidate all transfers
received from passengers.

Several properties have mde the move towards weekly or monthly
passes. TWo possible concerns arise from this trend. First, since
these passes are often quite valuable, operators mast be reminded to be
on the lookout for counterfeit, xeroxed, or inproperly presented passes.
Second, if sales outlets are used, periodic checks need to be mde
order to ensure that counterfeit passes are not being sold there. The
preferable arrangement for sales outlets is that of a strai^t purchase,
rather tlian a consignment arrangement. By requiring the outlet to
purchase the passes upon receipt, this shifts the burden for security to

them. However, this may discourage them from selling passes, in
which case it will be necessary to be more flexible.
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Concliision

Careful cash control is a major responsibility for the revenue
conscious transit property. The aim is basically twofold: to protect
employees from the dangerous and violent circumstances vhich robberies
and holdups bring, and also to protect revenues from theft. V*iether or
not we trust our anployees or not is irrelevant in the design of inter-
nal controls for cash handling. Good cash control procedures ensure
that honest enployees are not falsely accused and detect and discipline
the rare ecDbezzler. The honest employee will appreciate the fact that
temptation is always present, and will cooperate with sound cash control
procedures, providing they are instituted and maintained with the
foregoing in mind.

Nd transit property can afford to be uiaware of the need for cash
control and the issues and problems related to this function. By
vigorously prcraoting the message that revenues are valued by the company
through proper facilities and procedures, as well as the promise of pro-
secution of any offenders, efficiency is fiDStered and the public
embarrassment of large unexplained cash losses is prevented.



INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Introduction

Inventory may be thought of as a stock of goods that is held for
future use. The holding of inventories is frequently associated with
manufacturing operations; raw materials, wDrk-in-process , and finished
goods awaiting sale are examples of such inventories. Each of these
types of inventory is related to a stage in the production process. But
in the transit industry, a service operation, it is not possible to
inventory the product, transit service. However, the holding of inven-
tories associated with providing the service is still a major concern to
transit managers. Riel, lubricants, engine parts, and electrical com-
ponents are items vhich are conmonly maintained in inventory. Office
supplies and the variety of forms used by the transit property are also
elements of inventory.

Types of Inventories

The classification of goods into different types of inventory is

generally clearer in a manufacturing or retail setting. Such classifi-
cation is normally based upon the intended use or fijnction of the item.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to fit the various goods held by a
transit property into this classification scheme. Items that are main-
tained in inventory can usually be classified into one of the four
types:

1. Raw materials and purchased parts. The purchase and storage of
diesel fuel in bulk amounts by a transit property is an example of
this type of inventory. Bulbs for \«hicle interior ligjit fixtures
are another example.

2. Partially completed goods (work-in-process). A transit property
which reconditions transit -vehicles would likely have an inventory
of used components (motors, etc.) which are being rebuilt for

installation in a reconditioned bus.

3. Finished goods inventories. A spare bus can be viewed as an item of
this type of inventory. The -vehicle is available for service if
need be, just as a nmnufacturing firm maintains inventories of its
finished product for shipment to customers.
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4. Parts, tools, and supplies. The tools used by mechanics and
cleaning compounds used by bus service personnel are examples of the
goods that wDuld nake \jp this type of inventory.

Inventory Management Objectives

There are two main objectives in t±ie holding of inventories. One
is to naximize the level of customer service. In transit this means
that a sufficient rumber of vehicles are operational to meet the
required service levels (e.g., no missed trips due to equipment
shortages) and, further, that passengers are not forced to endure
discomfort due to \^hicle defects (e.g., non-operating air conditioning).
Maintaining a large enough inventory so that no vehicle is ever idled by
having to wait for parts is a way of acconqslishing this objective.

The other objective is to minimize tlie costs related to nain-
taining inventories. There are a variety of costs associated with
keeping inventories (e.g., storage space, handling, lost opportunity
costs) . If the transit property did not hold inventories these costs
would not be incurred, but the ability of the transit system to provide
suitable service would be impaired.

It is clear that tradeoffs are involved in the holding of inven-
tories. The flexibility afforded by maintaining a given inventory level
versus the cost of holding that level of inventory must be recognized by
transit management.

Reasons for Maintaining Inventories

There are several reasons for transit properties to maintain
inventories. However, the most important reason is to supply a main-
tenance program that will keep vehicles in operating condition.
Vehicles idled by the lack of supplies or parts do not earn revenue for

the transit property. The fleet must contain sufficient operating
vehicles to neet peak demand. A low availability ratio (non-operational
vehicles/total vehicles) means that more total vehicles are required to

meet a given peak-service level. This increases capital costs and
storage costs associated with having a greater number of vehicles than
should be needed. Rirthermore, the spare vehicle migjit be less effi-
cient than the idled vehicle, thus leading to a hig)ier operating cost.

A second reason to nmintain inventories is to take advantage of
economic lot sizes. In any production process certain costs can be seen
as fixed (not varying with Molume) while others are variable (varying in

relation to voliJiae) . For example, in the printing of route maps certain
costs will be the same regardless of the namber of maps to be printed.
Also, the time required to set up the printing press should not differ
regardless of the volume. These set-up costs are considered to be a
fixed cost. However, the printer's wages for operating the press is a
function of the time to complete the job, vhich is based u^n the number
of maps to be printed. The quantity of maps to be printed also affects
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the amount of paper to be used. Both of these costs wDuld be variable
costs since their magnitude varies with the number of maps to be
printed

.

The effect of fixed and variable costs is that in printing a
larger quantity the mit cost (cost per nap) will be less than the uiit
cost of printing a smaller order. There are other costs to be discussed
shortly which nay offset some of the apparent advantage of printing the

larger quantity.

Large inventories can serve as a hedge against future price
increases. If management knows of an impending price increase in a par-
ticular good it may be advantageous to purchase a certain quantity of
the item even thougJ:i all these units migjit not be used in l±je near
future. Purchasing the items now at the lower price may be less expen-
sive than waiting to buy tbiem when needed even though you incur some
inventory holding costs. It should be noted that if the price does not
increase, then the transit property will have suffered a loss in terms
of the opportunity cost associated with the funds tied up in the idle
inventory. Of even worse consequence would be a decline in the price of
the product after the property had purchased it at the old (hi^er)
price

.

Inventory is also purchased to ensure an adequate fiiture supply of
a good. Expected interruptions due to work stopages affecting a
si4)plier, or the discontinuance of a particular item for which no other
source is readily available are some reasons for purchasing items v^ich
are not needed to meet immediate usage requirements.

Types of Demand

A major distinction in the v;Qy inventory planning and control is

managed is based upon the type of the demand for items in the inventory.
The inventory management approaches and techniques differ for the two
types of demand. These differing approaches affect financial management
in terms of the value and length of time that items are naintained in

inventory

.

Efependent demand items are parts and sL5>plies for which the usage
is known of in advance. For example, a preventive naintenance program
specifies what work is to be done on vhich vehicles at a designated
point of time in the future. The transit property is able to order the

necessary parts for delivery when the work is to be performed. The tran-
sit property need not carry extra parts in inventory. Such a practice
also allows the transit property to know in advance vhen vendor payments
will come due and how much they will be.

Independent demand would involve unanticipated situations, such as

the failure of a bus engine. To meet such unanticipated situations the
transit property may keep a variety of items in inventory. It is

expected that a particular part might be required at some point in the

future, but exactly when is unknown.
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Requirements for Effective Inventory Systems

In order to effectively manage an inventory system, t±jere are
several requirements that must be net.

Tracking Inventory

The ability to keep track of the inventory cai-hand and cn-order is

essential. You must know vhat items are currently in stock, the quan-
tity held, and their location. Management also needs data associated
with the cost of the various items in inventory.

Demand Forecasts

A second requirement vould be a reliable fiDrecast of demand.
Knowing the expected usage rates of relevant items in inventory is
necessary so that units can be ordered for use in t±ie future. This
forecast is frequently based i:pon historical usage patterns adjusted fiDr

changes in operations (e.g., increase in -vehicle fleet). Tbere should
also be some indication of possible fiarecast error. This would involve
the variability between the expected and actual demand for an item main-
tained in inventory. A preventive maintenance schedule provides a good
forecast of demand.

Lead Time Variability

Knowledge of lead items and lead time variability is t±ie third
requirement. The lead time is the interval between the placing of an
order and the receipt of that order. The length of time required to

receive the order and the usage rate are used to determine the recorder
point. The reorder point is the quantity remaining in stock which
indicates that an order should be placed. Due to the variability in the

time it takes to receive an order, safety stocks are maintained. Safety
stocks are kept to reduce the possibility of a stock-out, running out of
a particular item, and therefore, not being able to meet the maximum
service objective.

Cost Estimations

A fiDurth requirement entails having reasonable estimates of inven-

tory holding costs, ordering costs, and shortage costs.

Carrying cost . Holding or carrying costs are those costs, asso-
ciated with maintaining an item in inventory. The capital cost of the

investment in inventory is one component. Another con^xjnent is the

inventory service costs for insurance and taxes on the inventory.
Storage space costs are associated with storing activities, such as
storekeeper wages and the cost of the fecility space utilized for

inventory storage. There are also certain inventory risk costs related
to the possible obsolescence of, damage to, or pilferage of items in
the inventory. Rirther, if there is a need to move the inventory bet-
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ween facilities, additional transportation costs will be incurred. With
respect to varying inventory levels, carrying costs are generally
thought to be linear. Thus, the carrying cost &>r a 200 unit inventory
level will be twice that of maintaining 100 units of inventory.

Ordering costs . Ordering costs are those associated with t±ie

placing of an order with a vendor and of any related follow up activi-
ties. Clerical costs attributable to preparing the order, the mailing
expense of sending the order, and time spent processing the paperwork
when the ship«nent arrives are some components of this type of cost.
Ordering costs are conmonly seen as being a fixed charge per order,
regardless of the rumber of units ordered at a given time. Thus, if the
ordering cost is determined to be $10 per order, then 100 units
purchased in fDur orders of 25 units per order W3uld incur a total
ordering expense of $40. If only two purchases of 50 units at a time
were made, a total ordering expense of $20 would be incurred. The total
ordering expense amount will vary depending upon the number of orders
placed over a given period. Using the above data, the per unit ordering
cost for the first exan^le would be 40^ while in tiie second example it
would be 20jt.

Shortage costs . A shortage cost is the cost associated with not
having an item in inventory to meet demand. In the retail or manufac-
turing setting it vrould be tiie lost revenue from a missed sale. In the
transit industry, a shortage or stockout migiht mean that the necessary
part was rxjt on hand and therefore a vehicle was not available for ser-
vice. Ihis requires additional spare vehicles to meet a given level of
service, or that certain trips be missed. This has an effect i:pon the
quality of service provided by the transit firm, vhich impacts not only
the farebox, but also the public's perception of that transit firm.

Of the above types of costs, the determination of t±ie shortage cost
can be tiie most arbitrary. Holding costs and ordering costs can usually
be calculated using accounting cost data. The cost of a lost sale from
a shortage cannot be easily determined since vhether the sale is really
lost or not can be debated. There my be longer term effects from a
permanent loss of a customer.

Total costs . The total inventory cost at any given order quantity
is the sum of the carrying costs and the ordering costs. The lowest
tot:al cost occurs at the point vhere the carrying cost line and the
ordering cost line intersect. A variety of mathematical formulations
exist to determine the least total cost ixider different circumstances.
We shall explore the use of one such method later in this chapter.
Suitable sources on such additional techniques should be consulted for
more information.

Establishing Inventory Priorities

A final requirement for an effective inventory management system is
the inclusion of a set of priorities. Given the limited resources
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available to management (time), it is not possible to give fall and
equal attention to each item maintained in inventory. Thus, a ranking
or priority system should be used. The more important items (as
measured in (k)llars of usage) receive the most attention. This is the
nature of the ABC system of inventory control. Typically 15-20X of the
items in inventory account for 75-807o of the dollar value of inventory
usage. It is tiiese A items to \^ch Eoost of management's attention in
iventory control should be directed.

A tight degree of control requiring accurate record keeping would
be used for type A items. Management would continuously review the
inventory status of A items. At the other end, C items would receive
infrequent management attention with a relatively loose control system
consisting of simple record keeping. B items would be in a middle
range. It should be noted that this is an arbitrary classification
system. Non-financial factors need also be considered, such as the
treatment of items of critical nature ( e.g., the 29^^ bolt without vhich
the vehicle cannot be operated) . Also , items which are difficult to
store or require special handling (those vJiich are bulky or subject to
deterioration) may need to be considered outside of an ABC approach. An
ABC system recognizes the limited resources of management time. An
attempt is made to focus management's attention on the most in^rtant
items in inventory.

Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)

In considering the costs associated with nfiintaining items in
inventory, it is necessary to recognize that trade-offs must be made
between the different cost components. For example, by placing only one
order per year we could accomplish a lew annual ordering cost. However,
in this single order we would receive inventory items that would not be
used for close to cane year. This action creates a high holding cost

because of the storage costs and t±ie cpportunity costs associated with
tying money up for such a long period of time. Similarly, by only
ordering enough to meet demand for a short period of time (e.g., one
week) , we could reduce total holding costs . However , more orders would
have to be placed (52 per year) and this increases the ordering cost. It

is possible to determine vhat size order to nake and how often to make

the orders with sufficient cost and ijsage information.

For any given inventory problem, total cost calculations could be
performed for several alternative ordering strategies, depending on the

size and frequency of each order. The following equations can be used
to determine the carrying cost and the holding cost of each alternative.

The sum of the two costs gives the total cost for each ordering stra-

tegy. We assume that the annual demand, annual holding cost per init,

and ordering cost are known. Selecting the rumber of orders to be
placed per year allows you to determine the number of units per order.
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The equations:

Carrying cost = Q (H)

Ordering cost = D (S)

Total cost = Q (H) + D (S)
~^ "Q"

The terms:

D = Annual cJemand in uiits

H = Holding cost per unit

S = Order cost

Q = Order quantity

Rather than perform the above calculations for each possible
ordering strategy and selecting the one with tine lowest total cost, we
can use a technique known as the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) formula.

The EOQ formula will determine tine point (order quantity) at vhich the
total cost is minimized. The EOQ formula SdIIows:

Q* = /(2)(D)(S)= y(2)(D)

where Q = optimal order quantity

D = Demand in units

S = Cost of placing an order

H = Carrying cost of a single unit

The EOQ formula provides tine order quantity v^hich minimizes tine total
cost. As can be seen from Figure 5.1, tinis will occur at tine point
where the carrying cost and order cost lines intersect.
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Order quantity

Order quantity

On Order quantity

FIGURE 5.1 Carrying cost, ordering cost, and total cost curves.
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There are a nuniber of assimptions in the EOQ formula:

1. Total number of units (demand) is known with certainty.

2. Demand is constant (steady usage rate during subject period).

3. Orders are received instantly (this can be modified by increasing
the lead time)

.

4. Ordering costs are the same regardless of order size.

5. Purchase price does not fluctuate during the period, but the price
can vary as a function of order quantity.

6. Sufficient resources (space, handling capacity, and money) are
available to allow purchase of any quantity desired.

It is possible to relax some of the above assumptions and modiify

the EOQ formula fDr use in such situations vhich do not meet the assump-
tions .

A simplified example using the basic assumptions follows.

Annual demand = D = 1250 units

Ordering cost = S = $5 per order

Carrying cost = H = $.20 per unit per period

The EOQ for this example would be found by:

Q*^ = /(2)(D)(S)

= ^62,500

250
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The result is an EOQ of 250 units, meaning that v*ien necessary an order
of 250 units would be placed. The total number of orders per year would
be:

D = 1250 = 5 orders per year

250

The total cost wDuld be:

Total cost = _Q_ (H) + _D_ (S)

2 Q

= 250 (.2) + 1,250 (5)

= 25 + 25

= 50

Quantity Discount Example

A common business practice is to allow discounts on quantity
purchases of a product. The availability of different prices fiDr a pro-
duct means that an EOQ calculation and analysis of the total cost
involved should be performed for each price offering.

Assume that your fuel supplier charges a base rate of $.80 per
gallon and $.75 per gallon fiDr purchase quantities above 6500 gallons.
Fuel consumption is 200,000 gallons per year with usage spread out uii-
formly during the year. It costs the transit property $10 to place an
order and the current interest rate is 12 percent. In order to deter-
mine v^ther or not the transit property should take advantage of the
volume discount price, we need to perform an EOQ calculation for each
circumstance

.

Q* =/ (2) (200,000) (10)

V (.12) (.801

= y41,666, 666

6,455
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At a price of $.80 per gallon we should purchase fijel in batches of
6455 gallons at a time. This would result in 31 orders per year.

= /(2) (200,000) (10)

V (.12) (.75)

6,667

As Q*f = 6,667 and this amount is greater than the 6,500 gallon
minimum, the transit property should buy 6,500 gallons of fuel per
purchase. Orders vojld be placed 30 times per year.

Vfe can also determine the annual cost of both ordering policies.
The calculations for the policy of purchasing fuel at $.80 per gallon
are presented below. A similar set of calculations W3uld also be done
for the $.65 per gallon alternative.

The total annual fuel purchase cost would be $160,000 (200,000
gallons at $.80 per gallon). The annual ordering cost is siii5)ly the
number of orders placed per year multiplied by the cost per order:

31 orders * $10 per order = $310

Given an order quantity of 6,455 gallons wb can find that 31 orders
per year (200,000 gallons/ 6,455 gallons = 30.98) would have to be made.
Each order would last approximately 12 days (365 days per year/ 31 orders
per year) . We are t±ierefore able to calculate an annual holding cost
(rounded) for t±iis approach

( 6,455 gallons) ($.80) * (.12) ( 12 ) * ( 31 orders) = $316
365 per year

The respective costs of the two strategies are:

Purchase cost $ 160,000 $ 150,000
Order cost 310 300
Holding cost 316 296

$ 160,626 $ 150,596

The main difference between the two strategies involves the $10,000
savings due to the 5^ gfillon price differential. Due to the effects of
rounding during the several steps of each calculation, the ordering cost
and holding cost are not exactly equal.
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rounding during the se\7eral steps of each calculation, the ordering cost
and holding cost are not exactly eqiial.



CHAPTER SIX

RISK MANAGEMENT

Elements of Risk Management

Risk management is a planned approach to protecting the assets of a
transit property from accidental losses at minimum cost. Risk is the
possibility, chance, or uncertainty of loss. Risk management is only
concerned with pure risks as distinguished from speculative risks; pure
risks involve only the chance of loss or no loss, and speculative risks
such as gambling include the chance of gain as well as the chance of
loss. Risks are caused by perils and hazards—a peril is a cause of a
loss; a hazard is a condition that may create or increase the chance of
loss arising from a given peril. For example, a fire is a peril and a
careless employee is a hazard.

Individuals, businesses, and public entities face a number of pure
risks, including personal risks, property risks, and liability risks.

Personal risks pertain to the possibility of loss of Income or assets as
a result of the loss of ability to earn income. Earning power is

subject to a number of perils, including premature death, sijperannuation
(living too long), sickness or disability, and unemployment.

Property risks include three types of losses: (1) loss of property
through damage or destruction by such perils as fire, wind, or
explosions; (2) loss of possession of property by such perils as theft,

burglary, or robbery; and (3) indirect or consequential losses such as
loss of income as a result of a direct property loss and extra expenses
required to continue providing services as a result of a direct property
loss.

Liability risks involve the possibility of loss of inccaae rising
from liability for (1) bodily injury and property damage of others as a
result of negligence or carelessness (unintentional torts); (2)
infringement on the rights of others, such as assault and battery,
libel, slander, or false arrest (intentional torts); and (3) contractual
obligations. While the risk manager may be responsible for the employee
benefits program relating to some personal risks, risk management is

primarily concerned with property and liability risks.

A risk management program is comprised of five basic elements: (1)
risk identification, (2) risk evaluation, (3) risk control, (4) risk
funding, and (5) risk administration. While each element is important
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to ensure the success of the program, the risk management decisionmaking
process primarily relates to ways in vMch risks may be handled or
treated. The inethods for handling or treating risks include avoidance
of risk, reduction of risk, retention of risk, and transfer of risk.

Since the elements of risk control and risk funding ccxicem decisions on
handling risks, these two elements define most of the efforts of the
risk manager.

Risk Identification

The first step in the risk management process is identifying
exposures to accidental loss faced by the transit property. These
exposures must be identified before any decisions can be made concerning
appropriate risk handling or treatment methods. Failure to identify
loss exposures can result in unplanned assumption or retention of losses
that may occur. Many tools are available to identify loss exposures,
including checklists or questionnaires, records of various types,
interviews and inspections, and flow charts.

Insurance-related publications may include checklist or question-
naire forms. The checklist matches various types of risks and perils
with appropriate insurance coverages. Questionnaires have been designed
to elicit information on various aspects of the organization such as
assets, liabilities, operations, and personnel. While a useful starting
point, checklists and questionnaires must be si5)plemented with other
tools which provide information specifically related to a particular
mass transportation provider's situation.

Records of various types, such as budgets, financial statements,
loss records, contracts, and property records assist in identifying
various loss exposiJres. Interviews with organizational personnel and
inspection of the fecilities are also ijseful. A flow chart of the
process by which transit service is provided and vehicles are serviced
and maintained may alert the risk manager to vtiere and how certain loss

exposures exist.

Risk Evaluation

Risk evalmtion involves efforts to measure the frequency or proba-
bility of losses and the severity or size of losses. Loss records for
the previous five years are essential in determining the types of losses
that have occurred and the frequency and severity of those losses.

While loss records alone are seldom sufficient to project the frequency
and severity of future losses with a high degree of precision, they do
provide useful guides in choosing appropriate risk handling or treatment
methods

.

In addition to projecting probable frequency and severity of
losses, the possible or potential severity of losses vhich can be
catastrophic in nature must also be estimated. Loss records are not
particularly loseful in this case. Both internal and external data
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sources, such as property valuation records and liability judgments by
courts and juries, can assist in setting the potential severity of a
catastrophic loss such as property destruction or a liability suit
against the transit agency.

Through the use of loss records and other internal and external
information, the transit risk manager can categorize risks in terms of
their frequency and severity and the effect of losses cxi the financial
capacity of the transit property. This analysis is particularly
important to decide the appropriate risk funding mix of retention and
purchase of insurance.

Risk Control

Once risks have been identified and evaluated, they need to be
treated or handled. As stated earlier, the fiDur ways to handle risks
are: (1) avoidance of risk, (2) reduction of risk, (3) retention of
risk, and (4) transfer of risk. Risk control concerns efforts to avoid
or reduce risk. Avoidance of risk is simply not indertaking a program
or service which creates the risk. Reduction of risk concerns efforts
to prevent the chances of a loss (i.e., loss prevention) and to minimize
the severity of a loss once it occurs (i.e., loss control). Efforts
such as safety programs, fire protection, and security measures are
integral aspects of risk control. The transit industry has a history

—

dating to the 1920s—of safety incentive programs for transit operators.
Trophies and awards are typical forms of recognition. In recent years,
the federal government has sponsored programs through the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration (IKIA) in driver training and safety
training for bus operators.

Risk Funding

Risk funding involves establishing the capacity to pay for losses.
This includes risk treatment by either retaining the risk or
transferring the risk. Ibder risk retention, a transit system funds its
risks by assuming responsibility to pay for part of or all the loss.

Ihder risk transfer, a transit system funds its risks by purchasing
insijrance to cover its losses. Risk can also be transferred by the use
of an indemnity or hold-harmless clause in various contracts.

Risk Administration

Risk administration concerns the development of the administrative
capacity to carry out the risk management process. It primarily entails
policy, structijres, and records and procedures.
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Risk Funding and Decisionmaking

While risk control through avoidance and reduction is essential,
risk management decisionmaking is principally concerned with deciding
the proper mix between retaining risk with dhe transit agency and trans-
ferring risk to an insurance conopany through t±ie purchase of insurance.

In the risk management process, the order of consideration fcr ways
to handle risks identified and evaluated is avoidance, reduction,
retention, and transfer. The practical value of risk control through
avoidance is its implications for management concern about the costs and
benefits of undertaking a new activity, program, or service; it is
seldom a viable alternative for handling risks. While the nature and
extent of risk reduction efforts depend somewhat on the risks involved,
loss control and loss prevention programs should always be present.
Accordingly, risk management decisionmaking primarily centers on risk
funding thorough retention and transfer.

Risk Retention

Risk retention entails the funding of risks by assuming the
responsibility to pay for a portion of or all losses of a transit
agency. Often called assumption or self-insurance, retention is not
usually used to retain the entire risk unless tlie risk is

inconsequential in terms of its financial inpact. In addition,
retention decisions are assumed to be planned by the transit provider;
mplanned retention results from not properly identifying risks or from
lack of a management decision concerning which risk handling method to

use. One justification for developing a risk management program is the
prevention of unplanned retention of risk.

Benefits of risk retention . One important benefit of risk
retention is cost savings ccrapared to the purchase of insurance.
Insurance companies generally collect from $1.50 to $2 in premiums for
every dollar spent in claims. This additional charge is used to cover
costs of the insurance company over and above projected losses,
including overhead, commission, taxes, and profit. While a portion of
these costs savings may have to be used by the transit system to pay for
claims services previously included in the insurance premiums, the net
savings is still substantial.

A second benefit of risk retention provides an incentive for loss

prevention and loss control efforts, that is, the direct relationship
between cutting losses and cost savings. While a good loss experience

can result in reduction of insurance premiums, the relationship is not a
direct one. The inderwriting process vsed to establish an insurance
rate for a transit system includes factors other than the particular
loss experience of the transit system. A bad loss experience usually
adversely affects the insurance rate more than a good loss experience
positively affects the insurance rate. This is particularly true in

transit systms without risk management expertise to negotiate lower
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insurance rates for a good loss experience and to implement proper loss
prevention and loss control programs viiere a bad loss experience exists.

Finally, risk retention allows for more management discretion and
control in making some risk management decisions. The transit provider
has more options in selecting claims, loss prevention, and loss
reporting services it needs. When losses are retained instead of
insured, transit management is in a better position to fight \Aiat it

considers to be unjust claims.

Types of retention . Retention can take many forms depending on
the retention instrument, its size, its relationship to insurance
coverages, and the budget mschanism for funding retained losses.
However, the various names given to retention plans is confusing to the
laymen and often obscures the fact t±>at retention is either pure or
total, or includes the use of a deductible.

1. Pure retention . Pure or total retention is the payment for all
losses of a particular type, with no insurance purchased at all.
Pure retention is seldom used for all risks but is rather used for
specific risks. For example, wit±iin the general area of property
risks, exposure to loss of money and securities may be retained
totally in lieu of purchasing insurance with or without a deduc-
tible.

2. Deductible . Retention through the use of a deductible always Inclu-
des the insurance mechanism. The major type of deductible in the
property and liability fields is the flat or straight deductable.
For each loss, the transit system is responsible for payment xjp to
the defined deductible amount. The portion of the loss greater than
the deductible is paid by the insurance ccMBpany.

Other common types of deductibles include the annual aggregate,
disappearing, and waiting period. For example, if a transit system has
a straight deductible of $25,000 per loss with a $100,000 annual aggre-
gate deductible, it will pay the first $25,000 of each loss subject to a
maximum annual aggregate of $100,000. Ihe annual aggregate deductible
is normally used with the straight deductible. With a disappearing
deductible, the transit entity retains all losses to a straiglit

deductible. For losses above this straight deductible, the amount of
retention gradually disappears. With a waiting period deductible a spe-
cific amount of time lapses after a loss before the deductible is uti-
lized.

3. Pooling . One innovative approach using the retention mechanism is
the concept of "pooling"—several public transit agencies joining
together to handle risks of accidental loss on a group basis. The
typical pool consists of (1) a level of retention by each transit
agency, (2) a level of retention by all transit agencies as a group,
and (3) a level of catastrophic insurance coverage where losses
exceeding the qpper limit of the pool's collective retention are
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handled through the purchase of excess insurance coverage. The
benefits of pooling are large cost reductions, broader coverage and
protection, and improved risk inanagement administration.

Risk Transfer Through Insurance

From the risk management perspective, risk transfer throu^ the
purchase of insurance is the last method considered fiDr the handling of
risk. At the same time, insurance is an integral part of the risk
management program. While a detailed explanation of the insurance and
ratemaking process is beyond the scope of this chapter, understanding a
few basic concepts is necessary in order to inderstand the potential of
risk management fiDr redxjcing costs.

Insurance has two essential diaracteristics : (1) the transferring
of risk from one individual, business, or public entity to a group; and
(2) the equitable sharing of losses by all members of the group.
Insurance provides a mechanism for an individual, business, or public
entity to substitute a small certain cost, tine premium, for a large
uncertain financial loss. The insurance ccmpany bases its rates charged
to insureds on predictions about fijture losses. For the insurance
company, the risk or the possibility of financial loss is measured by
the potential deviation of actual from prelisted results. The ability
to make accurate predictions requires a sufficiently large number of
homogeneous exposure mits. The use of probability theory and
statistical techniques are imperative to make statistically valid
predictions. Insurance statistical organizations and rating bureaus
provide necessary data to make such predictions.

A rate is the price charged fiDr each unit of protection or escposure

and is based on a prediction of the expected value of future losses
v^ch in turn are measured by frequency or how often and severity or how
large. Based on a siifficiently large body of data from past experience,
the insurance company predicts the expected value of future losses, or
the average number of losses ( frequency) and the average size of losses
(severity) . An ecposure init is the fundamental measure of loss poten-
tial and is vised to compute probability of loss and cost of premium; it
varies among lines of insurance and even from class to class within a
articular line of insurance. In fire insurance, the exposure mit is

100 of insurance coverage; in workers' compensation it is $100 of
payroll

.

A premium is the rate multiplied by the amount of desired insurance

coverage. The premium charged an insured must be large enough to cover
predicted losses and expenses of the insurance company. The insurance

company then allocates tiiese costs of predicted losses and expenses

among tUbe various classes of insured. The part of the rate charged an
insured to cover predicted losses is called the pure premium v^en
expressed in monetary terms and the expected loss ratio vhen expressed
as a percentage of losses to premiums. In addition to paying for

losses, the rate must reflect the costs to the insurance company of
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doing business. The part of the rate gping for expenses is called

loading, and includes such costs as comnissions and other acquisition
expenses, administrative expenses, premium taxes, allowances &>r con-

tingencies, and profits.

Risk Decisionmaking

Vhile the risk management process requires a number of decisions,
the advantages of developing a risk management program primarily accrue
as a result of its structured approach to deciding on how best to handle
or treat risks faced by the mass transportation provider. In
particular, these decisions primarily relate to risk fijnding,

alternatives of risk retention, and risk transfer througji the purchase
of insurance.

A useful approach to uiderstanding the ^propriate use of various
risk handling or treatment methods is the frequency-severity matrix ( see
Figure 6.1) which provides general guidelines and a basic framework for
risk handling decisionmaking. Conclusions drawn from understanding the
implications of this matrix, coupled with specific data fiDr a particular
transit provider, provide the means to decide how best to handle the
risks faced by a particular transit system. Specific data or
information include past loss experience to project probable frequency
and severity of losses, internal and external data sources £Dr
projecting potential severity of losses, and financial data fiDr

projecting the financial capacity fiDr retaining losses.

Before the fiDur frequency and severity combinations are analyzed
for their implications on how best to handle risks, considering each
separately provides general guidelines fiDr viewing the economic
advantages and disadvantages of retention versus transfer through the
purchase of insurance. Ihese guidelines can then be adapted to meet the
various frequency and severity con±)inations

.

Frequency of Risk

Low

O

>

(0

Low

High

High

retention retention
reduction

transfer avoidance
reduction

FIGURE 6.1 Frequency/severity matrix: recomcaended guidelines fiDr

handling risk.
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The higher t±je frequency or probability of loss £Dr a certain type
of risk, the less economical is tihe purchase of insurance. As noted
above, the portion of the insurance rate diarged for the payment of
losses is based on a prediction by the insurance company of the exp>ected
value of losses—the hi^er the frequency of loss, the higher tlie

probability of a loss occurring. The transit system purchasing
insurance for protection against risks with a high probability of loss
is paying for losses that are relatively certain to occur plus the

expenses of the insurance ccrapany.

The higher the severity or size of a loss for a certain type of
risk, the greater is the firiancial impact on t±ie transit system if such
a loss should occur. The insurance mechanism is appropriate vihere the
system can substitute a relatively small, certain premium cost fiDr the
uncertainty of a large financial loss.

High frequency and high severity risks are best handled througji

avoidance and reduction efforts . With loss ccxitrol and loss prevention
programs, the potential severity or frequency of loss may be lowered to
an appropriate level. If reduction efforts are not possible or involve
costs deemed greater than avoiding the risk, avoidance should be ciiosen.

The high frequency of loss ' in^lies that insurance is too expensive

,

while the high severity of loss inplies t±iat retention is not possible
given the catastrophic effects of a large loss an the financial
capability of a public transit system.

The purchase of insurance is most expensive and least called for
v^n the frequency or probability of loss is hi^ and t±ie severity of a
loss is low. The high frequency inplies hi^ predictability vhile low
severity implies inconsequential financial effects on the transit
system. The premium paid by a transit property would fund hi^ly
predictable losses having little financial impact on t±ie property itself
plus the expenses of the insurance company.

Risk retention should be used for risks exhibiting high frequency
and low severity of loss characteristics. In addition, reduction
efforts are necessary to lessen 1±ie frequency of loss. Since these
risks are retained, any efforts to reduce t±ie frequency of loss directly
affect the extent of losses retained by the transit property. Risks
characterized by low frequency and low severity of loss should also be
retained. losses do not occur often, and when they do, their financial
effects are minimal

.

The purchase of insurance is most appropriate for low frequency and

high severity risks . A low frequency or probability implies a low

expected value predicted by the insurance company and a catastrophic

financial impact on the public transit entity if a loss should occur.
Because the expected value of loss is low, the cost of transferring the

risk through the purchase of insurance is low given the catastrophic
financial effects of a potential loss. Low frequency and high severity
risks most clearly define the role of insurance in sjbstituting a
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relatively small certain premium cost fDr the mcertainty of a large
financial loss.

The frequency-severity matrix provides general guidelines and a
basic framework for decisions concerning the handling of various tj^es
of risks. As such, it should be viewed as a general approach for
visualizing the risk decisionmaking process. Risk retention and risk
transfer througih the purchase of insurance are seldan mitually exclusive
in t±ieir actual application. The purchase of Insurance is considered
last as a risk handling alternative because a cost is included in
transferring risk to an insurance cornpany, including the expenses of the
insurance company to handle the account of the transit system for the
risks that are transferred. The objective of transit management is to

retain as much risk as it financially can and to transfer the remaining
risk to an insurance ccrapany. Without minimizing the role of risk
avoidance, risk transfer by other means such as contractual transfer
througih imdemnity or hold harmless agreements, and, in particular, risk
reduction efforts, risk decisionmaking primarily ccxicems the
appropriate mix of risk retention and risk transfer through the purchase
of insurance.

Given decisions on the type of risks to be retained and the type of
risks to be transferred to an insurance coropany, consideration needs to
be given to the amount and funding of risk retention. One rule of thumb
widely recommended as a starting point for consideration is that a
public transit system should be able to retain one-tenth of 1% ( . 1%) of
the operating budget for any one loss or occurrence, and that 1% of the
budget should be allocated for all losses in an annual period. For any
particular transit system, the suggested retention level can be higher
or lower, depending on its financial capability, loss experience, and
loss reduction efforts.

The most common approach to funding losses within the retention
level is througji expensing losses in the budget, establishing a funded
reserve, or a combination of both. The structure and management of a
reserve fund as well as the objectives it serves should be carefully
considered by a transit agency implementing a risk management program
characterized by much higher retention levels than existed previously.

Property Insurance Coverages

Each of the three distinct lines or types of insurance—property
and liability, life, and accident and health—are conceived for specific
types of risks faced by individuals, businesses, and public entities.
Most public transit systems are concerned about their onplqyee benefits
program concerning individual accident and health risks, but risk
management is primarily concerned with risks feced by the transit
property as a public entity rather than individual risks of its
employees

.
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Within the general category of property insurance are various types
of specific coverages relevant to particular types of property, perils
or hazards, and risks. The objective is to purchase appropriate types
and limits of insurance coverage at mininium cost. Ihderstanding
insurance coverages and the risk management process provides transit
management the capacity to decide the appropriate mix of insurance and
retention

.

Fire and Allied Lines

All public transit systems cwn and use real and personal property
which can be damaged or destroyed from a variety of perils. The basic
reference point for understanding property insurance covering these
risks is the Standard Fire Policy: with the exception of minor
variations in a few states, the policy wording of the Standard Fire
Policy is the same across the country covering direct damage or
destruction of property from the perils of fire, lightning, and removal
of property from the premises endangered by fire and lightning.

The extended coverage endorsement is a conmon addition to the fire

policy for protection against nine additional perils as a group for a
single premium diarge. These perils include windstorm, hail, explosion,
riot, riot attending a strike, civil comnotion, aircraft, veliicles, and
smoke. The fire policy often is endorsed to include vandalism and
malicious mischief as well as the extended coverage for the nine
additional perils, and for an additional premium charge, protection is

provided against the willful and malicious damage to or destruction of
property. Protection is not provided for damage to glass as a result of
vandalism, nor for loss from theft, burglary, larceny, or pilferage, nor
does the vandalism and malicious mischief coverage apply if the insured
building has been vacant for over 30 days.

Exclusion . The above coverage excludes protection for certain spe-

cified property and perils v*iich may be insured under other policies if
desired. In addition to specified exclusions, exclusion is implied for
perils not specifically named in t±»e policy. Important property exclu-
sions include destruction of money and securities and limitations on the

coverages of records and files to their physical value. Scxue important
peril exclusions specifically named or in^jlied include damage caused by
the explosion of steam boilers and pipes, flood, and earthquakes.
Coverage to include these and other excluded property and perils is

available through an all-risks policy provided by endorsement or by a
separate insuring agreement, or a separate policy related to a specific
type of coverage. The all-risk policy includes all risk of physical
loss except as specifically excluded in the policy. Because the sources

of loss are many and varied and are at times difficult to determine, an
all-risk policy is important. The coverage of the risk to equipment

—

buses or other revenue and non-revenue whicles—stored in a ^rage or
maintenance facility is especially important in transit, because such
equipment may far exceed the value of the structiire itself. Separate
policies relating to a specific type of coverage which provide all-risk
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protection include money and securities broad form, valuable paper
policy, accounts receivable policy, and the boiler and machinery policy.

Since the money and securities broad form and boiler and machinery
policy are not classified in t±ie category of fire and allied lines, they
are discussed elsev^here in more detail . A valuable paper policy
covers the cost to reproduce the paper, including research,
reconstruction, and other costs; valuable papers might include books,
deeds, manuscripts, mortgages, abstracts and so on. An account
receivable policy provides protection against the inability of the
insured to collect amounts cwed it because of the destruction of
records, including sums owed, interest diarges on loans taken out by the
insured to offset impaired collections, above normal collection
expenses, and expenses to reconstruct the records. Loss prevention
through maintenance of duplicate sets of records and fire safety
protection are essential.

Coinsurance . Most fire and extended coverage policies contain a
coinsurance clause vhich requires the insured to carry insurance equal
to a certain percent of the total value of the property. This
"insurance-to-valiie" requirement is related to equity in fire rates.

Most property losses are partial. Fire insurance rates are based on. the

ratio of losses to the total insured values, thus the rate declines as
the amount of insurance expressed as a percentage of property values
increases. The normal coinsurance percentages are 80%, 90%, and 100%.
If, at the time of loss, the insured feils to carry the required level
of insurance, the amount of loss paid by the Insurance company is

reduced. For example, if a building is valued at $200,000 and coin-
surance of 80% is required, the insured nust have insurance equal to

$160,000 at the time of loss to be fully covered up to $160,000 limit of
coverage. If the value of the building increases to $250,000 as time

goes by and the insured iraintains $160,000 of insurance, a penalty will
be assessed in case of a loss. If a $50,000 fire loss occurs, t±ie

insured would receive the Jfollowing:

Apount of insurance carried

Amount of insurance required
X Amount of loss = payment

^^^^^^^
X $50,000 = $40,000

$200,000 (80% X $250,000)

Maintenance of regular updates of property values are extremely
important in order that the insured carries the proper amount of
insurance. The coinsurance requirement applies to the value of the
property at the time of loss and not vhen the insurance was purchased.
Property value increases should be reflected by changes in the policy
limits. BDlicies with coinsurance clauses should be endorsed with an
agreed amount endorsement in vhich the insurance company will not apply
the coinsijrance penalty, that is, the company agrees that t±je values
stated are adequate to meet its coinsurance requirement.
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Value basis . The fire policy provides coverage on an actual cash
value basis t±iat, not defined in t±ie policy, is generally considered to
be the replacernent cost minus depreciation. The policy can be endorsed
to include payment on a replacement cost basis. This includes payment
to repair or rebuild with materials of like kind and quality without any
deduction for depreciation. Replacement cost coverage is particularly
important for newer buildings in vhich little depreciation has occurred.
Generally, with the exception of old and functionally obsolescent or
inadequate buildings, the replacement cost basis is preferred.

Indirect loss coverages . The fire policy only covers direct damage
by the perils specified in its policy. Indirect or consequential damage
protection can be obtained by endorsement or in a separate policy. The
principal areas of consequential loss coverages are loss of revenue and
extra expense coverages. The loss of revenue and the extra expense to
continue operating services as a result of direct damage to certain pro-
perty can be significant in a transit system.

Difference-in-conditions policy . A difference-in-condition policy
(DIG) is a special form of all risk coverage usually used in conjunction
with separate policies covering against fLre extended coverage, and -van-

dalism and malicious mischief. The DIG policy provides coverage for
risks of physical loss not covered by these separate policies. It pro-
vides the insured protection against additional perils such as flood,

earthquakes, water damage, and collapse. The insured can structure the

DIG policy to cover the particular property risks it faces v^ch are not
covered by other property policies.

Boiler and Machinery

The explosion or breakdown of steam boilers, pressure containers,

electrical equipment such as generators, turbines and motors,
refrigerated equipment, and others are not covered by other property
policies . A boiler and nachinery policy is sometimes purchased because
of the inspection and loss prevention services provided by the insurance
company. Coverage may be limited form or broad form. Limited form
applies to protection against explosion only. Broad form includes loss

by cracking, building, or breakdown as well as loss ty explosion. In

addition, coverage may include ccnsequential or indirect damage as well
as direct damage.

Automobile Fhysical Damage

Ihe auto policy purchased ty the insured includes both property and

liability coverages. Since most of the auto policy is related to

liability coverages, the policy as a whole will be discussed in the next

chapter. The only property coverage of the auto policy is automobile
physical damage insurance. Available coverages include (1)
ccmprehensive coverage for virtually all risks of loss other than
collision or i:5)set, (2) collision, and (3) specified or named perils
selected by the insureci.
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Eonployee and Nonenyloyee Crime

The loss of possession of property is a property risk related to
various crime coverages. Fidelity bonds are the ineans to protect a
transit agency against loss resulting from the dishonesty or criminal
acts of its employees . In the transit industry , such instruments are
generally used only for employees vho have direct cash-handling
responsibility. In addition, these bonds may cover tiie negligence or
failure of employees to perform their duties feithfully.

tfonemployee crime coverage protects against loss of possession of
property through the dishonest act of nonemployees . These coverages are
classified by the type of peril insured against. Various policies
relate to burglary, robbery, thefts, forgery, and others. Ihe money and
securities broad form provides all risk coverage on money, securities,

and simi lar property.

Liability Insurance Coverages

Liability risks exist for any activity t±iat nay result in injury to
another or damage to the property of others. Ihis liability may take
the form of unintentional torts resulting from negligence or
carelessness ; intentional torts such as libel , slander

,
trespass

,

invasion of property, and others resulting from infringing on the rigjits

of others; or contractual liability resulting from Indemnity, or hold
harmless agreements specified in contracts. In addition, liability may
be statutorily based, but these statutes usually relate to levels of
property damage and bodily injury arising from investigational torts.

Liability risks are particularly important because of their
catastrophic nature. Legal awards for damages have been sl^ocketing
and projecting future awards is difficult. Ibtil the last few decades,
public entities vere immune from liability based on the doctrine of
sovereign immunity. The doctrine was based co a common law—"the king
can do no wrong." Increasingly, t±irough state statute and judicial
decisions, public transit entities are being held responsible for their
actions. Ii.ability insurance can be divided into the classification of
automobile and -vehicle liability, employer's liability and workers'
conpensation , and general liability.

Automobile Liability

The single automobile insurance contract has four types of
insurance coverages. First, automobile and -vehicular liability
insurance protects the pi±)lic entity against loss from legal liability
arising from ownership, maintenance, or use of owned, leased, hired, or
nonowned (all other motor vehicles, such as use of employee's auto for
business purposes) vehicles. A second type of coverage is medical
payments for bodily injury losses. Medical liability is an optimal
coverage v^ich will pay up to the stated limit regardless of whether the
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transit syston is negligent. A third t^e of coverage is physical
damage protection against losses of the transit system's vehicles.
Since it is properly considered a property coverage, it was discussed in
Chapter Five. The fourth tr^e of coverage is ininsured motorists
which protects employees and other occupants of transit vehicles for
bodily injury damages vhen the accident is caused by a hit-and-run
driver or a driver without liability insurance.

Several insurance con5)anies provide special insurance for transit
vehicles vtiich is similar to a standard automobile policy. The types of
automobile policies are the basic automobile policy, business automobile
policy, and the cotnprehensive automobile policy. The business auto
policy or ccxnprehensive auto policy provides the best coverage. The
business auto policy provides flexibility in terms of coverages, but it
is usually used to provide the same type of protection as the cocoprehen-

sive auto policy. The use of the conprehensive auto policy, and in most
cases the business auto policy, is to provide liability coverage for
property damage and bodily injury arising from the ownership, main-
tenance, or use of any automobile, including owned, hired, and nonowned
automobile. Ihder the basic automobile policy, hired or nonowned auto-
mobiles are not covered although they can be added to the policy. The
basic autcmobile policy also requires newly acquired autos to be
reported to the insurance con^jany within 30 days. Coverage does not
apply if they are not reported. Ihder the other two policy forms,
coverage for newly acquired autos automatically applies.

Workers' Condensation and Employees' Liability

Each state has its cwn vorkers' compensation laws vAiich define
loss of wages and medical care benefits to be paid a public employee.
The workers' ccmpensation coverage and the policy only differ generally
by the relevant state statute. The employers' liability coverage of the
policy provides protection against third party claims and is

automatically included with the workers' compensation coverage, but the

two are distinct. The workers' compensation coverage applies only to
statutory obligation found in the state workers' compensation law, and
the employers' liability coverage only applies to suits brought against
the public entity by the workers' spouse or other tiiird party under
common law. Bnployees' liability covers bodily injury claims which do

not fall under the workers' compensation law.

General Liability

General liability concerns conmon types of liability exposures.
The basic general liability policy is the comprehensive general
liability (CGL) policy that automatically covers newly acquired
exposures developed during the policy period. The basic coverages of
the CGL policy viiich are automatically included as part of the coverage
include (1) liability arising from the ownership, maintenance, or use of

premises owned, leased, rented, or occupied by the transit agency, and
liability resulting from the conduct of business operations <xi or off
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the premises; (2) liability resulting from prcxiucts or services sold,

handled, or distributed to others and liability arising from vrork

performed, completed, or abandoned; (3) liability for vork perfonoed by
independent contractors on behalf of the public entity; and (4)
liability for certain "incidental contracts" including lease of premises
agreement, assessment agreement, agreements required by municipal
ordinance except in connection with vork for the nunicipality, railroad
sidetrack agreements, and elevator mintenance agreements.

The CGL has a number of important exclusions. Contractual liabi-
lity is limited to incidental contracts. To obtain coverage for other
types of contracts vhich my arise, blanket contractual liability
coverage can be purchased. Damage to property in the custody or control
of a pi±)lic transit system is excluded. Important exposures to loss not
covered would include leased buildings, machines, computers, or other
equipment. Other coverages may be available to handle particular expo-
sures to loss vhich exist. Other exclusions include liability resulting
frcm cwned or hired automobile or -vehicle, aircrafts, and watercrafts;
liability for property damage arising from explosion fiDr some
operations ;

collapse &)r certain operations ; and damage to inderground
property resulting from the use of maintained eqiiLpment. Liability for
selling or serving liquor in violation of the law is also excluded.
Finally, liability arising from pollution or contamination is excluded.

Other liability coverages are available throijgh endorsement to the

CX5L or by separate policies. The CGL provides protection against
liability arising from unintentional torts. It does not provide
protection against liability arising from intentional torts such as
libel, slander, and others. Personal injury liability can be purchased
separately or endorsed onto the CGL to cover personal injury vhich
occurs from intentional torts.

Errors and omissions coverage can be purchased to protect elected
and appointed officials from claims alleging mismanagement and lack of
professional accountability. Public officials have been held
increasingly responsible for t±)eir actions by the courts. The potential
exposures to loss are only limited by one's imagination. The errors and
omissions liability policy differ widely in tiieir exclusions and
provisions. The policy needs to be carefully studied and must reflect
the specific concerns of a public transit system.

One of the most important insurance coverages is the unbrella
liability policy. This provides excess liablity coverage over
underlying primary coverages and additional coverage not provided by the
primary coverages. When the uribrella provides additional coverage, a
sizeable self-insured retention or deductible is required. No standard
umbrella policy form exists, therefore, the coverage needs to be care-
fully examined. The minimum limit is $1 million and higher limits are
available in multiples of $1 million. If the unbrella is "following
form" in nature, and it should be, the coverages, conditions, and provi-
sions correspond to the first layer or primary coverages. However, care
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mist be taken to ensure that the porimary coverages meet the needs of the
transit system in terms of adequate coverage. Any coverage problem with
the primary policy vd.ll be compomded by the "following form umbrella
policy

.

Establishing A Risk Management Policy

To perform the position's tasks successfully, the risk manager must
have the support of top management and t±ie governing body; in the PTCs,
this means the general manager and the board of directors, and in cities
having mass transit departments or utilities, this means the mayor and
city council members. The chances of success of a risk management
program is directly related to the level of importance and support
assigned to the program by top management and the gpveming body.
Through the involvement of top management and the governing body, a
clear statement of the importance of the risk management program and
support for the implementation of the risk management program is mde.
In this vjay, the risk manager is assured of the support and direction
necessary to carry out responsibilities of the position.

Policy Statement

An important element of the risk management program is the
establishment of a risk manageiuent policy statement. Normally, the risk
manager develops the initial draft of the policy statement far review by
top transit management and the governing body. Since risk management is

a technical, complex, management fijnction, the risk manager must provide
information to top management and the gpveming body through various
alternatives and their implications. At the same time top management
and the governing body should express t±ieir ideas and concerns. To
apply successfully the policy that is approved, top management and the
governing body must have more than a casual understanding of risk
management; they need to know the underlying philosophy of the policy
statement. These initial discussions among the risk manager, top
management, and the governing body, prior to preparation of the initial
draft policy statement, will assure a common understanding among all
parties involved. In some cases, top management and, in particular, the

governing body will want to see tiie initial draft policy statement
before they provide any input.

A formal, written, risk management policy statement should address
goals or purposes of the risk management program, scope of authority and
responsibility of the risk manager and his relationship to others in the

organization, and guidelines on such issues as the level of risk
retention and funded reserves. The following sample risk management
policy statement could serve as a guide, recognizing that changes would
need to be mde to fit the specific needs of a particular transit
system.
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Risk Management Goals

The transit system's policy vdth respect to the management of all

risks of accidental loss such as fire, liability suits, theft, wrkers'
compensation, and other risks of property and liability losses, direct
and indirect, shall have as its goals:

1. Protecting assets of the public transportation system from
catastrophic losses.

2. Minimizing total long-term cost to the public transportation
system of managing risks.

3. Establishing, through effective loss control and loss prevention
measures, a vgork and service environment in vhich transit
personnel as well as menibers of the public can enjoy safety and
security in the course of their daily pursuits.

Risk Management Functions

Ihe risk manager, reporting to the gsneral manager, shall have the
authority and responsibility for:

1. Identifying and measuring all risks of accidental loss through
his own efforts and by aiding departments in analyzing risk of
accidental loss.

2. Advising all levels of management in the field of loss
prevention and safety.

3. Advising and recommending retention levels.

4. Overseeing claims handling and adjiisting processes.

5. Maintaining records of losses, claims, insurance premiums,
and other risk-related costs.

6. Selecting insurance agents or brokers; purchasing insurance.

7. Coordinating all activities \*iich bear ijpon risk of accidental
loss.

8. Reviewing all contracts with respect to Insurance, indemnity, hold
numbers, or other risk provisions.

9. Coordinating disaster planning.

10. Ensiirlng compliance with all £^plicable state and federal laws or
regulations pertaining to insurance.
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Risk Retention

The amoTjnt of insurance purchased shall provide protection vhenever
a single accidental loss wDuld result in property loss in excess of
$50,000 per incident or liability judgments that vould potentially
exceed $50,000 per incident. Any losses inder $50,000 per incident wLll
be expensed without insurance. When the risk manager believes a case
should be excepted from this rule, documentation for such a change
should be provided to top management.

Risk Reduction

For a transit system, a detailed, vnritten safety program, vhich
includes a section on driver training, can be useful in obtaining
attractive insurance quotations. Moreover, such a program will help in
reducing the likelihood of injuries and damages to passengers,
employees, and the general public. One of the best methods to control
the cost of insurance is to reduce losses. A transit manager armed with
a safety program that has been consistent in holding loss cost to a
minimum has an effective tool in his possession for negotiating attrac-
tive renewal insurance premiums. The effective and professional transit
manager will improve the transit property's bargaining position and will
help control the insurance premium budget by documenting the results,
the organization, and the objectives of the safety program to insurers.
An effective, comprehensive safety program should include the following
elements

:

1. An employee designated to administer the safety program.

2. A schedule setting out vhen regular safety meetings are held and the

conditions that vrould prompt a meeting at other than the scheduled
time (usually inclement weather, or a holiday).

3. A discussion on the role the safety engineer from the insurance com-
pany will play in the transit system safety program.

4. A description of the driver award and penalty program. This should
include an explanation of how the transit property determines an
accident is to be <±iargeable to a driver.

5. Claims reporting procedures should be spelled out, including the

person responsible for each step in the procedures.

Driver training is a critical part of any safety program and it is

highly recommended that transit systems vork to have an effective driver
training program. While most transit systems have at least an informal
method for training a new driver, many transit systems do not have a
written training program. To be most effective, the training process
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should be in writing and should include the following:

1. Designation of the system employee responsible fiDr training and
retraining of drivers. This should be either a person appointed as
safety siqjervisor or, perhaps, a senior driver with an excellent
driving record.

2. A listing of the hiring and retention practices of the transit
system; this should include driver health records, license require-
ments, motor A^hicle records, dress, attitude, experience, etc.

3. Each new driver should get a detailed listing of each step, and the
time required to move from trainee to bus qperator. The proba-
tionary period should be clearly specified.

4. The evaluation criteria that will be xjsed by management in judging a
new driver's ability to pass from the trainee step to the next step,
and the criteria used in identifying when ti^re is a need far a bus
operator to go through a retraining program.

5. There should be details of the driver's responsibility towards
safety related naintenance of the whicle. For example, prior to
taking a vehicle on the road there should be a check list of safety
related observations and inspections the driver should make.

6. A schedule for fiDrraal defensive driver training programs.

7. A statement of overall safety policy and claim reporting procedures.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

GASH MANAGEMENT

Introduction

The management of cash by a transit property (as in many other
organizations) centers on t±iree nain areas:

1. Handling and safeguarding cash collected from various sources.

2. Ensuring that sufficient cash is available to meet obligations vhen
due.

3. Investing idle cash to earn a suitable return vhile minimizing
the risk of the loss of that investment.

The first area (cash control) was discussed in Ghapter Six. This
chapter discusses the other two areas and demonstrates a nuniber of
financial tools available to transit managers far cash management
including cash budgeting, float, bank services, short-term investments,
and accounts payable nanagement.

Gash management involves both collection and disbursement.
Collection involves the processing of incoming cash and checks ( from the
farebox, pass programs, and government agencies). Disbursement activi-
ties are related to tiie paying out of monies owed to employees,
suppliers, creditors, etc. As a general rule, cash nanagement should
obtain cash from the collection process as quickly as possible, and
delay disbursements as long as possible. However, physical limitations
of tlie system (e.g., the ability to pull a limited number of fareboxes
per day) and the potential negative effects on wDrking relationships
with custcaners and vendors also need to be considered.

Sources of Gash

Gash has a different role in public transit t±ian in many other
types of businesses. Most transit service is provided on a fiDr-cash

basis. Many other businesses operate on the credit basis, where the
service is rendered, the customer is billed fiDr t±»at service, and
payment is received subsequently. In the transit industry, farebox
collections generate a large volume of cash, mostly in the forca of
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cx>in. Prepaid fare programs, for example monthly passes, generate cash
in advance of providing the service.

A third potential source of cash is funds generated through taxing
powers of the transit agency such as a local sales or property tax.

Frequently, the collection of these taxes is administered by a unit of
government other than t±ie transit property. Since the transit property
receives the tax proceeds once a year, the timing of receipts has impli-
cations for the management of cash by the transit property. Similarly,
the timing of grant receipts from various gpvemment units my force the
transit system to find alternative sources of financing to provide the
necessary cash to meet the agency's requirements.

Disbursements

Cash disbursements are part of the cash management fcmction.
Differences exist in the frequency and size of the cash outflows. The
payment of enployees and suppliers generally occurs on a uniform basis
dmring the year. Interest and principal payments on bonds issued by the
transit property or payments to nanufacturers for equipment purchases
occur less often.

Collections

Attempting to accelerate collections is one part of cash manage-
ment. In certain lines of business, a large portion of the sales are
made on credit. Collection management in t±jese areas involves pro-
cessing received payments as quickly as possible. Most public transit
properties rely very little on credit sales. Transit systems also
operate in a moch smaller geographic area t±ian most firms, which affects
the nature of the collection problem. The transit property need not
WDrry about the collection of such payments from a wide geographic area.

Checks come in from purchasers of transit advertising services, prepaid
fare/pass programs, and charter operations, but most importantly, from
government agencies in the fDrm of grants.

Transit agencies can try to speed up collections from prepaid pass

programs. For example, banks can sell transit passes; checks (and cash)

could be credited immediately to the transit property's accounts vhen a
pass is purchased. Other cutlets, such as drug stores, could sell

passes. A drawback to this ^proach is the likelihood of delays in the

processing of proceeds from pass sales. A transit representative would
have to visit the outlet each day, collect the funds (checks and cash),
and return them to the transit property for a bank deposit to be pre-

pared. As an alternative, the transit system could permit the retail
outlet to neke a deposit directly to the bank. The transit property,
therefore, would be dependent i^on the banking habits of the particular
retail cutlet operator.
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The Cash Flow Time Line

In attempting to understand the varioias facts of cash manageioent it

is helpful to examine a cash flow time line. Such a time line can be
drawn for inflows into the organization (money received from passengers)
and for cash outflows (payments to suppliers). The cash flow time line
indicates the amount and timing of various transactions.

Cash Inflows

Cash payment . The cash inflow time line below demonstrates the
simplest case, one in vhich the service is provided on an immediate cash
payment basis. The best example of this in transit would be the payment
of a cash fare vhen a passenger boards a bus.

Service Rendered Farebox Counting Deposit
For Deposit in Emptied Roan in
Farebox Bank

FIGURE 7.1 Cash flow time line/immediate payment.

At a detenriined interval (nightly, twice-a-week, etc.), the
vault in the farebox is piilled and the contents are counted. The cash
(bills and coin) are then deposited in a commercial bank. After -verifi-

cation of the deposit, the bank will credit the transit property's
account to reflect the new deposits. If the deposit is made after
banking hours such crediting will not take place until the next banking
day. In this case the transit property's accounting records will show
the deposit as having been made on that first day while tiie bank's
records and the bank statement will recognize the deposit as having
occurred on the following day. When the bank gives the transit property
credit for the deposit, that money becoroes known as a "available funds.

These available &nds can then be used by the bank to pay the diecks
written by the transit property on its account.

Credit . A more complex situation involves rendering a service for credit
vtere the customer is billed for the services, and nakes payment
at some subsequent point in time

.
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Service Mail Receipt Customer Check Deposit Good
Rendered Bill of Bill Mail Check Received In E\jnds

by Customer Bank

Billing Mail Customer Mail Payment Bank
Time Time Processing Time Processing Availability

Efelay Time Tine

FIGUBIE 7.2 Cash flow time line/purchase by credit.

The length of time between the rendering of the service and the availa-
bility of the cash to the service provider has been increased con-
siderably frcHn that in the cash-for-service setting.

Several steps have been added to t±»e transaction process, some of
vAiich are controllable by the service provider viiereas others are not.
For example, the provider can control billing time and payment pro-
cessing time as through the design of its own internal systems. The
provider usually attempts to minimize billing and payment processing
periods as much as possible. The provider can influence tfie amount of
time between the customer's receipt of the bill and mailing of the

check. The establishment of credit terms (offering discounts fiDr early
payment or specifying a time limit for payment) is based i^xDn the

provider's credit policy, vhich in turn, is frequently based on the cre-
dit policies of other firms in the same industry. The provider does not
have any control over the internal process used by the customer in pro-
cessing the bill and preparing the payment. (However, the credit policy
can influence the process to some degree.) The provider has little
control over the nail time, but can affect the nail time through its

choice of locations for the nailing of bills and the place to vtiich

payment is to be sent. Finally, the bank availablility time is inder
the CCTitrol of the bank, but it nay be possible to find different banks
offering different availability times.

Cash CXitflows

A cash flow time line can be drawn to show the steps and timing
involved in paying a firm's suppliers.
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Service Supplier Receipt Mail Supplier Supplier Bank
Rendered Mails of Bill Check Receives Deposits Account

Supplier I ill Qieck 0:eck Rec uced

Billing Mail Processing Delay Mail Supplier Clearing
Time Tiaie Payment Policy Time Processing Time

FIGURE 7.3 Cash outflow time line.

In the cash inflow time line, the different steps are subject to
varying degrees of control by the transit system providing the service.
A similar situation exists for the firm receiving the service in the
cash outflow time line. Of primary concern is the period of time after
the receipt of the bill from the sLq>plier. The acnount of time before a
check is written depends on the time required to process the invoice for
payment and on the accounts payable policy of the firm. The accounts
payable policy vould determine how long the transit system delays before
paying its bill. Prompt payments sometimes qualify for a price
discount, while delaying payments allows the transit system to use tine

money for other purposes.

The clearing time of the dieck is also of interest. With cash
inflows, the transit system is concerned about the availability of the
fijnds, or \hen the bank allows use of the funds represented by the depo-
sited check. With the cash outflows, the transit system is concerned
about the point in time when the bank deducts tine anaount of the check
from its account. Due to the operation of the check handling process,
the availability time, and the clearing time for the funds represented,
a given transaction need not be the same.

The Concept of Float

My transaction vhere cash is not immediately received in exchange
for rendering a service or provision of a product can give rise to vhat
is known as float." Float is created by the time it takes for payments
to be processed. This includes tiie time necessary to prepare invoices,
to deliver (by mail or otherwise) those invoices, to prepare payment, to

deliver the payment, and to process the payment. A firm's net float is

its disbursement float amount minus its deposit float amount. A firm
can experience float for money owed to it by its customers, but it can

also experience float cxi money that it ewes to its si:5)pliers.

Deposit Float

Deposit float refers to the amount of time between when a firm's
creditor mails a check and when tiie proceeds from that dieck are
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available to the fijrm. This time period is coEDposed of t±ie amount of
time it takes for that payment to travel through the mail , t±e amount of
time it takes the firm to process the payment (record the payment and
prepare the bank deposit) , and the length of time after vhich the pro-
ceeds from that check become available to the firm.

Obviously, a collecting firm wants the deposit float time to be as
short as possible. A company that serves a large geographic region
(such as a public utility) may have customers mail payments to local
offices, rather than to the headquarters. This shortens the time
required for the mail to deliver the payments.

A transit property serves a relatively limited geographic area, and
the mailing time of payments cwed to the property is not a significant
factor. The amount of time it takes the transit property to process
those payments can be an important aspect of deposit float. If the
total dollar amount of the checks received is large, a bank deposit
should be prepared each day. Even if a transit property receives oily a
few checks per day, they should be not allowed to accuimjlate. There is

an opportunity cost represented by the lost interest or use of these
funds

.

Disbursement Float

Disbursement float refers to the period of time between vhen a
check is written by the firm and when the amount of that check is

deducted from the firm's bank account balance. There is a timing dif-
ference between viien t±ie firm records the check and when the bank
actually deducts it from the bank's records of the firm's checking
account balance. Included in this time interval is the amount of time
that it takes for the check to reach the creditor (mail time), the
amount of time required for t±ie creditor to process that check and depo-
sit it in a bank, and finally, the clearing time between vhen the check
is deposited and when it arrives at the firm's bank and is deducted from
the firm's account.

Disbursement float works in the favor of a transit system that is

paying bills ; therefore , it should try to lengthen tiiis time period as

much as possible. Remote disbursements refers to a practice vhereby a
firm uses a bank a long distance a^ay from the creditors to vhich it is

making payment. For example, a Chicago-based firm might choose to make
payment to New England area creditor from a bank located in t±ie Pacific
Northwest. This practice increases the clearing time. Such a tactic is

frequently not possible for a transit property as it is expected to use

financial institutions in its local community for its banking activi-
ties.

Banking Services

There are a variety of services provided by banks vhich can be used

by transit systems, including: farebox collections/counting, deposit
handling, fiscal agents, bond trustees, investment counseling and manage-
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ment, term loans, payroll and other disbursement services, and sales
outlet and/or lockbox services fiDr prepaid pass programs. While at arty

given time a transit system might not require all of these services, the

system should be aware that tinese types of services do exist. It may be
less expensive to rely on a bank to process t±ie payroll and other ftinc-

tions than to have that function done in-house.

Banks generally recover their cost of providing services through

two methods. The first involves the use of service diarges. A spe-
cified charge is levied for each deposit handled, certified check
issued, or cancelled check processed. The second is through the main-
tenance of compensating balances. The customer is required to maintain
bank accounts with specified balances. The bank invests these deposits
and uses the earned interest to offset the cost of providing the banking
services to the customer. Frequently a conibination of service charges
and ccmpensating balances are used.

Selection

There are several different practices far handling banking rela-
tionships .

Local banks . One practice is to use many local banks in the tran-
sit firm's service area. This reduces the chances tiiat the transit pro-
perty would be accused of showing favoritism.

There are disadvantages to t±ie use of many banks. The large nurriber

of accounts increases the vrorkload of financial managers vho must main-
tain records of all the accounts. Control may be difficult. In addi-
tion, banks usually require minimum deposits to be maintained in each
account. These minimum balance requirements have the effect of reducing
t±ie amount of funds that are available for use elsewhere.

For example assume that the transit system has <±iosen to open
accounts with five local banks, each of which requires a minimum deposit
of $1,000. Thus a total of $5,000 will be tied up in these five
accounts. If the transit property used only one bank for all of its

banking activity it would have to naintain the $1,000 minimum balance in
just one bank. Therefore, $4,000 would be available for investment in
interest-earning accounts for other purposes.

Competitive bid . Another approach is to seek conpetitive bids from
interested banks. Such an action could be initiated through a request
for proposals and/or bids. The natiire of the types of services sougjit

by the transit firm would have to be indicated. Examples of such ser-
vices would include coin counting, payroll accounting, and diecking
accounts. The transit property should also indicate the volume of acti-
vity v^ich is expected to take place. This data would include the

number of deposits to be made, the nimber of checks to be drawn against
the account, and the quantity of any other services vhich might be
needed by the transit property. Based xs^v\. this information, banks may
then submit bids. The A«ndor bids would be evaluated in terms of the
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cost to the transit property, the range of services offered, and other
appropriate criteria applicable to the particular situations.

The bidding approach my not be feasible vhere significant com-
petition between banks does not exist, such as in smaller communities.
It is also possible t±iat a close, friendly vorking relationship betvjeen
the bank and the transit property would not be achievable due to the
nature of the bidding process.

Account Analysis

Pn account analysis can be performed on the transit system banking
activities to determine if it is using the most fevorable uEthod of cc«n-

pensating its bank for the banking services rendered. To perform such
an analysis, it is necessary to collect data on tire vDlume of the
various types of banking services used by the transit property along
with the service charge schedule of the bank. Vhenever the transit pro-
perty is required to pay a service charge, this information should be
available from the bank statement. Any minimum balance or compensating
balance requirements also need to be noted.

In the following example, the transit system is paying for its

banking activities on a fee-for-service basis. The activity and ser-
vices charges follow:

Thus the total service charges incurred by the transit system are

$165.50 per month. This amount represents the cost to the bank of pro-
viding these services to the transit system. The bank could either
cover that cost directly by imposing the service charges or it could use
mcMiey that it earns on the funds that the transit property has on depo-

sit. The bank is able to loan (or otherwise invest) a portion of the

funds on deposit with it.

Tb determine the required account balance that would exactly cover
the bank's cost of providing the service, the following analysis could
be performed. We will use the same level of banking activity and ser-

vice charge schedule as in the above example . The monthly cost to the
bank of the transit property's account is $165.50. The money that the

bank earns on the transit system deposit can be used to offset this

50 deposits at 5^ each
1,000 checks at 6^ each
400 credit vouchers at 7^ each
Three zero-balance accounts at $25 each

$ 2.50
60.00
28.00
75.00

Total monthly service charge $ 165.50
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cx5st. Assume that t±ie bank is able to earn 9.6% on its investments.
Banks are required by law to maintain a miniraum reserve of funds that
cannot be invested or loaned out. Therefore, the bank cannot earn a
return cxi the reserved funds. This minimum reserve is stated as a per-
centage of its total deposits. In our example, this reserve requirement
is 8.6%. The bank must retain 8.6% of its total deposits to ccmqjly vdth
the reserve requirement. It is able to invest 91.4% of its deposits and

earn a return of those funds (1 - reserve requirement = 1 - .086 = .914).

We can now determine the size of the bank account balance required
to cover the service ciiarges of $165.50 per month.

Balance to cover annual = Service charge
service charge Interest rate X (1 - Reserve requirementj X 12 months

= 165.50 X 12

.096 X (1 - .086)

= $22,634.03

It is necessary to multiply the service diarge by 12 because the
interest rate and the reserve requirement are each expressed as an
annual rate. This calculation indicates that an average deposit of
$22,634 would generate sufficient earnings for the bank to cover its

cost of serving the transit property.

Next, we can determine if the transit property is overcompensating
or undercompensating the bank by examining the actual cash balance in
its account.

ledger balance $ 54,500
Average float - 15,000

Net collected balance $ 39,500
Required balance - 22,634

Excess (or shortage) $ 16,866

The ledger balance is the bank account balance according to the transit
system's books. Since the aooount of the float is in the bank's favor
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(negative float) , it is substracted to arrive at the net collected
balance. (The net collected balance is t±ie balance amcjunt according to
the bank's records). The required account balance determined in the
previous step is subtracted from the net collected balance. If tte
result is greater than zero, the transit system is maintaining an amount
in excess of vhat is required to cover tiie service diarges. Vjhen the
result is less than zero, the transit system is not maintaining an
account balance sufficient to ccrapensate the bank.

It is generally believed that paying for banking services vd.th fises

is better t±ian maintaining ccxnpensating balances because fLmds can
usually earn a higher rate of interest than the bank gives yon credit
for on your compensating balances. If you are required to naintain
large minimum balances in an account to meet other financial require-
ments, the attractions of the fee-for-service may be reduced because
those funds are not available to the transit property to invest.

Zero-balance Accounts

With a zero-balance account the bank maintains a master account
that contains the entire amount of the transit property's deposit vn.th

that bank. Ihe transit property also has a number of other accounts
with that bank vhich are used for specific ftinctions. There might be an
employee payroll account, an account for paying -vendors, and other
accounts for various purposes. Having a separate account &>r each func-
tion provides better control and makes auditing easier. Maintaining a
required minimum amount in each account vould tie vp more funds. Wit±i a
zero-balance account, the bank vould transfer enough funds from the
master account to each zero-balance account to cover the checks pre-
sented for payment on that day to the account.

One-time Cash Transfer

Pn analysis of the transit system's financial records might indi-
cate that the system is keeping excessively large cash balances in its

bank accounts. For example, ST4)pose that over a given period of time a
particular checking account balance never goes below $500. If the bank
does not have any minimum balance requirement (or a compensating balance
requirement) , then the transit property is maintaining an excess amount
of cash in that account. The transit property should consider a one-

time transfer of those funds out of that account. The account could be
reduced by $500. The transferred funds could be placed in an interest-
bearing account (if allowed by law) or invested in some short-term
investment, sijch as one of those discussed later in this chapter.

Short-term Investments

A wide variety of short-term investments is available to a transit
system. When evaluating the options for investment, financial managers
are challenged by the question of risk versus return. Less secure
(risky) investments yield a higher rate of return, but investors fircan

the public sector have less freedom to accept higher risk than the pri-

vate sector. Criteria to consider include:
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1. Safety—the possibility of default resulting in the loss of earned
interest income and maybe even the principal amount invested.

2. Price stability—investments vd.th volatile prices pose a risk in

the event of a price decrease.

3. Marketability or liquidity—how r^idly the security can be
disposed of for cash.

4. Maturity—the length of time between the purchase of a security and
When It comes due.

5. Yield—annvial rate earned on a security based on the actual ear-
nings over the period of time that the investment is held, (also
called t±ie rate of return of the investment)

.

Treasury bills . The Treasury bill, or T-bill, is considered to be
the safest investment because it is issued and backed by the federal
government. T-bills are available in both three month and six-month
denominations, but shorter periods can be acquired in the secondary
market. A secondary market involves the buying and selling of existing
securities among investors. The primary market involves the sale of new
securities by a firm or government agency to investors. T-bills can be
purchased from banks or througji a broker. Treasury bills are sold at a
discount: for a T-bill with a $10,000 face value, a pxxrchaser viould pay
less than $10,000 when buying the Treasury bill, and would receive the

$10,000 face value at naturity. For exan^le, assume that a three-month
$1,000,000 T-bill is being sold at a 9% discount. The price to be paid
is:

($1,000,000) [1 - ((.09) (91/360))] = $977,250

The first term ($1,000,000) is the fece value of tl:^ bill. The
second term (1 - [( •09)( 91/360)] is the discount fector. This term
includes the interest rate ( 9%) and the length of time until matrurity

(91 days). The interest rate is stated as an annual rate; therefore, the
equation is adjusted to reflect that the life of the security is less
than a full year. This is accomplished by dividing the 91 days by 360
days. (Note that in some financial calculations a year is considered to
contain 360 days.)

Repurchase agreanent . A "repo" usually involves the sale of short-
term securities by a bank or a securities dealer. This type of invest-
ment is considered safe since the inderlying instrument is a U.S.
Treasury security. Repos are issued for a very short period of time,
usually having a maturity of a few days. There is no secondary market
for repos.
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Commercial pa^r . Commercial paper is a short-term, unsecured loan
to a corporation with a maturity of 30 days to nine months. Conmercial
paper can be sold directly or through dealers. The yield tends to be
1/4% to 1/2% greater than the T-bill rate. A good secondary market fiDr

commercial paper does not exist so most paper is held until maturity.
Ccxnmercial paper is generally sold in large denominations, usually of at
least $25,000.

Negotiable certificates of deposit . A "CD" is a deposit of funds
at a commercial bank for a specified period of time and at a specified
rate of interest. The minimum deposit amomt is usually $100,000. A
secondary market exists Sdt CDs of large banks. Yields on CDs are
higher tiian those on T-bills and repos, and are similar to tie jrlelds of
commercial paper and bankers' acceptances. CDs are not gparanteed.

State and municipal notes . State and nunicipal notes may involve
tax or revenue anticipation notes or general obligation bonds. They are
guaranteed by the issuer. These securities are generally tax exempt.
The anticipation notes normally have a maturity of one year or less
while the bonds have naturities ranging from five to 40 years. These
notes usually pay interest at maturity. There is an active secondary
market for tlie bonds. Since these securities are tax exercpt they are
not an attractive investment fiDr publicly owned transit authorities
that are not subject to the payment of income taxes.

Federal agency issues . Federal agency issues are issued by a
variety of federal agencies. These instruments are guaranteed by the
issuing agency, but not by the federal governments. Maturities can be
as long as 15 years, although most issues mature in a year or less.

Generally, agency securities have a sligjitly higher yield than Treasury
securities of equal maturity. A secondary market has developed
involving securities dealers \ho handle tlie treasury securities.
Foreign securities provide higjier 3delds ( due to higher risk) . Risk
also exists with respect to fluctuations in exchange rates.

Cash Discounts

It is frequently possible to use amounts cwed to suppliers as a
source of funds. This is known as trade credit and is a very common
source of short-term financing. The purchaser of a good or service is

not required to pay upon delivery, but is allowed to defer payment for a
short period of tiooe. This approach would involve situations \^ere
discounts are offered by suppliers for the payment of bills within a
specified period of time . Items are purchased on credit with payment

not due until a period of time after the merchandise has been delivered
to the transit property. If payment is nade before some specified time,

a supplier may allow the purchaser to deduct a percentage of the total
invoice amount and to remit t±ie renaining amount.

A simple example can be used to demonstrate vhether a cash discount

should be taken. When the si4)plier offers a discount, there are
three acceptable payment dates from the perspective of a good public
transit financial managers.
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1. Last day of discount period.

2. Last day of net period.

3. Some day beyond net period.

In terms of the amount paid, paying on any day prior to t±ie last day of
the discount period is the same as paying on t±ie last day of the
discount period. Similarly, paying on the second to last day of the net
period is the same as paying on tiie last day of the net period.
However, the transit system still has \jse of the fLmds for an additional
period if they pay on the last day. You can never do better than
waiting until the last day of the discount period (if the discount is

taken) or waiting until the last day of the net period if t±ie discount
is not taken. Thus, only three periods of time for potential payment
need to be considered.

Jki important decision to nake is whether or not a discount should be
taken. The discount should be taken if the effective interest
rate implied by missing the discount is greater than the cost of
borrowing funds from another source. The effective borrowing rate if a
discount is not taken (I *), is computed as following:

I * =
( Interest Paid) X (Time Adjustment)
(Actual Cost )

I * = dA X 365
(1 - d) A 12 - Ll

where:

d = percentage discount offered
Ll = day the discounted amount is die
L2 = day the net amount is due
A = nominal cost of purchase

In the first example, ve assume that the terms given by a par-
ticular supplier are "2/10, n30". This means that if the bill is

paid within 10 days, the purchaser nay take a 2% discount. If the

discount is not taken (not paid in 10 days) then the full amount is

due on the 30th day. Using the formula wb have:
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I* = (_d ) X ( 365 )(r-^ (L2 - LI)

= ( .02 ) X ( 365 )

(1 - .02) (3(r^0)

= ( .02 ) X C 365 )

{-TWl (-ZD-1

= 37.2%

Thus the effective interest rate for not taking the discount is equiva-
lent to borrowing nDney from another source at 37. 2X. Since this effec-
tive borrowing rate f^- exceeds our cost of borrowing funds, we would
take the discount.

In our second example we have terms of 5/30, 4/60, n61. If the
bill is paid within 30 days we can deduct 5% from the amount due. If
the bill is paid after the 30th day but before the 60th day we can
deduct 4%. The full anount is due on &ie 61st day. TSito computations
are required here. The first is to determine I* if

1*1 = ( .05 - .04) X ( 365 )

•( 1 - .05 ) (60 - 30)

= .01 X 365
.95 W

= 12.8%

1*2 = ( .04 ) X 365
(1 - .04) (61"^)

= .04 X 365

= 142.1%

It is also possible to postpone payments of payables beyond the end
of the due period. This is kiown as stretching accounts payable. For
example, assime that inder terms of 2/10, n30, it is decided to pay on
day 60. The discount is not taken and the full amount of the invoice is

paid 30 days after the final due date. The calculation of the effective
borrowing rate would be:

I* = .02 X 365 = 14.97o

1 - .02 30 - 10 + 30
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The above equation is based upon the equation used to find the effective
interest rate of not taking the discount. The number of days past the
due date \*ien payment is made is added to the denominator of the time
adjustment factor.

Given the same credit as above, but choosing to pay on day 90 (60
days past the due date) results in an I* of

:

I* = .02 X 365 = 9.3%
1 - .02 30 - 10 + 60

There are certain actual and potential costs to stretching accounts
payable. Ill will may develop between the purchaser and the si:5)plier.

A penalty fee nay be charged by the supplier for past due payment. The
credit suppliers may stop delivery or insist that all future transac-
tions be CXI a c:ash for merchandise basis.

Cash Flow Forecasts

The following exercise should help c3emDnstrate the process of cteve-

loping a cash flow fiDrecast fDr tlie year 1985. We are given certain
data for 1984 along with expected changes far 1985. The Income
Statement fe>r the year ending December 31, 1984 is shown in Table 7.1
and the Balance Sheet is shown in Table 7.2. (For more cietail on
Balance Sheets and Income Statements, see Chapter Two, Accounting
Fundamentals

.

)

There are several changes expected to (x:cur in 1985 for vhich ve
will have to adjust our figures in this exercise:

1. Revenues are expected to increase by 50%, to $90.

2. The cost of operations will also increase by 50%, to

$210.

3. A±ninistrative expenses will rise to $40.

4. Depreciation for 1985 will be $12.

5. Equipment purchases in 1985 will be $40 (80% federal
fimds , 20% state funds)

.

6. The accounts receivable amount will c3o\ible.

7. The desired ending cash balance for 1985 is $15.

8. Accounts payable will increase to $20.

9. Short-term investments will be increased to $10.

10. Inventory will be increased to $50.
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TABLE 7.1 Income Statement (Working Draft)

1984 1985

Revenues (farebox)

Cost of operations

Depreciation

Administration

Earnings before subsidy

Operating assistance

Net income

$ 60

140

20

30

$(130)1

1302

$ 0

Note 1: Revenues - cost of operations - depreciation - administration
earnings before subsidy.

Note 2: If earnings before subsidy is negative, operating assistance
must equal the absolute value of earnings before subsidy, in
order to make net income equal to zero.

TABLE 7.2 Balance Sheet (Working Draft)

1984 1985 1984 1985

Cash 10

Short-term
investments 5

Accounts receivable 5

Inventory 30

Property/equipment 120
(net)

Total assets 170

. Accounts payable 15

Short-term loans

Rind equity 150

Total liability 170

and equity
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Given this information, we must calculate the qjerating assistance
that is necessary for 1985. Items 1 through 3 involve changes vhich
affect the income statement. Item 4 contains information vhich affects
both the income statement and the balance sheet. The information con-

tinued in items 5 through 10 affect the balance sheet.

TABLE 7.3 Income Statement (Final)

1984 1985

Revenues (farebox) $ 60 $ 90

Cost of operations 140 210

Depreciation 20 12

Administration 30 40

Earnings before subsidy (130) (172)

Operating assistance 130 172

Net income 0 0

Given the expected revenue and expenses figures for 1985 we find
that operating assistance in the amount of $172 will be necessary to
arrive at a net income of $0. See Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 for tiie

final -version of the Income statement and the balance sheet for 1984 and
1985.
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TABLE 7.4 Balance Sheet (Final)

LyoD 1 QQ/. 1 no c19o5

Cash 10 15 Accounts payable 15 20

aiort-term
investment 5 10

Short-term
loans 5 23 *

Accomts
receivable 5 10

Inventory 30 50 Rmd equity 150 190

Property/
equipiQBnt 120 1A8 *

Total assets 170 233 Total liability
aid equity

170 233

* See explanation in text.

The property/equipment net increase is $28. This figure is deter-
mined by taking the $40 equipment purchase (item 5) and subtracting the
expected increase in depreciation of $12 ( item 4) . Ihus ve have total
assets of $233. You vd.ll recall that in a balance sheet the total
assets = total liabilities and equity. Therefore, we need to have $233
for the total liability and equity.

The 1985 accounts payable and fund equity amount to sm to $210.
Thus in order to balance this equation we will need to increase the
short-term loans to $23. This is known as a plug figure as we can
borrow the amount necessary to nake the balance sheet equation correct.

Based upon t±ie information contained in these two financial state-

ments ws can develop a projected cash flow for 1985.

M increase in any asset account represents a use of cash. For
example, increasing short-term investments from $5 in 1984 to $10 in

1985 requires $5 of cash. A decrease in any asset is a source of cash.

Suppose the transit property had a land account of $15 of v^ch it sold

$10 for cash. This $10 would be a source of cash.
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A decrease in any liability is a use of cash. If there vere
salaries payable of $10 listed on the 1984 balance sheet and this figure
was reduced to $5 on the 1985 balance sheet, the change vrould represent
a use of cash. An increase in any liability is a source of cash. Ihus,
in our example, the increase in accounts payable from $15 in 1984 to $20
in 1985 is a source of cash.

Net income represents a source of cash vhile a net loss vculd be a
use of cash. In addition, depreciation expense is a non-cash expense
and can be added back as a source of cash. When figuring net income the
depreciation is subtracted as an expense. You will recall that depre-
ciation represents the allocation of a portion of the acquisition cost
of a capital asset over t±ie useful life of that asset, "nne outflow of
cash occurred vrtien t±ie asset vas purchased. As depreciation is a non-
cash expense we can add back the amount represented by the depreciation
expense as a source of cash. See Table 7.5 for a cash flow schedule
for 1985.

TABLE 7.5 Cash How Schedule for 1985

Sources of Cash

Net income 0

Depreciation 12

Grant 40

Accounts payable 5

Total sources 57

Uses of Cash

Cash 5

Short-term investment 5

Accounts receivable 5

Inventory 20

Property/equipment 40

Total uses 75
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The ciifference between the total uses of ($75) and total sources ($57)
is $18. This is the amount by vhich short-term loans increase from
1984 to 1985. Remember t±iat an increase in a liability represents a
source of cash.



CHAPTER ELGHT

EEBT FINANCING

An Introduction to Debt

Debt is a pledge against the future. It is an obligation to ccHnnit

future revenue in return for a current benefit. In the context of
piiblic institutions, such as a transit authority or a local government,
debt is often viewed as something to be avoided. However, it has
valuable uses in the financing of public expenditures. Debt is incurred
through borrowing, viiich is an alternative to taxation or raising fares
as a means of generating money to cover expenditures = Essentially,
borrowing allows a transit system to finance expenditures without
directly increasing the present expenses to the general public, unlike
raising taxes or fares. Borrowing allows a transit system, or a local
government, to use a stream of future taxes to raise a large amount of

money in the present. When a transit system borrows money, it is giving
\jp revenue that it anticipates receiving in tlie fLiture. Therefore, if a
transit agency needs new buses today, it can finance the local share by
obligating revenue that it expects to receive in the future. The cost
of borrowing is the interest tiiat is paid on the debt.

Purposes of Debt

Debt has several different functions tiiat apply to public transit.

Debt allows a transit system to:

- Cover the difference between current receipts and current expenditures
when operating assistance is delayed.

- Ray for the acquisition of assets that are needed before the agency is
willing or able to pay for them.

- Spread the costs of a facility or -vehicle over its useful life instead

of paying the entire costs \jp front.

- Shift a portion of the cost of facilities with long lives into the

future and allow those vho will benefit from it to pay their share.

- Meet emergencies vhen current revenues or resources are insufficient
to cover them.

- Raise the local share of a capital expense partially covered by a
capital grant.
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The amount of debt that a local government nay inciir can be limited
by the state if l±ie debt is financed by tax reveniies. This can be done
by the imposition of either constitutional or statutory limitations on
the borrowing power of the local government. Typically, a debt ceiling
is set based on a percentage of the property tax base. Some states may
also require that the issuance of debt be passed by referendum. The
debt limit vDuld only apply to guaranteed bonds, that is, those backed
by the taxing authority of the state or local body, but not to bonds
that are not guaranteed (such as revenue bonds). The enabling legisla-
tion which is vsed to create a transit authority usually specifies \hat
taxing authority, how much debt, and what kinds of debt mechanisms a
transit authority may use.

Classifying Debt

Debt may be classified in a number of ways. Several of the more
widely used classification systems follow.

1. Form . The form of debt refers to the type of instrument by which
it is represented. Debt comes in many different fiDrms, some of
which are fiDrmal, such as t±ie issuance of bonds or the signing of
a mortgage. Others forms are more informal, for example, accounts
payable

.

2. Purpose . The purpose of the debt or the reason that the debt was
incurred is another form of classification. Debt can be incurred to
finance capital expenditures or to meet operating expenses.

3. Function . The governmental function fior vMch the proceeds of the
debt are incurred nay include fire protection, education, the public
health, and public transportation.

4. Ejitity . The entity refers to the governmental body that is issuing
the debt, for example, school districts, counties, fire protection
districts, transportation districts, etc.

5. Period . The period that the debt covers can either be short-term
(less than one year), intermediate (one to five years), or long-term
(over five years)

.

6. Security . Security refers to vhat is being pledged to back the debt.
In the case of bonded debt this could be: general obligation,
backed by the full feith, credit, and taxing power of the issuer;

special tax or assessment vhere the revenue generated is used to pay
off the bond; and revenue, where the bond is paid by revenue
generated from the facilities or service being financed by the debt

such as feres from public transportation.

Types of Debt

There are three types of debt based on length of maturity, (short-

term, intermediate, and long-term). The term of the debt depends on
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vhat is being financed. It is usually preferable to match t±ie term of
the debt with t±ie life of the asset. Long-term debt should be used for
financing capital improvements or assets with a life that will ineet or
exceed the length of the bond. Short-term debt should be used for
financing present operations.

Short-term Debt

Siort-term debt has a length of maturity of one year or less . It

is used to meet temporary deficits or shortages of cash because revenues
or subsidies are not received in time to Boeet current expenditures. It

is also used to meet emergencies due to unforeseen events or natural
disasters. Even if a budget is flexible enough to allow for inforeseen
expenditures, such as higj:ier maintenance caused by an exceptionally hard
winter, there may still be a shortfall of monies to cover such expen-
ditures . Short-term debt can be used to cover this temporary shortfall

.

Short-term debt is just that—it shoiiLd not be put off or converted to
long-term debt. It is a sign of inefficiency and ineffective planning
\ihen long-term debt is used to fund short-term expenditures.

Notes. Notes are a promise to pay at a future date. Usually a
note specifies the date or dates vhen payment is due, the amount to be
paid and the rate of interest. Notes can be issued for various pur-
poses, ranging from loans in anticipation of current revenue to loans in
anticipation of costs. (See Appendix A for examples of anticipation
notes

.

)

An agency may want to delay issuing bonds because of unfavorable
current interest rates or some other fector. If an agency needs funds
to meet immediate needs, but the bond issuance is delayed or is taking
longer t±ian expected, then the transit system might issue notes in anti-

cipation of these funds.

Loans . Loans in anticipation of locally generated revenue are very
coiiinon. Ihey are used as temporary debt to bridge the gap between
current expenditures and revenue. Loans in anticipation of state or
federal funds and long-term debt can be used to bridge the gap between
when the money is needed and when it will be available. In the case of
state and federal funds (grants, subsidies, etc.), their receipt may not
coincide with expenses. There nay be inadequate cash flow at certain
times of the year due to long delays between expenses and reimbursement.
The agency can anticipate receiving funds sometime in the future (less
than one year) . The net effect is tiiat tiiey can shift revenue from the

future, vhen it will not be needed, to the present vhen it is needed.

Long-term Debt

Long term debt lasts &>r a term of five years or longer. The mDSt
common type of long-term debt is bonded debt. Other types of long-term
debt include certificates of indebtedness, lease purchase agreements,
vendor financing, and certificates of participation. State and local
bond issues are exempt from federal tax; therefore, they are sold at a
lower yield tiian taxable bonds of similar quality and maturity.
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Bonded debt . A bond is a written premise to pay a specific amount
of money, called the face value or principal, at some specified date or
dates in the future. IteriodLc interest is also paid at a specific rate
at certain dates in the future. Bonds can be classified as follows:

1. General obligation or re/eme (the nature of the security backing
them)

.

2. Tfenn, sirking, or serial.

3. Bearer or roistered.

General obligation bonds . These bonds are backed by the full faith
and credit of the issuLr^ ho6^ (transit agency, camty, city, etc.).
They generally ha/e the lowest interest rates of all bonds because they
are the most protected and, therefore, are the most secure. Th^ are
badced by the issuer's ability to levy a tax (e.g.

,
property tax, sales

tax, etc.).

To issue general obligation bonds, the issuer tiust ha/e the
authority and power to tax. Nbst school districts can use property
taxes to finance bonds, but in raary states, transit agencies do not ha/e
taxing authority. States can and freqiently do impose constitutional or
s tatutoiy limitations on the borrowirg power of the local govemnents.
They conmonly set a rulirig on the amount of the debt as a percentgge of
the property tax base. Some states require that the issuance of debt be
appealed by referendum. The debt limit does not apply to non-guaranteed
or re^enae bonds.

Revenue bonds . Interest and principal payments imist come from net
revenues of the enterprise and often from the specific project that is
being financed. GDmraon examples in the transpDrtation indistry are
bonds secured by highway, bridge, tunnel tolls, or fares, fevenue bonds
cannot be used by transit agencies that are contimally in debt.

Another fom of rarerue bond which might ha/e applications to transit is
a special assesanent bond which is secured by specific levies on pro-
perty benefittirg from the pv±>lic improvements, so^h as econanic deve-
lopment near a sibway or people mover financed by the bonds.

The life of most state and local debt is generally based on the
e)pected life of the asset beirig financed, but this is not strictly
adiered to. fevenue bonds are usually not guaranteed and do not ha/e
ary claim on the general credit or taxing power of the piblic boc^r that
issues than. The MTA in New Yoifk vas able to suicessfiily issue rarenue
bonds, secured by their systan fares.

The advant^es of rarenue bonds include the followir^:

1. Reveiue bonds allow piblic bodies to raise raon^ when they are
otherwise restricted fron doit^ so because of debt limitations.
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2. Uhlike other nunicipal bonds that frequently ha/e to be voted on ty
referendum, revenue bonds need only be authDrized by the transit
board.

3. Revenae bonds can be used by authorities that do not ha/e taxing
authority and cannot issi£ general obligation bonds.

The disad\«int^ges of re/eme bonds include the followirig:

1. Since th^ usually do not require piblic approval, the issuir^
agency way becane less respnsi/e to the state of the econary and
the pib lie's desire.

2. Reverue bonds usually ha/e a higher interest rate than general
obligation bonds, all other factors beirg equal.

3. Since there is no debt ceilirig restriction on revenue bonds an
agency my overbirden itself with debt.

4. Itevenue bonds freqiently has^e larger issuirg costs.

5. I^ry re/enue bonds require the effective amortization of the debt
lopg before the econaidc life of the equipnent or facility expires.

6. Revenue bonds nay require the assurance from the sibdizirg local
govemnents that th^ won't let the piblic transit agency go
barkrupt.

Term/sinking fund and serial bonds . Dspenditig on the method of
redemption, bonds can be either tenn/s itkipg find, or serial bonds. In a
tem bond issiB, all bonds mature (cone dae) on a sir^le date. The
sirkir^ find is used to accumulate periodic deposits that are required
to be made to pay off the debt at its maturity. This may be required at
the time of the bond issue, by the law, or ty some other agreonent that
is made between the issLEr and the bondholder.

Terra bonds nay be callable, which means th^ can be retired before
the date they mature. The redemption nay be nade at par (face vakie) or
seme times a snvall proniim nust be paid. This preraiim declines as the
bonds get closer to the maturity date. If the na licet price of the bond
is lower than the face amount, the issuer will vant to buy them off the
open market in order to fulfill the requironents of the s irking find.

Serial Bonds differ frcm term bonds because the/ do not all nature
on the sane date. Different naturities are offered to meet the demands
of various bond buyers. The interest rates on serial bonds will vaiy
with the lergth of tine to naturity. Dependirig on the current money
maiicet, bonds of shorter term will ha/e a lower rate of interest than
long-tem bonds.
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For a transit systan, serial bonds are preferable because of the
flexibility th^ offer. They shoald be easier to miicet because a
variety of terras can be offered to buyers. They also gave the transit
agency greater flexibility in arrar^irig its debt structure.

There are two types of serial bonds: straight bonds, and anruity
serial bonds. A transit systan can offer both types of bonds and gain
the ad\antages of both, vi th straight serial borris, the principal is
paid in eqinl amounts annially, but the interest payments are large at
the beginnir^ of the terra and decline towards the naturity date.
Anniity serial bonds ha/e eqinl payments over the life of the bond. The
payment will include both principal and interest like a mortgage on a
house.

Bearer and registered bonds . Bearer bonds are negotiable instru-
raents and nay be transferred fron one person to another without
notifyirTg the issuirg agency. Ownership is not recorded; the bearer of
the bond is the owner. Attached to bearer bonds are coupons that must
be clipped and sent to the paying agent of the bond issuer to receive
interest payments.

Tlegistered bonds are registered on the bod^s of the issuLrig bocV or
its payirig agent. Interest payments are paid only to the registered
owner. Vhen these bonds are transferred, the registration of ownership
must be charged.

Zero coupon bonds . Tbvo coupon bonds are relatively new and
gainirig in popularity. The primary feature of this type of bond is that
it does not pay ary interest. Instead these bonds are sold initially at
prices sibs tantially below their face value. This difference will
dq)end on the interest rate at the time of the issinnce and on the terni

of the bond. On the naturity date, the issuer pays the face value of
the bond in one lump sun to the bond owner. The bonds are sold at a
discount suih that the value at naturity will prcvide a return that is
equivalent to bonds of a similar nature that pay interest periodically,
such as serial bonds. United States Savirgs Bonds are an example of
this type of instrument.

Zero coupon bonds allow issmrs to coipete in the market when
otherwise th^ may not be able to do so because th^ cannot offer bonds
with ccrrpetitive interest rates or cannot afford to make interest
payments on the bonds. Since the proceeds from the sale of the bonds
will be less than the face value, the issLEr will hsR^e to make a greater
offerirg in order to net the amount it needs for financing. This dif-
ference between the purchase price and the face value nay cause the
issuer to reach its debt limit faster. The issier nay be able to sa^e

f rem .5% to 4% on the relative interest cost of the bonds depending on
the naturity, the timing of the sale and credit ratirg of the issue.

(See Appendix A for an example.)

Certificates of indebtedness. Certificates of participation, also
known as equipment trust certificates, are an example of a certificate
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of indebtedness. Sometimes th^ are like bonds but their use indicates
that the debt is backed by a lesser pledge of the issuer's resources
than would be by a bond. The maturities of the certificates are set to

match the life of the asset and usually run 10 to 12 years. A cer-
tificate of participation shows that an irvestor or inv^estors own a
share of a piece of equipment or prqperty and they are entitled to

interest and principal payments. The irvestor participation is based on
how ranch they itvest and is evidenced by the certificate. They are
issued by a trustee and not by the agency that is acquirirg the equip-
ment, although the agency nay guarantee repayment of the debt. This
allows the buyer to spread the cost of the invesbnent amorg maty
in/estors. The in/estor then leases his share back to the agency.
Generally, the title of the equipnent will be held by the trustee and
will be transferred to the agency when it has corplied with the terms of
the agreement. This is a conmon way to finance lease purchase
agreanents for tiary types of assets. This instrument cannot be used to
finance operatirg budgets. For the interest payments on the cer-
tificates to be tax exonpt, the agency nust qtalify as a political sib-
division under Section 103 of the IRS Code and the contract nust be
structured as an installment contract. (See Appendix A for an example.)

Lease purchase agreements . A lease purchase agreonent allows an
agency to ha^e immediate use of equipnent or property without purchasing
it. VB.th the help of financial institutions, itvestors are found who
will purchase the asset and then lease it bacic to the agency. The
agency agrees to pay back the purchase price plus interest to the
investors over a period of years. The agency will then be able to

purchase the asset for a relatively snnall anount at the end of the
contract.

Like other interes t-payi rig debt, lease purcihase agreements
attract irvestors who are lockirg for tax-exempt interest payments.
For the interest payments to be exempt, the agency nust be a poli-
tical sibdivision under the requLranents of Section 103 of the IRS Code.

Lease purchase agreements are not considered debt, so voter appccwal is
not needed. A restriction on the use of this instrument is that the
contract cannot be classified as debt ty state or local law. Tb meet
this requiranent, a non-appropriation clause nust be inserted. This
allows the agency to cancel the contract withDut penalty if finds are
not available in the future. Because of the higher risk to the investor
associated with this clause, lease purchase agreements ha/e interest
rates 1% to 2% higher than bonds. (See Appendix A for an example.)

Vendor financing . Vendor financing is provided by the seller of
the equipnent to the piirchasirg agency. Ai agency that is sibmittirig
bids for equipnent can ask the vendor to include terms for loans, loan
guarantees, or some other type of arrat^eraent that would give the agency
access to fuids for purchasirg of the equipment. If a vendor provides
financing, it may also put a higher purchase price on its equipment.
The financing provided by the vendor should be compared to other
available financirg to make sure it is conpetitive. The agency should
also take into account that it might be able to buy the equipnent at a
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lower cost if vendor financirg is not required. The equipment purchased
acts as collateral against the loan. Tn order to take ad\ant^ge of ven-
dor financing, the agency trust ha/e the authority to issus lopg-tem
debt.

Planning and Issuing Debt

Regardless of the type of debt that an agency plans to issus, it
should do so only after it has developed a financial plan that includes
debt policy. The development of a debt policy nust be done with the
awareness and consideration for the law as well as the agency's present
financial situation, and varicus naiicet and political factors.

Debt can be veiy useful to an agency to find present equipnent and
or expansion needs, but it nust be well mngged. By mnagirig its debt
prcperly an agency will ha/e a better financial reputatioa This repi*-

tation will affect its credit ratir^ and nay allow the agency to pay off
debts at Icwer interest costs.

Issuing Bonds

If an agency is financir^ a project or the purchase of equipnent
through a bond issi£ it will need the guidance and assistance from
sa^eral grcups. A financial advisor, a bond counsel (law fim), and a
feasibility consultant woiic together to advise the agency on sxjch mat-
ters as the feasibility of the project, the amount of money to be
raised, the legal ranifications of the sale, and the type of security to
be issued.

Investment bankers/underwriters . The primary mover in the offering
of bonds is the irvesbnent barking f im. Investaient barks, despite
their nane, do not perform the sane services as a neighborhood bark.
Their job is to naiket securities. Ihey do this by buyirig the issi£,

which is called underwriting the bond issi£. Ihvestnent barks purchase
these blocks of seoarities with the intention of sellirg than at a pro-
fit, Recognized as experts in the securities maricet, their function is
to brirg borrowers and lenders together. The underwriter acts as a
wholesaler and buys the bonds from the issuer and then resells them at
a profit to investors. The irvestraent barker provides certain expertise
and skill that are important to the successful of feririg of the bonds.
Althcxigh the services of an investaient barking firm are not absolutely
necessary, a transit agency would have great difficulties and incur
si±>s tantially larger expenses in the sale of their issus. The costs of
raadcetirg bonds are about ,7% of the total bond issus for the
underwriting fee when the sale is negotiated. The management group will
be paid abcut .2 5% of the bond issus for originatir^ and manning the
underwritirig syndicate.

Underwriters of bond issues generally form a syndicate with other
investaient barks in order to spread the risk and not have a large per-
cent^e of their mon^ tied up in one issue. The leader of the
undeiwritirig syndicate is called the "nangging underwriter." In a nego-
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tiated bond sale, the wanagivg undeiwriter will be irvol^«d fran the
very beginning as part of the bond vrorkirig group. The selection of the
undeiwriter can either be nade by negotiation or corapetiti/e bid.

Financial advisor . The financial advisor should be someone fran a
coniiErcial bark who has kna/ledgp and experience in dealing with nunici-
pal securities or fran a reputable financial advisory fim. larger
barks nay have a nunicipal securities deparbnent. The financial advisor
can give advice on the different financing options available. The advi-
sor will assist the agency's treasirer in structuring the financing
progran, preparing the official doouments, arri if there is a caipetitive
bid, providing the issuing agenqr with advice on the bids.

Feasibility consul tarit . In the case of a large capital improvement
(over $1 million), a feasibility consultant nay be hired to review the
prqxDsed project and make an evaluation report, which nay be included as
part of the official statanent. The consiitant nay also be used in the
n^otiations for the construction contract.

Bond counsel . The bond coinsel is an attorney who specializes in
the area of municipal finance. The bond coinsel has the primary respon-
sibility of drafting the documents essential to the financing after the
bond WD iking group has approved the basic terms.

Borid issuer . The agency (bond issuer) is represented ty an execu-
tive officer of the agency v^o is respnsible for gettirig the prcx:ess

started in the right direction. The representative of the agency will
work closely with the financial advisor to detemine the best course for
the financing of the project. This person is also responsible for
settir^ the goals of the bond group in preparation for the debt issue.

Selection of Underwriter

Negotiated underwriting . Nkry transit revenie borxis are sold on a
negotiated basis. This negotiation proc:ess starts with the issuing
agenqr discussir^ the flotation of a bond issue with an investment
barking firm.

If an agency has not dealt with an investaient bark before, it can
get a recannendation fran a commercial bark or visit two or three fiuns.
The representative of the agency should be prepared to provide infor-
mation about the agency and the proposed project. Although the firm
will not be able to make an exact estimate of the costs or of the return
of the borxi issue, it can provide an initial analysis. Final arrange-
ments will need to be negotiated before an agreement is reacdied. Vhen
visiting an irvestnent bark the representative of the agency should tell
them that he will be visitirg other barks with the sane prcposal.

Negotiated undeiwriting has some ad\ant^es compared to caipetitive
bidding. The ad\ant^ges include:

1. fin agency that has not had a bond issue before arxi is not known
by irvestment barks nay find it necessaiy to select a firm by
negotiation.
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2. Ai iivestment bark my offer more assistance to an agency if they
know that the^ will not lose the contract to a caipetitor.

The disad-vant^es of negotiated underwritirg include:

1. It nay not prcvide a comparable basis for evakiatirig the bond price.

2. The selection of a rq)utable firm is very important.

3. There is the loss of the beneficial effects of caqpetiti/e biddipg.

Competitive bidding . QDrapetitive bidditig has been the customaiy
way in which underwriters ha/e been selected. State avd/or local
goverrments almost always require that the sale of general obligation
bonds be done ty conpetiti/e biddirg. Through a piblic itvitation ty
the issLEr (the official notice of sale), undeiwriters make sealed bids
to win the right to sell the bonds to the piblic. Other than this dif-
ference, all other aspects of undeiwritir^ ty ccmpetitive bid are the
sane as negotiated underwritirg.

The ad\Qntages of carpetitive biddLrg include:

1. The mricet potential is expanded because the sale is ad\ertised
through piblic notice and ad\ertiseraents in financial piblications.

2. The piblic interest is ordinarily best served through the open and
cdtpetitive biddir^ process because the cost of borrcvirig money is
usiHlly reduced.

The disad\ant^es of ccrapetitive biddLrg include:

1. Snail and intermediate bond issuers nay not attract enough bids
because of the large size of the transit bond miket.

2. hfery investors are reluctant to buy transit bonds because transit
has a lorig histoiy of unprofitable operations.

3. The results of the auction my not be v^at was expected because of a
lack of ccrapetition amorg bidders.

Timing of the Debt Issue

The timirig of offerir^ a bond issi£ to the mdcet is critical to

the relative success of the offering. Because the mricet for rajnicipal

and transit bonds charges daily, the proceeds fran a bond sale will vary
d^>ending on the mdcet conditions at the time of the sale. The objec-
tive of the agency is to get the money it needs at the lowest possible
cost, by paying the least amount of interesL
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There are a number of factors affecting the price the agency gets
for its bonds and will in turn affect the tining of the bond offering.

These include:

- The econoray and general tnaiicet conditions, interest rates, inflation,
recession, etc.

- The supply of bond offerirgs, especially bond offerings mde by other
transit agencies or nun icipali ties. Bemember you are carpeting for
irvestors dollars.

- The demand for tax exempt bonds by barks, insirance coipanies, and
individual irvestors. This is affected by the state of the econcrny

and also by tax rates, inflation, and expectations about future
interest rates.

- The credit rating of the borrowing agency.

- Rjblic confidence in the financial health of state and local govern-
ments in general.

Based on his experience and kncwled^ of the market, the managing
undeiwriter will determine the best timing of the issue.
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CHAPTER NINE

CAPITAL EXPENSES

Introduction

A capital expense decision has a greater financial impact than any
other single decision a financial manager will ever make. The operating
expenses of a system, in the long run, are greater than the amount of
money spent on capital acquisitions; but many decisions over a period of
many years determine how much is spent on operations. Capital expen-
diture decisions tend to occur infrequently, involve a long time hori-
zon, involve large sums of money, and can be very costly to reverse if

the wrong decision is made.

There are mny trade-offs involved in any kind of capital expen-
diture decision. Do you prefer a fixed cost or a variable cost? Do you
prefer a known or an unknown cost? Do you want to spend more now for
quality and durability, or spend more later for higher naintenance costs
and sooner replacement? In order to evaluate these tradeoffs and nake
the proper decisions you need reasonable estimates of required service
levels for years in advance. In addition to good service planning,
there are many financial tools that can aid a decision maker. This
chapter discusses a few of those tools that help a decision maker to

make better decisions and can also save money for a transit system after
that decision is made.

Time Value of Money

M extremely important fcictor in any financial decision is the time

value of money. The time value of money can be described most simply by
the fact that one dollar today is worth more than one dollar next year,
or at any point in the fiiture. This is true because the very posession
of money has a value. Those with money can rent the use of their money
to those with an immediate need for money. The charge for the use of
the money, in addition to the repayment of the money itself (the
principal) , is called the interest

.

Simple techniques have been developed to determine how quickly
invested money will grow because of the accrued interest. The future
value of a specified amount of money can be determined as long as the
time period is known and an interest rate can be assumed. Frequently
when doing financial planning or considering a capital purchase, it is
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necessary to have a specific amount of money at a futijre day. A similar
process to determinning the future -v^lue can be used to determine the
present value of the amount of money that mist be invested now, in order
to assure that the specified amount is available vhen needed. The first
step to understanding techniques for determining future and present
values is to understand interest rates and the principles of compounding
interest

.

Compound Interest

An interest rate is specified as a percentage of the amount
borrowed or loaned per init of time. The amount borrowed or loaned is

called the principal. When interest is compounded, the amount of
interest earned during a unit of time is added to the principal.
Interest for the next time period is calculated by multiplying the same
interest rate by the new principal amount. The frequency with v^ch the
interest is compounded can significantly affect how quidcly the invested
money grows. The fiDllcwing example shows how the investment of $100
under different confounding factors can affect the final amount:

Anount at
CCTDpounding Pv( 1+i)^ end of year

Annually 100(1.12)1 $112.00

Semiannually 100 (1.06)2 $112.36

Quarterly 100 (1.03)^ $112.55

Monthly 100(1.01)12 $112.68

Future Value

The future value of an amount of money today is the original amount
(beginning principal) plus any interest t±iat will be earned during a
particular time period. The basic fiDrraula to use is:

Fv = Pv(l + i)"

where Fv " future valve

= present value

i = interest rate per period

n = number of periods

The number of periods can be fiDund by multiplying the nuniber of
years by the number of times per year confounding takes place.
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Similarly, the interest rate per time period is the interest rate per
year divided by the timber of times per year compounding takes place.
In the above cotrpounding example under quarterly compounding, tfie

interest rate per period and number of periods can be calculated as
follows

:

12%/ per year
i = = 31 per period

4 periods per year

Ebcanyle 1 . How much will $2,500 deposited today at 12% compounded
annually be worth 5 years from today?

^ =iv(i+iP

= $2,500 (1 + .12)5

= $2,500 (1.12)5

= $2,500 (1.7623)

= $4,405.85

Example 2 . The Metropolitan Transit Authority deposits $20,000
today as the local share for a fiiture building expansion. How much will
the MTA have at the end of 10 years if it earns 12% compounded
semiannually?

FV = Pv (1 + i)^

Fv = $20,000 (H-.06)20

= $20,000 (1.06)20

= $20,000 (3.2071)

= $64,142.80

i = .12 = .06; and n = 10 X 2 = 20, due to semiannual coicpounding

.

2

Present Value

Given an amount of money needed at a fiiture date and the estimated
interest rate, we can conopute how much money -we need to deposit today.

This process is called discounting. Vfe discount a future amount of
money by using a discount rate, otherwise known as an interest rate, for
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t±ie specified amount of time. The basic fiDrraiila for determining the
present valiie is:

Pv = Fv
(1 + i)^^

Tables of discount factors are available vhich r^resent the pre-
sent value of $1, given the number of periods and the interest rate per
period. The effects of compounding on the interest rate and number of
periods is the same fDr present value problems as it is fiDr future -value

problems. Also, the discount factor table can be used in future value
problems by substituting 1/discount factor for (1+i)^.

Example 3 . How much money should Easyville Transit deposit in the

bank if it can earn 10% ccrapounded annually in order to buy a bus in
two years with an expected cost of $160,000? Easyville
Transit's local share will be 20^o of $160,000, or $32,000.

Pv = Fv (discount factor)

= $32000 (.826)

= $26,432

Ihe discount factor .826 came from Table 9.1 under the column
10% for two years. The $26,432 is the amount of money Easjnd-lle

Transit's local share should deposit today in order to cover 20% of the

total cost in two years.

Example 4 . Acme Transit is planning to build a terminal building
in 5 years. Ihe cost of the project has been estimated at $1,750,000.
How much should be deposited today to cover die local share if it can
earn 8% compounded quarterly?

Fv = .20 (1,750,000) = $350,000

n = 5 years x 4 periods/year = 20

i = 8% per year = 2%/ per period
4 periods per year

Pv = Fv (discount factor)

Pv = $350,000 -( .673)

Pv = $235,550

The discount factor, .673, comes from Table 9.1, and can be found in

the 2% column for 20 periods.
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Anmiities

An annuity is a series of eqiial payments made at tiie beginning or
end of equal time periods. A coinnon example of an annuity is a monthly
rental payment. There are several types of annuities. An ordinary
annuity is an annuity vhere the pajmients are due at the end of each
period. An annuity due is an annuity vhere the payments are due at the
beginning of each period. A deferred annuity is an annuity vhere the
first payment is due sometime after the first period.

Here, we will deal with ordinary annuities. Table 9.2 contains an
annuity discount table. The following formula and examples demonstrate
how to use annuities.

Pa = Am [1 -(1 + i) -n
]

L

vhere: Pa = the present \»lue of an annuity

Am = the periodic payment

i = interest rate per period

n = nuniber of periods

Since [1 - (H-i)~^]/i is simply the ordinary annuity discount fector,
this factor can be found \jsing Table 9.2 by looking at the interest rate
per period and number of periods.

Exanyle 5 . Maummee Transit has bou^t a coicputer and mist pay
$5,000 at the end of each of the next ten years to the Kurtz Computer
Company. How much is the present value of the anniiity Kurtz is to

receive if the discount rate is 10%?

First, \fe can set up the problem as a series of present value
problons. The following discount factors were found in Table 9.1.
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End of Year Payment Discount Pa

1 $5,000 .909 $4,545

2 5,000 .826 4,130

3 5,000 .751 3,755

4 5,000 .683 3,415

5 5,000 .621 3,105

6 5,000 .564 2,820

7 5,000 .513 2,565

8 5,000 .467 2,335

o

10 5,000 .386 1,930

TOTALS $50,000 6.144 $30,720

Hovgever, we can use die ordinary annuity discount table to find die
discount factor without adding up the discount factors from Table 9.2.
The ordinary annuity discount factor, 6.145, can be fisund by looking at
Table 9.2 under the discount rate of 10% with ten annual payments. (The
difference between 6.144 and 6.145 is caused by rounding.)

IV =» Am (ordinary annuity discount factor)

= $5,000 ( 6.145)

- $30,750

Although iOjrtz receives a total of $50,000 over the next ten 3iears, the
present value of this annuity is only $30,725.

Exanple 6 . Shieldstown Transit wishes to purchase five buses in
five >ears far an expected cost of $200,000 per bus. If 80% of the cost
is funded by Section 9 capital grants, how much should Shieldstown
Transit deposit in the bank at the end of each of the next five years if
the interest rate is 8% per >ear?

Total cost: 5 x $200,000 $1,000,000

Less : Section 9 of .8( total cost) - $800,000

Local share $200,000
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First, find the present value of the $200,000:

Pv = Fv (factor)

= $200,000 (.681)

= $136,200

Now, find the aniual deposits:

Pv = Am (ordinary anruity discount factor)

136,200 = Am (3.993)

Am = 136,200

3.993

Am = $34,109.69

Life-cycle Costing

Life-cycle costirg is a valuable analytical tool that goes beyond
merely examinirg the initial capital irvestinent vhen considerirg alter-
native capital expenditure decisions. In its simplist fom, life-cycle
costiig estimates the total cost of ownership, incliditTg purdiase,
operation, and maintenance, over the entire useful life of the equip-
ment. The d^ree of complexity and accuracy can vaiy widely dependirg
upon how much detail is desired in operatirg and maintenance cost pro-
jections and on how mary assunptions and estimates are required to pre-
dict future events and their costs.

The significant cost factors that are usually considered in a life-
cycle cost analysis include total fuel consunption, cost per gallon, and
miles per gallon; tire cost and tire life in miles; the replacanent
and repair costs, the number of ocairances, and the timirg of the event
for brd<es, air conditionir^g, and transmissions; and estinates for the
cost of prarentive maintenance. Cfependirg upon the nature of the deci-
sion, it may also be necessaiy to include driver's vages and shop equip-
ment. Pn analysis that considers all of these related costs over the
usefiil life of the 'vehicle, or equipment, demonstrates that the actual
initial capital expense is only a sntiall part of the total ejqjense

related to the decision.

Because of the significant portion of total life-cycle costs that
are in addition to the initial purchase, it is possible that the expen-
diture choice with the low bid may actually cost more by the end of the
useful life of the purchase. It is also possible to discount the future
ej^enses related to operatirg and maintenance costs so that a present
value can be deteimined. This present value is particularly important
when the iivestment choices ha/e different schedules for operatirg and
maintenance expenses.
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Life-cycle Costing Example

The fiDllowing exaii5)le is a siBoplified \«rsion of a life-cycle cost
analysis of the purchase, operation, and maintenance of one 40-foot
transit coach. The same process could be used to analyze other options;
then the choice vrLth the lowest present value could be identified. Hich
of the information on operating and naintenance cost estimates can be
obtained from the manufecturers , but you should be cautious about using
their figures. Whenever possible, you should check their figures with
other transit systems that have actual operating experience with the
product. For the purpose of this exanple, we nake the fallowing assump-
tions. (Other assumptions are included in the worksheet.)

Useful life of vehicle

Average miles/year

Miles/gallon

Fuel cost ( average over next
12 years)

Labor rate/hour

Preventive maintenance
cost/mile

12 years

45,000

4.5

$1.10

$15.00

$.09

Calculation Worksheet

BUS Uf^ME

12

// useful years
45,000

// miles/year
540,000

Est. bus lifetime in
miles •( EBL)

AogfuismoN qost/bus

1 X
// buses

$160,000
Cost/bus

$160.000
AugUliiiTiCN (UbT
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HJEL UX

EBL Est. m.p.g.
—" J " "

iotai gai . in EBL

120,000 X $1.10 $U2,000
Total gal. in lifetime Cost/gal

.

FOEL ICC

1RANSMISSI0N ICC

540,000 X 200,000 2

between overhaul
(EMB)

Event

Remove & install

Labor
Hours

Dismantle, overhaul,
8t test 8

Labor
Rate

X 15.00

X 15.00

+

Material
Cost

600

150

Cost Per
Event

690

270

Cost per overhaul 960

960
Cost/overhaul // overhauls

$1,920
IRANSMISSiaT
OVERHAUL liX
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BRAKE REPAIR l£C

540,000
*

• 60,000 9
EBL EMB reline-

tum drums
// relines - t\jm

540,000
•

• 240,000 = 2
V+pVEBL EMB reline-

new

71 T"5
// relines - new

Event
Labor
Hours

Labor
Rate

Material
Cost

Cost Per
Event

Reline-tum 6 X 15.00 + 75 165

Reline-new 6 X 15.00 + 200 = 290

165 X 6 + 290 X 2 1,570
Reline-tum // relines- Relines-new // relines- WME REPAIR

cost tum cost new IX3C

AIR GONDmONING & VENIILATIQN REPAIR LCC
Compressor overhaul

540,000 -T- 90,000 = 6
EBL EMB overhaul // overhauls

Labor Labor Material Cost Per
Event Hours Rate Cost Event

Remove & reinstall 6 X 15.00 + 150 = 240

Rebuild 8 X 15.00 + 250 = 410
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240 + 410 650 X 5 3,250
Remove cost Rebuild cost Cost/overhaul //overhauls Compressor LCC

Blower Overhaul

540 000 •4- 90,000 6
EBL EMB overhaul // overhaul

Event
Labor
Hours

Labor
Rate

Material
Cost

Cost Per
Event

Remove 8t replace 4 X 15.00 + 75 135

Rebuild motor 4 X 15.00 + 120 180

135 + 180 315 X 5 1,575
Remove cost Rebuild cost Cost/overhaul // overhauls Blower LCC

Gbodenser Motor Overhaul

540,000 -T- 90,000
EBL EMB overhaul // overhauls

Event
Labor
Hours

Labor
Rate

Material
Cost

Cost Per
Event

Remove 8t replace 2 X 15.00 + 50 80

Rebuild motor 4 X 15.00 + 75 135

80 + 135 215 X 5
Rebuild cost

1,575

// overhauls

3,900

1,075
Remove cost

3,250

Condenser LCC

+ 1,075
Ccanpressor LCC Blower LCC Condenser LCC AIR ooNDmoNBi ux:
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IREVENTIVE MAINIENANCE ICC

.09 X 540,000
Cost/mile

48.600

BUS l£C

Acquisition cost

Fuel LCC

Transmission repair LCC

Brake repair LCC

Air conditioning repair LCC

Preventive maintenance LCC

$ 160,000

$ 132,000

$ 1,920

$ 1,570

$ 5,900

$ 48,600

TOTAL LIFE-CWXE ODST == $ 349,990

TIME VALUE ADOUSTED ICC

Discount rate = 10%
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Item

Timing
(year in
vtiich event
occurs)

Present
Value
Factor

Cost Per
Event or
Per Year

Present
Value
Cost

Acquisition cost 0 1 X 160,000 — 160,000

Riel cost 1-12 6.814 X (132,000/12) 74,954

Transmission cost 5 .621 YA you — 596

9 .424 YA _ 407

Brake repair 2 .826 YA 136

3 .751 YA 1.0D
— 124

4 .683 X 165 — 113

7 .513 A = 85

8 .467 YA IDJ 77

10 .386 YA 64

Brake replace 6 .564 X 290 = 164

11 .350 X 290 101

Air conditioner
repair

2

4

.826

.683

X

X

650

650

— 537

444

6 .564 X 650 367

8 .467 X 650 304

Preventive
maintenance

10

1-12

.386

6.814

X

X

650

(48,600/12)

251

27,597

UnAL mESENT IfiVLUE UFE-CYCLE OOST = $266,321
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Vehicle Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation of currently cwned buses is a very important alter-
native fcr upgrading the quality of a transit system's fleet. A ccanpre-

hensive capital replacement plan should consider using rehabilitation of
part of the system s fleet rather than purchasing new vehicles vhenever
the old ones deteriorate past the point vhere it is cost effective to
maintain them. A good preventive maintenance program can keep a vehicle
in intensive service for many years, but there comes a time \^n con-
tinuing maintenance becomes impractical because of excessive cost. If
no replacement vehicle is available, you are forced to continue an
expensive maintenance program, vhile also incurring the additional
\jnmeasurable costs of unreliable service. If you have planned ahead,
there are mny factors to consider and there are financial tools
available to help you determine v^iether you want to purchase a new
vehicle or rehabilitate the old vehicle.

Dsfining Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation is a thorough rebuilding and/or replacement of all
essential mechanical parts combined with a ccraplete refinishing of the
interior and exterior ^pearance. Rehabilitation goes far beyond a gpod
preventive mintenance program. Although many of the individual tasks
of rehabilitation are routinely handled in a good preventive maintenance
program, UMIA has established standards v^ich mist be achieved in reha-
bilitation in order to assure that the useful life of the \;ehicle will
be extended at least five years. These standards include specifications
for: rebuilding the transmission, engine, steering system, and
siispension; replacing the brake system, exhaust system, vheel housings,
instruments and guages, interior lighting, floor covering, and window
latch and seals; repainting the interior and exterior; reupholstering
seats; and rehabilitating the heating and cooling systems.

Normally, a standard size transit bus would be considered a can-

didate for rehabilitation after it has reached 12 years and/or 500,000
miles of service. Except inder musual circumstances, IKTA requires
transit properties to cerate a bus at least 12 years before it will
fund it for rdnabilitation . This is done to ensure that systems do not
neglect their naintenance programs. Depending upon local ccxiditions and
the quality of maintenance, any single -vehicle may need rehabilitation
long before , or long after it has surpassed these standards . A vehicle
must be cared for at least well enough to mintain its structural
integrity in order to make rehabilitation cost effective.

Snaller transit -vehicles ( less than 35 feet in length) and vans are
also potential candidates for rehabilitation, but are nuch less fre-

quently considered. The frames and ^neral construction of smaller
vehicles are not nearly as durable as standard transit buses and do not
hold up to the abuse of rugged driving ccxiditions nearly as well. If
they are to be considered for rdiabilitation, it must be done in a
shorter time frame, with fewer miles of service, and carefully con-
sidered on a case-by-case basis (as all buses, r^ardless of size,

should be)

.
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Advantages of Rehabilitation

Cost . The initial total cost of rehabilitating buses can be as lew
as one-third the cost of a new vehicle. Average costs are difficult to
develop because the scope of rehabilitation varies widely depending upon
the condition of the buses, the -vendor, the location of the ^^ndor, the
extent to which mechanical improvements were included, and many other
factors. The lower total cost of rdiabilitation, compared to purchasing
new buses, allows properties to upgrade the quality of their fleet and
the quality of service when their need exceeds or approaches the limit

of available funds. Although the guaranteed share of the gas tax has
made capital funds available in greater quantities to nany operators.
Federal funds are still limited. Traditionally, need has exceeded the
available resources.

Mother financial benefit of using rehabilitation is the possibi-
lity of deferred maintenance. It is possible to save money by reducing
the level and quality of preventive naintenance on \«hicles \tien there
is already a plan to rehabilitate tiiem. A certain level of effort inust

be maintained or the bus will not be worth rehabilitating, or the cost
of rehabilitating will exceed any savings. In order to make this judg-
ment, you must know what your maintenance expenses are for specific
tasks, vhat will be done during rehabilitation, vhen it will be done,
and what the incremental costs of specific elements within the scope of
the rehabilitation will be. The time value of money and the percentage
of local share are both important fectors. The money you save is spread
out over time long before the rehabilitation, vtiile t±je money you spend
is a lump sum at the end of the project. The money you save is an
operating expense, of which yoa must pay 50%. The local share of the
money you spend varies, but in most cases will be 20% (or less,

depending upon possible state contributions)

.

Other advantages . The overall quality of rehabilitated buses has
been rated highly by participating qjerators. Some operators r^ort
that rehabilitation can add up to 10 years to the service life of a
vehicle. Some operators have also reported that new technology buses
actually have higher maintenance costs than older, rdiabilitated buses.
After rehabilitation, the older, new look buses, sometimes gpt 20-30%
better gas mileage than the advanced design buses.

For many reasons, v^iether it is uncertainty about the availability
of capital ftinds, uncertainty about the availability of c^)erating funds
affecting the ability to maintain levels of service, or whatever else,
it is sometimes difficult to ccxnnit your property to major capital
acquisition programs. Rehabilitation offers a short-term solution to
fleet unreliability problems that gives you more time to do long-range
planning. Rehabilitation is often a much faster way to acquire replace-
ment buses than going through the time consuming procedures for pro-
curing new buses.
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lUsadvantages of Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation should never be used as a policy for an entire fleet
in order to avoid creating an entire fleet that is on the verge of obso-
lescence. Rehabilitation is at best, a short-run solution that is
appropriate &>t oaly part of the fleet . A large percentage of rdiabili-
tated buses in your fleet may create a large maintenance problem in the
near future and will require you to prepare a plan for replacing them
much sooner than if new vehicles were purchased.

A rehabilitated bus may be as old as 20 years old while it is still
providing regular service. Replacement parts may become difficult to
locate and more expensive to obtain. If the proper parts cannot be
located, reliability could suffer or you might have to rdjuild or
construct replacements at a relatively higher cost. Because the tech-
nology is so old, the bus may lack some of the valuable modem improve-
ments. Some necessities and amenities can be added during rdiabilitation
(e.g., wheelchair lifts, air conditioning).

When is Rehabilitation Appropriate?

The factors that determine vhether or not rdiabilitation is an

appropriate option include the size of your fleet and peak demand, the
age and condition of your fleet, v^iether you are expanding or cutting
back service, and whether or not you have any emergency needs to rqplace
vehicles or expand service. Of course, cost and the availability of
federal money is always a major factor.

The type of equipment a transit system uses is one \«ry in^xjrtant

factor vAiich contributes to the image of the system. While rdiabili-
tated buses are a great improvement over well-used \«liicles, they are
not as prestigious as modem, state-of-the-art equipment. In some
cities, tradition is an asset, v^le in other cities, particularly vtien

transit service has been inreliable, it may be mich more beneficial to

establish a new, more modem service. The image of a system is a
marketing tool that should be carefully considered.

If you have a large mmber of old buses, rehabilitation provides
you with an opportunity to upgrade the quality of your fleet at the

lowest total and the lowest local investment. However, the percentage
of rehabilitated buses in your fleet should be kept lower than 20-25%,

unless new vehicles are not an option (e.g. , not enougji available
funding)

.

Rehabilitation is a good option for \pgrading a small portion of

your fleet in order to give you more flexibility in assigning buses,

improving your spare ratio, or ocperimenting with service expansions
without an excessive financial conmitment. Rehabilitated buses mist be
used in regular service, at least on a rotating basis. They cannot be
used merely tx) stockpile buses ( if federal funds are used)

.

In an emergency situation, it is possible to rdiabilitate tuses

naoch quicker than it is too purchase new ones, especially in times vhen
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demand for new vehicles is higher and waiting lists are long. This is

particularly valuable vhen there is a sudden demand for new service and
you are without an adequate supply of spare \«hicles to cover the demand
and maintain enougji spares to aisure a reasonable level of reliability.
This is also beneficial when design flaws (e.g., cracked frames) , or
excessive breakdowns suddenly plague a system.

Rehabilitating buses is also fppropriate \*ien a vehicle replacement
cycle relys too heavily on mass purchases of new vehicles to r^lace
most or all of a fleet at the same time. This kind of replacement cycle
makes maintenance scheduling difficult because of slack time when the

new vehicles run well , and overloads when all of the \«hicles become old
and develop maintenance problems at the same time. Using rehabilitation
of part of the fleet instead of r^lacing the buses is an effective way
to break up the replacement cycle and schedule future replacements more
efficiently. This is sometimes referred to as fleet age balancing.

Buying Versus Rehabilitation

In addition to considering all of the above factors to determine
whether rehabilitation might be appropriate, the final choice
must be a financial decision. Is the money available? If enough is

available, vtiich cation is the most cost effective? Life-cycle costing
is a valuable tool to use \tien making this final analysis. The life-
cycle cost ( ICC) is the sum of the purchase price

, operating costs , and
maintenance costs, minus the resale value vhen the vehicle is disposed.
In the following exanples, we will demonstrate how to use simple LCC
formulas to compare purchasing new buses with rehabilitating old buses.

LCC example formulas . This first example assumes that rehabilita-
tion will only increase the service life of the 12 year old bus by five
years; the second example assumes an extension of eight jears. In both
examples, two simplified formulas are used to determine the life-cycle
cost. Ihe formula to determine the LCC for purchasing a new bus fmd
replacing it with a new bus vhenever it deteriorates past the point of
usefulness is:

LCCn = T [Cn + (OnxLn) - Rn]

\ivsre:

T = term of analysis

In = useful life of new bus

Ch = purchase cost of new Ixis

On = operating and mintenance cost of new bus/year

Rn = resale value of bus after its useful life
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Ihe fiDrraula for purchasing a new bus and rdiabilitating it at the
end of its normal useful life Corily one time) is

:

LCCr = T E(Cn + Cr) + (0n x Ln) + (0r x Lr) - Rr]
Ln + Lr

viiere, in addition to the above:

Lr = useful life of a rehabilitated bus

Cr = cost of rdiabilitating a bus

Or = operating and maintenance cost of a rehabilitated bus/year

Rr = resale value of rdiabilitated bus after its extended useful life

Example one: five-year extended life . For this example ve assime
the fiDllowing data.

T = 34 years

In = 12 years

Lr = 5 years

On = $170,000

Cr = $65,000

Oti = $14,000

Or = $16,000

Rn = $10,000

Rr = $4,000

U:Cn = T [Cn + (0n X Ln) - Rn]
In

= 34/12 [170,000 + (14,000 x 12) - 10,000]

= 34/12 (328,000)

= $929,333
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E(Cn + Cr) + (0n x Ln) + (0r x Lr) - Rr]
Ln + Lr

= 34/(12 + 5) [(170,000 + 65,000) + (14,000 x 12) + (16,000 x 5)
- 4,000]

= 34/17 (235,000 + 168,000 + 80,000 - 4,000)

= 2 (479,000)

= $958,000

gcanple two: eight-year extended life . For tiiis exanple, we assime
the fi3llowing data.

T - 32 years

In « 12 years

Ir « 8 years

Qi = $170,000

Or - $70,000

Oh = $14,000

Or = $16,000

Rn = $10,000

Rr = $3,000

LCCn = T [Cn + (On xln) - Rn]
Ixi

= 32/12 [170,000 + (14,000 x 12) - 10,000]

= 32/12 (328,000)

= $874,667
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LCCr T [(Cn + Cr) + (0n x Ln) + (0r x Lr) - Rr]
Ln + Lr

= 32/(12 + 8) ( 170,000 + 70,000) + (14,000 x 12) +
(16,000 X 8) - 3,000]

= 32/20 (240,000 + 168,000 - 3,000)

= 32/20 (533,000)

= $852,800

Analysis . In example one, we used a pericxJ of analysis of 34
years. This period allowed us to include two coii5)lete cycles of
purchasing a bus, using it for 12 years, and rehabilitating it for
another five years . When using only new buses , the period of analysis
covers two and two-thirds 12 year periods of a new bus's useful life.

The fectors [T/Ln and T/(Ln + Lr)] are used to adjust these tine periods
in t±je formula. The LCC for using new buses and using rdiabilitated
buses can be coaspared within each example, but the costs cannot be com-
pared between examples one and two because the terms of analysis are
different ( 34 years compared to 32) . In example two , we used 32 years
because it conformed nicely to one 12-year period of a new bus, followed
by an extension of eight years for one rehabilitation, and followed by
one more 12 year period with a new bus. If only new buses vere
purchased and used, the period of analysis would cover the useful life
of two and two-thirds buses. Any appropriate time period nay be used
for analysis, but it is more convenient to use a period which directly
coincides with some milestone in the cycle (e.g., replacing or rdiabili-
tating a bus) . The costs can also be analyzed by dividing the LCC by
the number of years in the period to create an annualized cost.

In example one, the option using exclusively new buses was $28,667
less than the life-cycle cost of purchasing a new bus and rdnabilitating
it for five years. In example two, the life cycle cxDSt for the rehabi-
litation option was $21,867 less than the new bus option. MDst of the

cost assumptions were the same in both exanqjles, but there were some
important differences that account for the different results. The most
important difference is the feet that the extension of service life due

to rehabilitation in example two was eight years and it was only five

years in example one. Even though the rehabiliation <x>st more ( $70,000
as opposed to $65,000), the extension of three additional years was more
than worth the extra expense, and this feet made rehabilitation more cost

effective than strictly purchasing new vehicles. The older age of
final retirement (20 instead of 17) reciuced t±ie resale value from $4,000
to $3,000, but this difference vas insignificant.

When looking at a life-cycle cost difference of only $21,867 over
32 years, it my be tempting to choose new buses simply because they
ejdiibit a more attractive image to t±ie general public. It is also
important to note t±iat this cx)st is not discounted to reflect the time
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value of money, vhich would farther reduce the financial impact. The
system's image can be a very important factor in attracting ridership
and generating local income and must also be considered as a factor vhen
considering a decision to rehabilitate. The convenience of only
stocking one type of maintenance inventory is also a big advantage for
purchasing only new buses. However, the $21,867 savings is only for cne
bus. In capital replacement programs involving large nimbers of
vehicles, these cost savings quickly multiply into large savings.

Tax Benefit Transfer ( Safe Harbor Leasing)

Tax benefit transfer or "safe harbor leasing" is a mechanism
through vhich the transit industry can realize a substantial financial
benefit. Essentially Congress has created an additional subsidy for the
transit industry by creating a tax break &>r private investors that also
reaps benefits for transit systems. A transit system cannot take advan-
tage of a tax break becuase it does not pay taxes, so it sells the right
to use the tax advantage to a private corporation. However, there are
many complications to overcome before a successful agreement can be
arranged. This complexity has discouraged nany eligible participants
from attempting the process.

Background

Safe harbor leasing was originally created as an incentive to pri-
vate industry. Tax exeunt entities sold depreciation rights of capital
equipment vhich they could not benefit from because of their tax status
(s.g., a corporation loses money and therefore owes no taxes), to pri-
vate industries vhich could benefit from their depreciation rights by
lowering t±»eir tax debt. By creating t±iis legal tax loop hole, Congress
hoped to stimulate capital investments in private industry. In response
to serious economic recession. Congress decided to loosen tax reductions
in an attempt to stimulate economic recovery.

The Economic Tax Recovery Act of 1981 ( ERTA) considerably relaxed
the tax provisions governing leasing and opened safe harbor leasing to
many industries, including both public and private sectors. Some of the
most profitable private companies in America immediately began taking
advantage of the opportunity. The Treasury Department estimated that

they would lose $27 billion in tax revenues by 1986 because of this
single element of YRTA. Grov/ing concern about an increasing federal
deficit and this significant loss of potential revenue caused Congress
to reconsider the entire tax benefit transfer issue. The Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ( TEFRA) essentially killed safe harbor
leasing for all interests at the end of 1983, except for the transit
industry. Safe harbor leasing is still available to the transit
industry until the end of calendar year 1987. Because of the long pro-
curment times for some transit vehicles, especially rail cars, special
exceptions were included to allow vehicles going into service after
January 1, 1988 to be eligible as long as certain special conditions
were met by March 31, 1983.
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Description

In order to arrange a safe harbor leasing agreement with a private
£irm, a transit system must be in the process o£ purchasing motor buses,
rail cars, or some sort of rolling stock. The transit system, being a
pijblic body, pays no taxes; therefore, it cannot take advantage of
depreciation rights and tax advantages of the purchase. The transit
system must find a private firm that is having a profitable year and is
interested in purchasing the depreciation rights of the vehicles. The
vehicles start to depreciate immediately upon receipt, so it is essen-
tial for both parties to begin the transactions as soon as possible.

The transit system sells the depreciation ri^ts to a private firm
and receives a one-time, lump sun payment. In order to meet the at-risk
requirements of ERIA, the lump sim payment oust equal or exceed lOt of
the value of the eligible rolling stock. According to Treasury
Department regulations, depreciation rights can be sold only on the non-
federal share of the purchase. The benefits the transit system receives
from the agreement is the lun^ sun payment along with maintaining title
and control of the rolling stock. The private corporation receives
siibstantial tax benefits firom the transfer. At the end of the safe har-
bor leasing period, the purchaser returns all rights to the buses or
rail cars to the transit system for a fee of $1.00.

As the name safe harbor leasing implies, this agreement is not
merely a purchase of depreciation ri^ts. There is also a lease
agreement involved. After the private corporation purchases die depre-
ciation ri^ts, it then leases the vehicles to the transit system,
although t±e title never changes hands. After the down payment has been
paid, the private corporation must also continue to pay the rest of the

purchase price plus interest in equal-sized payments cy^er die life of
the lease. Meanwhile, the transit system pays a rental fee equal to the
payments received frcm the private fixm. This convenient arrangement of
equal payments eliminates the need for an exchange of actual cash. It

is purely a paper transaction. Therefore, money only dianges hands
twice during the entire lease agreement: once with the initial down
payment made by the private firm, and a second time v^ien the transit
system repurchases the -vehicles fiDr $1.00 at the eod of the lease
period.

Benefits

The advantages of a safe harbor lease to the transit syst^ are

clear. The transit system keeps possession of the vehicles and receives
an initial down payment of at least 10% of the nonfederal share of the
purchase price. The down payment less any l^al or financial fees,

vMch can be substantial, is the actual benefit that the transit system
will receive.

The advantage to the private firm is harder to determine. The
depreciation from the vehicles can be deducted frcnn the firm's taxable
income, thus reducing the firm's tax payments. Because of the special
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consideration given transit rolling stock under ERTA, the private firm
is allowed to use the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) . Use of
ACRS allows the private firm to benefit even nore by having the depre-
ciation applied to taxable income during the first five years instead of
using straight line depreciation ( the sooner the depreciation rights are
sold, the greater the net present value). Although no money exchanges
hands after tiie down payment, the IRS recognizes the rental payments as

income to the private fixm and recognizes the payments to the transit
authority as eligible for interest deductions. The net effect of each
transaction is the private firm must pay additional taxes on the amount
of each payment vhich is used to reduce the principal. This amount
increases each year as the interest portion of each payment declines.
Overall, the advantage to the private firm is the net present value of
the tax savings associated with the depreciation less the net present
value of the increased taxes associated with the principal reductions
less the initial down payment less any legal and financial fees required
for the lease.

Safe Harbor Leasing Example

The following exaiDple is simplified, step-by-step outline of the
process, payments, and financial gains of a safe harbor leasing
agreement to both a transit system and a private firm. It was necessary
to make certain assumptions and to simplify some steps to make the pro-
cess easier to understand.

1. A transit authority buys buses worth $100,000,000 of which IMTA
pays 807o and the nonfederal share is 20%. Therefore, $20,000,000
worth of buses are eligible for a safe harbor lease.

2. The transit authority and a private fixm agree on a safe harbor
lease arrangement. The private firm will make a down payment of
$2,000,000. The interest rate on the principal will be 12% per year
and the life of the lease is 15 years.

3. Since the remaining purchase price of $18,000,000 ( $20,000,000 -

$2,000,000) must be repaid in 15 equal, annual installments at 12%
interest. See Table 9.2 to get an annuity factor of 6.811 (15 years
at 12%) . The annuity payment is

:

$ 18,000,000 = $2,642,783.73
6.811

or for our purposes, $2,642,800.

4. The private firm will depreciate the buses mder ACKS. (Percentages
are standard for five-year ACRS depreciation.)
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Year Standard Percentage Depreciation Amount

1 15% $3,000,000
2 22% $4,400,000
3 21% $4,200,000
4 21% $4,200,000
5 21% $4,200,000

5. While the private firm is paying $2,642,800 per year &>r the depre-
ciation rights of the buses, the transit authority pays an annual
rental fee of $2,642,800.

6. The benefit to the transit authority is the $2,000,000 down payment
and the full use of the buses for 15 years vn.th the option of buying
back the buses far $1.00 at the end of the agreement ( less any l^al
or financial fees , which are not included in this example)

.

7. The benefit to t±ie private firm is harder to calculate. The
net present value of the depreciation rights before taxes is

$15,937,000, or $7,331,000 after taxes ( assuming a 46% corporate
income tax rate). However, taxes are increased every year by the
principal reduction part of each annual payment, which has a net
present value of $6,467,600 before taxes, or $2,975,000 after
taxes. Also, the private firm paid the initial $2,000,000 down
payment. The total benefit to the private firm is:

$7,331,000 - $2,975,000 - $2,000,000 = $2,356,000.

8. It should be noted the monetary gain for both the transit authority
and the private firm will be lower due to legal and financial fees.

Table 9.3 provides a more detailed description of the financial
implications of the Safe Harbor Leasing. The table breaks down the

costs and benefits year by year t±iroug}iout the 15-year sale/leaseback
period

.

Each of the 13 columns in Table 9.3 is described below.

Column 1. Identifies the year, or t±»e payment periods of the

sale/leaseback agreement. The first row, identified as 0,
describes the transactions vhich take place at the beginning
of the agreement. Each consecutive nuniber identifies the
transactions at the end of the corresponding year.

Column 2. Depreciation percentages are standard for ACRS. The five-year

depreciation schedule is 15%, 22%, 21%, 21%, and 21% for each
consecutive year.

Column 3. Actual depreciation discounted at 12% over the five years
of ACEIS yields the net present value of the purchased
depreciation rigjits, before taxes.
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Column 4. Yearly tax savings come not from the depreciation rights, but
from the taxes you. can avoid paying because of them. Based
on a 46% corporate inccaoe tax rate, this colunn shows the
yearly tax savings.

3.000 X .46 = 1.3800

Column 5. Rental payments are established to equal the debt service
payments so that it is not necessary for money to actually
change hands.

j

Column 6. Debt service payments are established by dividing the beginning
principal by the present value factor from Table 9.2.

$18,000,000 -f 6.811 = $2,642,783.73, or

18.0000 ^ 6.811 = ,2.6428

The present value factor is found on Table 9.2 at the intersec-
tion of the row for the number of periods to be paid ( 15
annual payments) and the column for the interest rate ( 12%) .

Column 7. To determine the amount of interest paid, first compute the

principal reduction ( column 8) ; then subtract it from the
total debt service payment.

2.6428 - .4828 = 2.1600

Column 8. To determine the amount of principal reduction, multiply the
beginning principal times the interest rate and add it to the
principal

.

18.0000 X .12 + 18.0000 = 20.1600

Subtract the annual payment from the above total

20.1600 - 2.6428 = 17.5172

This difference ( 17.5172) gives you the new principal v^ich
goes in column 11. Sijbtract the new principal from the old

principal to get the principal reduction.

18.0000 - 17.5172 = .4828

Column 9. To determine the present value of the principal reduction,

multiply the principal reduction times the present value fac-

tor for 12% interest at each corresponding year from Table 9.1.

.4828 X .893 = .4311

.5407 X .797 = .4309
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Golimn 10. To determine the present value of yearly tax savings,
iDLiltiply the discounted principal reduction times the
corporate income tax rate.

.4311 X .46 = .1983

Column 11. The principal was already determined as an intermediate
step in column 8.

Colunn 12. The down payment is a one-time event at the beginning of
the sale/leaseback period.

Column 13. The total yearly tax savings are determined by the following:
yearly tax savings due to depreciation less yearly tax
savings due to debt service less down payments.

1.3800 - 0 - 2.0000 = -.6200

1.8073 - .1983 - 0 = 1.6090
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CHAPTER TEN

AUTOMATION

Intrcxhiction

The rapidly changing technology in t±ke area of computers has
increased the number and range of tools available to the financial
manager. A full spectrum of calculating devices is now readily
available, ranging from hand-held calculators to nainframe computers that
occupy a full, climate-controlled room. The d)ilities of these machines
and their prices also vary proportionately. An appropriate tool is
available to assist financial managers in almost any size or type of
organization

.

The abilities of these machines also vary on a spectrum. The three
major factors that diange are:

1. The amount of data that they can store.

2. The number and complexity of instructions that they can store in
the form of a program.

3. The speed with vhich they can perform calculations.

At one extreme, a calculator can be used to perform calculations,
but can store a limited amount of data (usually less than six numbers).
It cannot store instructions at all and is limited by the speed of the
user. At the other extreme, a mainframe con$)Uter can store large
amounts of data and lengthy programs, and can perform the desired calcu-
lations very rapidly. This means that the user can give the computer a
maxinom of specific instructions about the task it is to perform.
Between these extremes, microcomputers and miniconputers offer a range
of machines more or less independent of instructions from the user.

Automating financial functions, like any other coinputer applica-
tion, requires selecting two parts to a computer system. First, the
software or program that actually does the job must be selected.
Second, the conoputer or machine that will run the selected program must
be chosen. The software selection is the more critical of the two and
actually determines the usefulness of the conputer system.
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Che of the nore confusing issues in selecting computer software and
hardware is in identi:fying the ^propriate number of users of the system
and the amount of coordination that mist be provided between them. Each
user can have their own programs and small computer ( a single-user
system) , or a single program and computer can be used by numerous people
(a nulti-user system). A multi-user system requires a faster, and
therefore more expensive, computer to be able to handle the requirements
of several users simultaneously. Different software and hardware are
required for the two different approaches.

Uses of Autcmation in Financial Management

The uses of auton^ition in financial management fall into two
general categories:

1. Routine tasks requiring calculations. Involving storage, ijqxiating

records and nanipulation of records, can be programmed fiDr repeti-
tion by the computer. This avoids tbe need to repeat tedious tasks
by hand and enhances tiie reliability of results. Examples of these
tasks include accounting, inventory, and report preparation. Most
of these applications are either accounting functions or conpiling
and updating records.

2. Otie-time or infrequent analysis may be required as an input to
decision-making. The computer can be used to help organize complex
calculations, and perform repetitious calculations rapidly.
Exanq)les of this include analysis of proposed fare changes, cash
management strategies, and budget development.

Accounting

Accounting functions, vhich require continual organization of
information, repetitious calculations, and preparation of routine
reports, are a natural application fDr computers. Preprogramned
accounting packages are readily available, and fall into two general
categories: those designed for any small business, and those specifi-
cally designed for txansit operations.

Business accounting packages . Generic business accounting packages
are available fDr all size businesses, either from office automation
companies ( for larger operations and computers) or increasingly
"off-the-shelf" from computer stores far scoall computers. These ucoially

consist of five elements that are designed to be used together, but that
can be purchased as separate modules.

-General ledger
-Accounts payable
-Accounts receivable
-Payroll
-Inventory
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A change or correction in one nodule should be automatically incor-
porated when it affects the other modules.

The modules of most use to the typical transit agency are the
general ledger and accounts payable. Accounts receivable may be
required in an agency with extensive pass sales or <±iarter work. Ihe
payroll module might need to be revised if an exception-based payroll
system is in use; many agencies using a service agency may gain little
advantage from moving the process in-house, vhile becoming responsible
for producing the paychecks punctually. Finally, many inventory modules
are designed for retail inventory rather than stockroom ccotrol; for
example, they may not incorporate reordering thresholds, nor raLiltiple

siippliers

.

Because these programs v^re written for any small business they may
not be able to meet the special needs of transit operations. It is
important to check that a package has the flexibility to perform as
required. First, the standard reporting required by Section 15 has some
impact on program selection. Can the program use 10 digit account
codes? Can reports be formatted to fulfill the Section 15 requirements?
A second consideration in selecting an accounting package concerns the
amount of flexibility. Can you reformat reports to your cwn
requirements? If not, will the supplier nake modifications for you7
Programs written in database nanagement languages may be easier to
modify.

Transit accounting packages . Transit specific financial packages
are available from a number of consultants and software development com-

panies. These programs tend to be more expensive tiian general business
packages because of the work required to tailor them to transit's speci-
fic needs, and because of the relatively small number of potential
customers

.

These packages are usually provided as a turn-key system by the

supplier; the supplier provides the software and hardware, as well as

training, installation and support of the system. In this case, the
user often has very little idea how the programs organize the data or
vrork, little flexibility to nake modifications themselves, and how they
are forced to rely on the supplier for these services.

The best source of information on these programs, as on many other
specialized programs, is other agencies vho are using the program. In

addition to agencies provided as references by the supplier, users can
be identified through the Aioerican Public Transit Association (APIA)

,

through the Transit Industry Microcomputer Exchange ( TIME) , or throu^
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration ( UMTA) . Talking to the
individuals vho actually use the programs may provide yoa with a clearer
understanding of viiat the programs actually can do for you, how they
would fit into your organization and operating procedures, and what is
the quality of program itself and the supplier's si:pport.
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Data Storage And Retrieval

There are many tasks in financial management for transit that are
primarily problems of data filing, organizing, and retrieving. Some of
these tasks are fixed asset and parts inventory, personnel and payroll
data maintenance, and summary of ferebox revenue. Accounting functions
are also a specialized application of this type.

Many of these tasks can be done using a general purpose database
management program. Database managers make use of the computer's abi-

lity to store and manipulate large amounts of information quickly. The
purpose of the database manager is to structure the information in such
a way that it becomes accessible througji the computer, and to provide
powerful commands to perform data manipulations in one step, such as
sorting or finding data. These programs can help the user to perform
any task that can be structured as though it were a set of file cards
ontaining data to be updated or manipulated.

The heart of a database system is the way the information is struc-
tured . Microcomputer databases are structured as a set of files ( or
relations), each consisting of records, which are in turn made up of
fields (or attributes). A file is analagous to a paper file containing,
for exanple, information on each part in inventory, or payroll data for
all employees, and can be imagined as a large table. Files are the
units in vhich data is stored on. disks. Each file is composed of a
number of records, each containing data fDr one part or one employee,
and all structured in exactly the same way, like a preprinted fiDrm.

Each piece of information in the record, such as the data of last order
of the part, or current run number of the employee, is called a field.

Figure 10.1 illustrates the relationship between these elements.

The key to database in^jlementation is defining the structure and
interrelationships of the datafiles . This requires a thorougji

understanding of the iDeans of collecting and the uses of the data, the

manipulations that might be desired, and the capabilities of the program
being used. A v^ll organized nfinual record keeping system may be trans-
ferred fairly directly to a database nanager. Substantial procedural
changes may be required in a system that currently maintains disorga-
nized or incomplete information.

The potential benefits of database nanagement are enormous. The

time required to perform routine summaries of information, or to locate
a particular piece of information can be reduced. This nakes it

feasible to summarize the data in ways that can help decision-makers,
but that were not possible before, due to the time required. This capa-

bility may increase the amount of data available to managers in planning

and decision-making.

Because of the complexity of database management, it is possible
that you may find it effective to hire a programmer to wDrk with you. in
setting up the database system. It may be to your benefit to use the

experience and perspective of an outside programmer, not only because
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Field

1

nccroTDTinNUtaLKlr 1 lUn vtnuUn

PURCHASE ESTIMATED

PRICE LIFE

101 68Gf1C-T6H5305A203 1968 SPELUNK STREET RHV $20,758

102 688HC-T6H5305A204 1968 SPELUNK STREET RHY $20,758 u

103 70BHC-TDH5305A522 1970 . GENERAL MOTORS $22,588

104 706I1C-TDH5305A523 1970 GENERAL MOTORS $22,588 1
1 ^

105 706HC-TDH5305A524 1970 GENERAL HOTORS $22,588 1^

106 82FLX(40')/6B30B 06/82 FLXIBLE CORP $128,450 1 ^
1 ^

107 82FLX (40' 1/68309 06/82 FLHBLE CORP $128,450 12 .

108 B2FLX(40'>/68310 06/82 FLXIBLE CORP $128,450 1

FIGURE 10.1 Database exasple: ^ixed asset inventory.
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of the technical aspects of using the program, but also the issues con-
cerned with designing the files and interrelationships between them in
the context of day-to-day transit operations. Chce t±ie database has
been set up, however, no particular ccxnputer expertise should be

required to sort the data, look at it, generate data summaries, or
design reports showing selected information.

Management Support and Analysis

A very different application of carputer technology from those
discussed above is as a tool far one-time analysis of data. This type
of analysis is often needed when predicting the impact of alternative
decisions . A better understanding of possible impacts of a new fere
policy, for exaniple, can be obtained. The expected impacts of a range
of cash management strategies can be cotnpared.

The electronic spreadsheet can provide a versatile and powerful tool
for this type of analysis. It allows the user to structure a problem in
a general way that can then be used to test various scenarios. This
process can be applied to any problem that can be imagined as a large
table of labels and interrelated values.

The electronic spreadsheet is a large table with rows and colunns of
cells. The user nay place a number, a label, or a formula in each cell.
The formulas may include values from other cells, and it is this that
makes t±ie spreadsheet so effective. When a value that is used in other
formulas is changed, the results of the dependent formulas are automati-
cally recalculated.

Figure 10.2 shows a simple example of a spreadsheet. In this case

the fuel consumed by each fleet is loiown, and the user wants to know the
cost of the fuel. When the spreadsheet is set \jpy the formula " B6*C6 "

is entered in cell D6. (Multiplication is indicated by an asterisk *.)
From then on, the spreadsheet will display the result of the calculation
in cell D6, in this case 65,000 multiplied by .91 or $59,150 is the

amount of consumed fuel. If the projected &iel cost in cell C6 is
changed, or the amount of fuel consumed, the result in D6 will change
automatically. The totals for fuel consumed and monthly cost are also
included and automatically updated in cells B12 and D12 respectively,
(e.g., cell D12 is the summation of D6 + D8 + DIO)

.

This fundamental concept allows computational problems to be
displayed visually as steps in a table, making the problem easier to

understand and resolve. The spreadsheets provide numerous ccranands that
help the user to set up the application and create a table that is

understandable and suitable for presentation. For example, the commands

allow the user to copy a formula from one cell to a number of others, or
to set t±ie format of numbers displayed as integers, real numbers with a
selected number of decimal places, or even dollars. Rjnctions such as

average, maximum, or net present value are also provided for use in the

formulas

.
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Column

Row A B C D

1 Fuel Price

2 Consumed Per Monthly

3 Fleet (gallons) C3allon Cost

4

5

6 40' Buses 65,000 $.91 $59,150

7

8 30' Buses 25,000 $.91 $22,750

9

10 Service Vehicles 4,500 $.96 $ 4,416

11

12 Total 94,500 - $86,316

FIGURE 10.2 Spreadsheet exaiq>le.
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The applications for spreadsheets are virtually unlimited. They
pennit rapid calculation of ou teenies for a rar^e of irput values ty a
sophisticated process of trial and error. Tkbles of interrelated
values, such as budgets and performance measures, may be rapidly charged
or updated. Small amounts of data my be organized and nanipuLated. Ps

a result, spreadsheets ha^e become the most frequently used type of
microconputer software.

Frequently used applications of spreadsheets in financial manage-
ment include:

- Operating bud^t development
- C^sh flow raan^ement
- Fare structure analysis
- Preparation of monthly reports

Examples of these applications are included in Appendix B.

Other Financial Programs

There are numerous other computer prograns available for financial
analysis and problem-solvLrig. t^ry of than are proprietary programs
that are available frcm their developer. The development of some
programs for microccmputers has been sponsored by IMTA, resulting in a
public domain prodict that is available at no cost; these prograns are
distributed through the Transit Industry Microcoiputer Exchange (TIME),
whose address is given below.

The Driver Extraboard Cost Nbdel (DEB) can be used to forecast
driver wage and benefit costs by month for a five-year period. The
model takes into account changes in amount and profile of service,
hiritg and layoffs of drivers, unscheduled and unproductive pay hours,
and estimates of cost of living allowance (COIA) increases, if applicable.

A transit personnel/payroll reporting systan is also available.
The progran is used to enter daily reports of work hours and absenteeisn
in a cumulative record of pa3n:oll and leaves. This program is written
using a database manager, v^ich allows the user to sunnarize the data in
various ways as required.

There are other associations, outside the transit industry that can
provide piilic sector application prograns of a financial nature. The
Govemnent Finance Officers Association spnsors a research center which
has developed software for various financial finctions, sirh as: sizing
bond offerings; deciding where to buy, borrow, or lease; assessing
financial condition; ard forecasting revenues.

Sources of Information

An inventory of all software on caiputers at transit agencies is

being conducted for the National Cooperative Transit Research and
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Develqxnent Progran (NCTFP). For information on the status of this pro-
ject contact:

Mr. Ian Kirghan
Projects Engineer
Transportation Research Board
2101 Constitution Ave rue, N. W.

Washington, D.C. 20418
(202)335-3224

IMTA produces piblications on the use of tidcrocanputers in transit
operations. Qirrently available doooments include:

Selected Readings, Volume 1, Getting Started in Microcomputers

Selected Readings, Volume 2, Selecting a Single User System

Selected Readings, Volume 3, Addressing Organizational Issues

Software and Source Book (Updated periodically)

The Transit Industry Microccraputer Exchange is a federally sponsored
microconputer users group. They piblish a newsletter, "TIME Capsule",

TIME Support Center
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Civil Qigineering Dspartnent
Trey, NY 12181

(518) 266-6227

In addition to these fonnally defined sources, the most
valuable source of answers to your qtestions is probably
your peers at systons sinilar to your own. A site visit, or
corversation with users of computers for applications you are
interested in can provide a better understanding of the real
day-to-day issues faced in implementing and using a computer
than ary other source.
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APPENDIX A

DEBT MECHANISMS

Anticipation Notes

Revenue

Use: In anticipation of IKCA Section 5 operating assistance.

Agency: Orange County Transportation District (OCTD).

Ifate: 1983.

In order to make ijp a shortfall in funds due to the time delay of
T4> to a year in receiving IKCA Section 5 operating assistance &inds the

OCTD issued revenue anticipation notes. Since the OCTD is non-profit
and tax exempt it veis able to borrow at tax exenpt rates. Ihe notes
received a rating of MlGl, vhich is the highest possible for short-term
loans. The proceeds from the notes were combined with city and special
district funds so that the excess working capital could be invested at
higher taxable interest rates. The difference of 3-4% between tax
exempt and taxable rates will yield a profit depending on the amount of
money involved.

The approval of the Internal Revenue Service and the Orange County
Board of Directors was necessary to issue the notes. The notes vere
secured by OCTD funds for a higher rating but vere timed to the receipt
of the Section 5 grants. Grant anticipation notes may be issued for up
to 13 months in advance. Although this transaction was in anticipation
of Section 5 operating assistance, the same procedures are possible for
Section 9 operating assistance.

Bond

Use: In anticipation of capital improvement bonds.

Agency: Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority ( GCRTA) .

Date: 1984.

The notes were issued for one year at 8.05% interest. The arrange-
ments to handle the notes wBre made with two Cleveland security brokers.

/
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The proceeds from the Capital Improvement Bond Anticipation Notes vere
to be used to provide a match to funds provided by \M£A. The monies
will be \jsed to fund a capital improvement program.

Grant

Use: Anticipation of IMCA Grants.

I^ency: Port Authority of Alle^ieny County (PAT) in Pittsburgh.

Date: 1981.

The Port Authority of Allegheny County used a financing program
developed by the New York office of Paine Webber Capital Markets to con-
tinue funding of capital projects underway viiile vgaiting &yr UMIA
grants. The problem that PAT faced is common to many transit agencies.
The waiting time for grant money delays construction and increases
costs. Delays are particularly costly in times of high inflation or
when timing of various stages of construction is critical and delay will
cause additional cost. In order to prevent expensive delays the transit
agency staff worked with Paine Webber to iinplement a new use of advance
construction notes. PAT pledged the debt vjould be paid with the grant
money. The offering raised enou^ money to keep the project moving
until grants arrived from IMTA.

Advance construction notes are best suited for projects lasting
several years. The advanced financing is not likely to succeed when
work has already begun, but transit agencies should be able to sell the

notes for new projects.

Zero Coupon Bonds

Use: Capital investments, new rail lines, buses, etc.

Agency: Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) .

Efete: 1982.

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority issued $8.2 million
in zero coupon tax free bonds as part of a larger bond issue. The MBTA
and its underwriters claim that the zero coupon bonds sold like

"hotcakes." They were priced at $17.00 per $1000 to give a yield of
8.25% to the ijivestor. MBTA saved $6.9 million in interest payments
over the life of the bond project by employing the zero coiqxjn innova-

tion.

The use of zero coupon bcxids may be limited by the size of the

investment market interested in this kind of arrangement. The yield of
zero coupon bcmds has been lower then the rate for conventional nmici-
pal bcMids. In 1982, zero coupons were 5-6% lower than conventional nmi-
cipal bonds. However, these bonds were designed to reach the special
market of small, less risky investors vihich includes people with \ery
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little cash to invest, people interested in starting long term education
accounts £Dr their children, etc. This special market, v*iich is small

in size, is easily saturated. Also, because bonds are sold at dieaply
discounted prices, the nunicipality must sell two or three times their
par value in order to raise the desired amount of funds.

The MBTA estimates that it will save $6 million in interest

payments using zero coupon, as opposed, to conventional bonds.
Additionally, zero coupon bonds effectively transfer the yearly debt
service cost of alternative financing technicpjes into a hmp sum capital
payment in the fijture.

Certificate of Participation

Ifee; Purchase new buses

Agency: Southern California Rapid Transit District

Date: 1980

Procedijre

The Southern California Rapid Transit District ( SCRTD) raised $29
million towards the purchase of 1,000 new buses by selling 10-year
equipment trust certificates at 8^ to private investors. The cer-
tificate holders have title to 20% or 200 buses and are leasing them
back to SCRTD for an annual amount equal to one-tenth of the principal
and 100% of the debt service on the certificate ( interest) . An invest-
ment banking firm selected through ccmpetitive bidding sold die cer-
tificates to a group of investors . A bank was named by SCRTD to act as
trustee fDr the certificate holders.

Backing of Certificates

1. The buses served as collateral.

2. A cash reserve fund was established which mist equal 25% of the
principal amount of the outstanding certificates.

3. An insurance policy was purchased v^ich raised the equipment trust
certificate's credit rating from BAA to AAA vhich saved approxima-
tely $2 million in interest payments.

IMIA Involvement

There was a delay of over one year vhile UMIA determined whether
the federal government could finance 80% of the capital cost of the
equipment through a normal IMCA grant. Uhder normal circumstances IMCA
would cwn an 80% interest in each of the buses. IMEA agreed that its
80% grant entitled it to own 100% of 800 buses and that the certificate
holders owned 100% of 200 buses.
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Financial Results

SCRTD sold $29 million vrorth of certificates very quickly and sub-
sequently deposited $7.5 million or (25% of the $29 million) in tte
"Collateral Equalization Reserve Fund." This fund protects the cer-
tificate holders' interest against fluctuations in the anticipated
market value versus the original market value of the buses. It is simi-
lar to the reserve requirement on nost debt instruments and also enabled
SCRTD to earn interest from the Collateral Equali2:ation Reserve Fund.

Uider normal circijmstances a transit agency would receive a very
poor credit rating on any debt instrument since farebox revenues are
insufficient to cover operating expenses. A poor credit rating means
that SCRTD would have to pay a higfier interest rate on the debt.

Ifowever, a consortium of insurance ccMopanies including Aetna and
Travelers have fDrmed a company called MBIA to provide added insurance
for debt instruments such as equipment trust certificates. In this
transaction, SCRTD purchased an MBIA insurance policy for .03% of the
total value of the equipment. Standard and Poors vd.ll automatically
provide an AAA bond rating for any debt instrument secured by an MBIA
policy.

Lease Purchase Agreement

IJlse: PLirchase new and retiabilitated buses.

Agency: Metropolitan Transit Authority ( MTA) of Houston, Texas.

Date: 1981

Ihe Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) entered into a lease-
purchase agreement as part of a larger financing package to purchase
eight new QIC buses and 84 rehabilitated coes wDrth $8.4 million. To
lower the total cost of the project, MTA negotiated a safe harbor lease
with First City Leasing Corporation to sell the tax depreciation rights
associated with the -vehicles for $1.2 million. However, before MIA
could sign the lease they needed to cocoply with the safe harbor leasing
provision that 5% of the project cost be fijnded with tax exempt debt.

The solution was to solicit bids for a $5,000,000 lease purchase
agreement. The winning bid offered the sum at 11.15% for a five year

period. The holders of the winning bid held title to 5% of the buses
purchased for five years; at the end of this time they will sell their
5% interest to the MIA for a naninal fee. The final result of their

effort was that MIA was able to reduce its initial outlay by $500,000.



APPENDIX B

MICROCCMPUIER APPLICATION EXAMPLES
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B E H

GFERATIN5 rUiSE': :?54

BACKBROUND DATA

KEEKDAYS, SCHOOL

MEEkDAVS.NC SCHOOL

SATURDAYS

SUNDAYS, HOLIDAYS

SPEC.SVCE. VEH HRS

TOTAL

200

55

53

57

1560

JANUARY C£5FLiAFY

21

0

5

5

130

0

4

4

130

mARCH

V

4

4

130

APFIL

21

5

4

130

MY

21

u

4

6

JUNE

4

4

VEH HRS. TOT

VEH HI.TDT I'432'4

13238

14=589

:222fi

:;3I54

1 ffc
^ .' •'

155206

130"

147725

1305'

14^56-

i30';o

OPER RATE, EPF

flECH RATE.EFF

HA3ES,HRS KKD.BL'

HA6E:,HRS WKD.EAEfiFT

8.94

8.78

1945237

457566

3.49

8.02

156516

36132

9.64
3 "'^
Ua *^

143:20

3S132

S.34

g r')

1643E3

3S132

8.64

3.22

157S63

38132

S.94

8.3?

164563

33132

e.n

S.c9

163962

35132

FUEL UNIT PRICE

FUEL COST

OIL UNIT PRICE

OIL COST

SVC VEH -!JEL

1.14

630781

0.7S

12403

5391

$1.10

52404

$0.71

980

475

$1.11

•18663

$0.72

9lS

4^9

$1.11

55024

$0.74

104'

i31

$1.12

52652

$0.75

1012

434

$1.13

52936

$0.76

1026

487

$1.13

!30vc

$0.77

-.'i

439

AVS PR IN BAL

INT RATE

29158E

0.152

291588

0.013

2915S8

0.013

2915SB

0.013

291588

0.013

291583

0.013

2^1:38

0.013

REV PRODUCTIVITV 13.72 13.76 12.98 13.2s 13.55
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DOCUMENTATION: FARE SmUCTURE /WALYSIS

Application

This spreadsheet calculates a new fere level to generate a target

aonoixit of fere revenue, taking into account loss of ridership due to the

fere increase. It also allows the user to project die revenue end

ridership generated by a given fere structure.

Use

The current feres and ridership of each fere type are entered in

the template, along with a target level of total revenue generation.
Tine template uses successive calculations to calculate new fares vhich
approach the target revenue amount. Since the calculated feres are

likely to be ineven nioibers, the user can then enter a new fare struc-
ture based on tJie "optimal feres" to test its effect on revenue and

ridership

.

The spreadsheet can be used to test various fere levels and fere

structures in order to identify a conbination of fere level and fare
structure vjhich minimizes ridership loss, while generating the desired
level of revenue.

Assumptions

The fares in all zones are based on some relationship with the base
fare in zone 1. In the example shown, the ratio between the various
zone feres was maintained: all zone feres were increased by the same
percentage

.

The model uses the Simpson-Curtin rule to calculate ridership loss
due to the fere increase: for every 3% fare increase l7o of riders will
be lost.

Notes

General: The model uses successive recalculations to calculate
fares approaching die desired level of revenue. For t±iis reason the
spreadsheet diould be set to recalculate manually.

Ibte the instructions to users included in lines 34 to 40.

B6: Input data. Current fere for zone 1 in cents.

B28: (B6)
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C6: Input data. Current annual zone 1 passengers.

C28: (C22)

D6: (B6*C6)/100, in dollars.

D23: Input data. Target revenue objective.

D28: (D22)

B6: Enter cui-rent zone 1 fare to set ip template.

E7: (E6*(B7/B6)) . Example assimes all fiares will be increased by sane
percentage

.

E22: (E24-I6)

E24: (E6)

E28: (E6)

F6: (He*C6)

F28: (F22)

F29: (F28-C28)

F30: (F29/C28)*100

G6: (Ee*F6)/100

G23: (G22-D23)*H23

G28: (G22)

G29: (G28-D28)

G30: (G29/D28)*100

H6: (1-(.33*(E6-B6)/B6)). A fare elasticity of .33 is assxaed.

H23: 0 to set template, 1 to run. See instructions.

16: (E6*G23/D23)

J6: Input data. Proposed new fare for zone 1 in oents.

J28: (J6)

K6: (C6*(1-(.33*(J6-B6)/B6)))

K28: (K22)
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K29: (K28-C28)

K30: (K29/C28)*100

l£: (je*K6/100)

L28: (L22)

L29: (L28-D28)

L30: (L29/D28)*100

lb run the spreadsheet foiled tlie ixistructlons in rows 34 to 40.

Variations

NLnerous variations can be nade to tMs spreadsheet. Ihe tenplate
can be used to test fisire structures without die targeting feature by
ieBX3vlng colunns E throu^ I*

The relationship between the tested zonal &res can be changed to

reflect various £are structures. For example, if a fixed increase bet-
ween zones were desired, E7 would be (E6f25) for a 25 cent increase.

A separate coluton could be set with target revenue levels for

each zone. Fare adjustments would be calculated for all zones in column
I.

Alternative elasticities can also be tested. If certain market

segioents are felt to be insensitive to fere levels, the elasticity fac-

tor in ooluBm H could be changed to 1 or tiie ".33" in the equation in

colunns H and K could be reduced.

Market aegpients by type of fare (Student, Elderly and Handicapped,
or Adult) could be used instead of zone segm^ts.
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A B C D E F G K TI J K L

ll
1

PARE REVENUE PROJECTICN FRC'SRhH

3 1980 6RTA EXIST TEST TEST TEST ELAST FARE NEK m
b

ZONE FARE PASS REVS FARE PASS REV: FACT ADJ FARE PftSS REVS

I 651436 195431 36.15 607348 219572 0.93 -0.0105 35 615607 215462
7 30 iDOT.'i 79486 60.25 148213 89305 0.93 aO 1464B0 89088

>> 70 39698 27789 84.36 37011 31221 0.93 90 35955 32360

9 4 90 6670 6003 108.46 6219 5745 0.93 110 6131 6799

Li,

5 110 '970 10967 IC'^. 'j6 9295 0.93 130 ''372 12133

0 loO IvS 1/9 156.66 129 202 0.93 160 127 204

150 3 12 180.76 7 13 0.93 ISO 7 13

13 E&H

15
1 15 156210 i. Ji Jt. 18.08 147503 26663 V.93 20 :40507 25161
'J

25 32470 8113 30.13 30273 9120 0.?3 30 30327 909S

i 35 626 2669 42.18 7110 2995 0.93 40 "266 2907

17 4 45 97S 440 54.23 912 494 0.93 55 906 498

5 55 1882 1035 66.28 1755 1163 0.=3 65 ;769 1150

19 6 65 90 59 78.33 84 66 0."3 30 53 67

/ 0 90.33 0 v.'3 90 0 C

21

106814S 355919 36 995858 399884 39<5S84 "6388 3979?!

23 50AL--> 400000 -116 1 <-FLA6

36

25

RESULTS:

27
AROUNT 30 10681^8 355919 36 995858 399884 35 996888 357991

29 DIFF. -72290 43965 -71260 42072

XDIFF -6.77 10 TC

INSTRUCTIONS:

TO CLEAR PUT 30 IN F6, AND SET FLAG TO 0.

ENTER DESIRED REVS IN E23 (GOAL). RECALC UNTIL CLEAR.

PUT +F22 IN F6 i SET FLAG TO 1 TO RUN.

RECALC ABOUT 10 TINES.

ENTER ANY FARES IN COLUNN K FOR NEW PASS AND REVS.

sssssssssa

-6.67
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